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I. FOREWORD

The Fast Reduced Instruction Set Computer (F-RISC) project has been undertaken to
explore the highest possible for computer clock rates using some of the most advanced
semiconductor devices that have been developed in the US.  The project originally
capitalized on existing GaAs/AlGaAs Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBTs) and
microwave compatible Multi-chip Modules (MCM’s) as the vehicles to achieve these
goals.  During this phase of the project the final architecture chips were fabricated at
Rockwell, work began on the GE/HDI MCM package, a new thrust in SiGe HBT
technology with IBM was started, and other advanced devices have been examined for
even faster computer operation.  The project can be expected to impact applications
ranging from “super” workstations, and parallel processing nodes in TeraOPS/PetaOPS
computers, to virtual reality engines for simulation, HDTV for high resolution imaging,
media access controllers for fast microwave communication networks, and direct Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) at high frequencies.  These latter applications might be suitable
for radar, high-speed encryption/decryption, and data compression/decompression.  More
importantly some of these device technologies might offer alternative directions should
the evolution of CMOS as the primary microprocessor technology encounter difficulties.

The goal established for the (D)ARPA/ARO grants of the F-RISC series were originally
to create a demonstration Fast RISC integer engine with a 2 GHz clock rate and a peak
throughput of 1,000 MIPS.  The project took 8 years to approach its final state.  In the
meantime CMOS computer technology advanced from 20 MHz clocks to 1500 MHz and
even higher for experimental systems.  It might seem at first blush that with the limited
resources of a university design group this work would be rendered irrelevant by the
much larger resources of industry.  However, much has been learned from the GaAs 2
GHz clock effort. Moreover, HBT technology has also advanced.  With faster and higher
yielding SiGe HBT technology 16 GHz clock RISC engines now seem possible with
modest optical lithography.  Even 32 GHz seems remotely possible at room temperature
if device/materials improvements continue with SiGe;C, and 64 GHz at Liquid Nitrogen
Temperature (LNT).  The purpose of a university program should be to explore new
technology during its earliest phases in order to assess its impact, and to train students to
cope with the problems of even faster designs.  Hence even as the current program
approaches its completion, this mission is still an important one.  CMOS still faces
significant hurdles in the future, and promising alternative/complementary device
research tracks should be explored.

At the inception of the present work Rockwell International offered the Rensselaer team
the opportunity to employ their 50 GHz baseline HBT process for this project.  Typical
gate delays for that HBT process were revealed by Rockwell to be approximately 25
picoseconds, and in spite of yield limitations, with reasonable pipelining it has been
possible to create an architecture that could respond in about 10 gate delays per clock
phase, or 250 picoseconds.  Given the low initial yield expected with this process a
multichip architecture rather than a monolithic single chip microprocessor was proposed.
Typical chip yields of 20% at 5,000 HBTs were assumed for the purpose of the
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demonstration originally, but this needed to be upgraded to 8,000 HBTs during the course
of the project. Most of the additional devices were needed to make the chips testable at
microwave frequencies using boundary scan based, embedded at-speed test circuitry.

Yields for the Rockwell 4 inch wafer line were limited primarily by Ga rich surface oval
defects and problems with the gold-polyimide interconnection process.  The Yields for
the devices alone were limited by having an oval defect land in the emitter base junction
or from emitter to collector where it will appear to be a short.  The typical oval defect is
about 1-10 microns in size and is much more conductive compared to the semi-insulating
ideal GaAs material. The final run at Rockwell opted to use 2 micron by two micron
square emitters.  Just computing the probability that a defect of this size would actually
land in the emitter area [6] one is led to the conclusion that device yields of about 60%
are possible at 10,000 ovals per cm2, but that this falls to 30% for 4000 HBT’s at 500
ovals per cm2.  Other yields for the two level or three level metal gold lift-off process
draw this down considerably.  Anecdotally, such failures can usually be seen visually
with an optical microscope. Often balls of gold or lift off detritus can be seen.  Lift-off is
of course needed since the gold is a noble metal and not readily etched.  But the process
of lifting off the excess gold after desired gold is inlaid into lift-off trenches is extremely
error prone.  But the gold metalization is still preferred to limit power supply droop, to
enjoy electro-migration free operation, to improve skin effect losses, and for contact
metallurgy with the GaAs system.

Fortunately, Rockwell’s yields improved during the period of this project to meet this
requirement.  Yields as high as 50% for 10,000 HBT circuits are now possible at
Rockwell.  However, these require use of large 2-micron by 2-micron emitter openings.
This has kept the emitter current high in FRISC/G, requiring the MCM to dissipate
several hundred watts.  The power dissipated by HBT circuits is typically set by the size
of the area of the emitter that is possible with the device.  Since the original emitter stripe
specified by Rockwell was 1.4 microns by 3 microns, the minimum feature size of the
device actually increased over the 8 years of the project from 1.4 microns to 2.0.  The
significance of this large emitter size and the implied large emitter current were perhaps
not recognized at the onset of this project, and the resulting large power dissipations limit
the ability to explore such a large device in more aggressive architectures.  It is important
to note that for bipolar design emitter size influences primarily this power dissipation,
while the ultimate speed of circuits is still dominated by base transit time.  So an
important advantage of the HBT in CML is its ability to decouple power considerations
from speed considerations. The smaller the emitter size, the lower the power. The thinner
the base, the faster the device operation attained. SiGe HBT technology is now at 0.18
micron emitter size, and correspondingly the power levels have dropped by a factor of 10
relative to GaAs at 2-microns by 2-microns.  Yields have also increased in SiGe to the
point where several hundred thousand HBT’s can be found in one chip at 20-30% yields.
Unlike GaAs, SiGe exhibits no materials system specific defect such as the oval defect so
that these devices in mass fabrication should evolve to at least 700,000-1,000,000 HBT’s
at reasonable yield numbers. The 700,000 number is compatible with what Exponential
observed for a Si only bipolar process to obtain their 704 chip.  These numbers stand to
improve further as the devices are moved for production from the IBM East Fishkill
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development line to the Burlington production line.  IBM reports that there are no
discernable SiGe defect changes that are related to the percentage Ge content of the base.
If this is the case, then yields greater than 1 million SiGe HBT’s should become possible
in mass production.  Significant CPU’s can be constructed with this many devices, and if
their clock rates are high enough then commercial applications may develop around this
technology.

This will be seen as an advantage if the next generation of Fast RISC is pursued.

Specifically, as an option for this contract DARPA requested that we explore alternative
SiGe HBT technology available at IBM for comparison.  This HBT in SiGe appears to
have evolved quickly from a Yorktown research project in the early 90’s to a production
technology today.  The processing line identified as 5HP has an HBT with an fT of 45
GHz and a fmax of 60 GHz.  The minimum recommended emitter size for the SiGe HBT
is only 0.5 microns by 1.0.  This has led to approximately a reduction by a factor of 2.5 in
emitter current from 2 mA to 0.8 mA.  In addition the SiGe Vbe turn-on voltage is 0.7 V
or half that of the GaAs/AlGaAs device at 1.4 V.  The result is a factor of about 5
reduction in power dissipation levels.  The next generation of SiGe HBT would actually
be twice as fast and achieve this speed in half again the power.  Processing advances
seem to have led quickly to a very aggressively downsized emitter in SiGe.  The notable
reduction in power and increase in yield provides a route to a single chip implementation
of the Fast RISC, rather than the multi-chip solution used for GaAs.

An additional attractive feature of the SiGe HBT process at IBM is that it provides the
possibility of co-integration with a contemporary version of CMOS with comparable
lithographic feature sizes. One of the immediate advantages of this co-integration is the
access provided to more advanced interconnection systems commonly used in CMOS.
Furthermore, CMOS could provide a way to lower power dissipations further by
replacing the hot HBT cores of memories in the present design with lower quiescent
power circuitry.  To continue to maintain speed the CMOS memory would have to access
into extremely wide fields selectable by faster HBT decoders, something reminiscent of
F-RISC/G L1-L2 memory 1024-bit transfer path.  In addition, a one line lower level
cache called L0 would provide the ultimate speed needed by the CPU.  Most of the heat
dissipated in the F-RISC/G is in the 16 L1 cache chips. Hence, overall reduction in power
dissipation with a SiGe HBT BiCMOS design could be much larger than a factor of 5 in
the present SiGe line (termed 5HP at IBM).

IBM also has discussed plans for its follow on “100 GHz” process in which the HBT
emitter stripe may be as small as 0.18 microns by 0.5 microns.  Based on this anticipated
area reduction, the faster HBT would dissipate at least another factor of 2-4 less power
than the 50 GHz HBT.  IBM terms this line its 7HP process. In this process we can
predict that 16 GHz clock operation would be possible at a power dissipation less than
one 20th of the present system assuming only HBT devices were used.  But since the
majority of the FRISC/G power dissipation (75%) is in its L1 memory where CMOS
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could be used with wide access and HBT decoding, a power dissipation even less than
this is possible

As a result of the option, some pieces of the FRISC/G computer design were recast in the
SiGe 50 GHz SiGe HBT baseline process at East Fishkill using one of the DARPA
sponsored multi-user shared reticle runs under a contract to IBM using MOSIS as the
broker.  A 0.18 ps register file was implemented and verified in that process which was a
full 32-bit by 32-word memory with triple porting for two read and one write port.  This
file, which was much larger than the file used in the lower yielding GaAs versions, is
amenable to single chip RISC implementation.  Furthermore with micro-pipelining used
in the port address decoding, file accesses at 8 GHz appear possible.  In this strategy a
flip-flop is placed at the end of the file address decoder on all the word lines.  The
ongoing memory reads and writes then can take place while the next address is being
decoded from the instruction decoder register.  Since about half the file’s delay is in its
decoder, this permits the approximate doubling of the throughput of one of the key
components of computer architecture.  This style of micro-pipelined memory operation is
due to Chappell and Chappell at IBM for fast cache access, but we have adopted it for use
in the register file. The yield on these register files was excellent, essentially resulting in
a working file on the first site touched down by the probe set.  It is anticipated that when
implemented in the new IBM 100+ GHz HBT process that 16 GHz operation of this file
will be possible in this micro-pipelined mode.

For comparison, the most recent paper on a 0.25 micron CMOS register file at Yorktown
Heights gave a read access time of 640 ps, and this was for a file with only 16 words of
depth, though it was for a wider 64-bit word configuration.  Allowing another gate delay
for increased depth and doubling this time to scale backward to a comparable 0.5 micron
lithography the hypothetical advantage of the bipolar design to the CMOS design would
be 7.5 times faster operation.  When the 100 GHz SiGe 0.25 micron HBT is available this
would be the exact ratio.  Of course, the relative ease of scaling of CMOS processing still
puts the more difficult to implement HBT at a disadvantage.  However, this situation may
change as the minimum feature size approaches approximately 0.1 micron and optical
lithography can no longer be used for CMOS.

Encouraged by the early success of the SiGe HBT register file another student, Matt
Ernest, has developed a way to implement a 32-bit adder in only 5 CML macro delays.
Assuming these delays to approach 13 ps, an adder could approach 67.5 ps or just shy of
16 GHz, as implemented in the 50 GHz IBM SiGe line.  Taken then to the 100 GHz next
generation it is clear that even 64-bit addition at 16 GHz would be possible using
technology only a few years away from implementation at the present writing.

The early simulations for this register file and adder resulted in a proposal to DARPA in
1997 under BAA9703 for a 16 GHz advanced version of the F-RISC/G computer, called
F-RISC/H which would be an enhanced F-RISC/G recast in this faster, higher yielding
process. The machine would be designed in the form of a VLIW superscalar, with 8
processing fields, leading to a 16 GHz clock 128 GOPS (1/8 TeraOPS) machine suitable
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for MCM implementation.  The proposal received an award letter assigning the AO
number F377 for the effort, but funds for this program have not yet materialized.  This
proposal remains our best recommendation for the future of room temperature
supercomputing at this time.  In the meantime work has been expanded to include design
of fast internet chips using the SiGe HBT.  Using IBM’s 50 GHz SiGe HBT line Internet
communication in the range of from 10 to 20 Gb/s is possible, depending on the method
of clocking the data.  This work complements the processor design effort well and
provides yet another window with which to evaluate the HBT as a digital device for the
future.

At the time of this report IBM has announced [EE Times, March 5, 2001] that the
successor to the so called 5HP 45 GHz SiGe HBT 0.5 micron BiCMOS process will be a
120 GHz fT SiGe HBT BiCMOS process with both minimum emitter stripe and CMOS
FET channel length (as drawn) of 0.18 microns.  The SiGe HBT devices in this process
are 2.67 times as fast as the earlier 5HP devices and the peak of the fT vs. Ic curve is at
200 uA for the minimum device, so the devices are both faster and cooler than those used
in the GaAs project.  The process still does not use Carbon in the base alloy.

Work summarized in this report is documented in its entirety on the DARPA mandated
web site for the project,

http://inp.cie.rpi.edu/research/mcdonald/frisc

Details omitted from this current final summary report can be found in many of the theses
created during sponsorship of the project on line at this web-site, which will be
maintained for at least ten years subsequent to the termination of project funding.
Thereafter the theses can be obtained in the traditional fashion from the Rensselaer
library.
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I. FINAL REPORT

II.1. F-RISC / G Overview and Statement of the Problem Studied

II.1.1. Historical Background and Motivation for the Research

The mission of this project has been to explore alternative devices for fast computer
design.  In this phase of our contract work we have focused on the Heterojunction Bipolar
Transistor or HBT as the candidate for this effort.  This section of the report gives an
overview of various candidates that were considered, and our reasons for pursuing the
HBT.

One of the original inspirations for the work of this contract series was a Special Issue of
the Proceedings of the I.E.E.E. published in January of 1982 on Very Fast Semiconductor
Technology, edited by Richard Eden [1].  A key invited paper in that special issue was
“Hetero-structure Bipolar Transistors and Integrated Circuits,” by Herbert Kroemer [2].
The final sentence of the abstract for that paper was “the present overwhelming
dominance of the compound semiconductor device field by FET’s is likely to come to an
end, with bipolar devices assuming at least an equal role, and very likely a leading one.”
Kroemer might well be expected to favor the device since he was an early proponent of it
[3].  The idea of the HBT goes back to an early patent by Shockley in June 1948 [4].

By implication one might well have removed the term “compound semiconductors” in
Kroemer’s discussion of FET’s since the MESFET in the compound semiconductor
materials system (at least at low field strength) is faster than comparably scaled CMOS
FET’s.  But of course, the evolution of the semiconductor industry increasingly into
CMOS as a preferred medium for expression of microprocessor and memory design
could perhaps only have been guessed in 1982.  The good news was that CMOS only had
to lithographically shrink to attain faster speeds, but the bad news is that it had to
continue to shrink lithographically forever in order to keep delivering performance
improvements.

The first big challenge will come around 0.1 microns minimum channel length, when
conventional optical lithography runs into problems.  At this point the industry will be
forced to strike off into dramatically different lithography technology, and run the risks
associated with that detour.  This includes EUV, X-Ray, and Ebeam Projection
technology.  All of these depend on 1:1 projection schemes and require precise alignment
over large 2 cm or greater reticle areas and very thin masks.

Anticipating this, in the summer of 1997 an article written by Bijan Divari, an IBM Vice
President, the longevity of CMOS in this role was called into question.  Essentially the
year 2004 was called a “brick wall” to continued shrinkage of lithography and device size
as the main evolutionary path for CMOS, and that “alternative device architectures”
would have to be explored.  The year 2004 is significant in that this is approximately the
time frame for phase-out of optical lithography.  IBM has been a vigorous explorer for
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alternatives to optical lithography including x-ray, Extended UV or EUV, and Ebeam
lithography.  Whether the year 2004 is the correct date or not the key item is the reference
to “alternative devices.”  Of course, alternative device architectures could include just
SOI or surround-gate MOS, but hidden in the discussions that surround this interesting
announcement are other worrisome signals that something much more aggressive might
prove necessary.  Even if the FET could continue to shrink using some new lithography
the device itself might leak too much due to poor threshold control and excessive sub-
threshold leakage or poor noise margin.

In recent past history, “Moore’s Law” has described the trend line for advancement of
computer technology of a performance doubling every 3 years or so.  This law is not a
law of physics, but rather a law of economic imperative.  This is approximately the rate
of advancement needed to command the venture capital needed to sustain the industry
based on the size of the market it currently serves worldwide.  Any disruption of this
trend line due to physical barriers threatens the economic health of the industry, and with
it any strategic vision based upon microelectronics and information technology.
Unfortunately for a long time now it has been known that the trend line could not
continue indefinitely. But the semiconductor fabrication process is so complex that
technical predictions are notoriously nonspecific with regards to end-times for this
technology. SEMATECH has posted a schedule called the National Technology Road
Map, which assumes that devices of dimensions 0.025 microns could be fabricated and
that progress could continue until the years 2012-2014.  The plan did not identify or
anticipate any disruption that could prevent the attainment of that goal. Scenarios
deviating significantly from the model of CMOS shrinkage have not been considered in
the devising of the SEMATECH model.  Of course the consequences of such a
derailment are extremely serious.

Later in the fall of 1999 Mark Packan of INTEL sounded a similar warning that
continued advancement of CMOS might encounter many problems and that the
semiconductor industry faced some of the most severe challenges in its history.  The
economic and political implications of a maturation of one of the highest of the High
Tech industries was hardly noticed in the New York Times article summarizing the
pronouncement.  The scaling of HBT devices is significantly different from CMOS, and
so one of the questions is whether this alternative device in particular has anything to
offer in surmounting these challenges.
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II.1.1.1. The HBT and Band Gap Engineering

The earliest HBT’s were fabricated in the III-V materials system because of the higher
electron mobility found in that system.  Processing difficulties for the HBT in that system
has caused its evolution to lag behind the relative simplicity of fabrication in silicon for
ordinary bipolar and CMOS.  The financial resources of existing CMOS based
fabrication also tend to favor continued advances in the same direction until some
unexpected challenge or barrier proves insurmountable or uneconomical.  Recent
advances in SiGe technology, however, confer some of these advantages of Si-based
technology back toward the HBT.  This would appear to make it feasible to create very
fast computing systems with optical lithography.  This, of course, was always the promise
of the bipolar device.

The Kroemer article focused on bandgap engineering because “the forces acting on the
electrons and holes in a semiconductor are equal (except for sign in the case of electrons)
are proportional to the slopes of the edge of the band in which the carriers reside”.  In
several figures in the article (Figure 1 of which is reproduced here) Kroemer pointed out
that this slope can be manipulated by varying alloy compositions in the various regions of
the HBT.  With wide bandgap emitters, electron injection from the emitter towards the
collector could be independently manipulated from the hole injection from the base
towards the emitter.  The result would be a new way to increase the relative injection
rates of these two carriers which results directly in higher beta, and in fact a beta which
could be made high almost independent of the doping levels in the device.

Figure 1.  Forces on electrons and holes in the vicinity of variation of the bandgap.
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To first order, for the normal npn homo-junction BJT as shown in Figure 2, during
forward bias conditions holes are swept towards the emitter from the base, and electrons
travel from the emitter through the base to the collector where they are captured and the
maximum value that the beta or current gain for the homo-junction transistor can attain is

max =
Ic

Ib
=

DnNde Xe

DpNabWb

where the D’s are diffusion constants for holes and electrons, the N’s are doping densities
and X and W are the distances through which the respective carrier travels.  We can see
that if the emitter doping is really large relative to the base, that the current gain can be
large even if the ratios of the other quantities in this equation are unfavorable (as they
often are).  Intuitively this is because there would simply be many more electrons created
by the high emitter doping than the number of holes generated by the base doping.
However dopant levels are limited by solid solubility of the dopant in the host species,
and so there is a limit to doping higher in the emitter, and often the base doping is
sacrificed to achieve a high beta.  But this then increases base resistance.

When the base emitter junction is forward biased the electrons from the larger number of
donors in the emitter travel towards the collector, and the smaller number of holes travel
towards the emitter, thus creating the current gain for which the bipolar transistor is well

Figure 2.  Simplified current flow in forward biased homojunction BJT.

Equation II.1-1
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known.  However, this strategy of decreasing the base doping relative to the emitter for
increasing beta comes at a price, because the amount of base spreading resistance
increases.  This is because inevitably there is an upper limit on emitter doping in a
common homo-junction BJT, which results in a requirement to lower base doping to get
the beta value up.  But this adversely affects the ability of the device to charge and
discharge parasitic capacitance in the device and from wire loading as will be discussed
in the next paragraph.

Probably the best measure of switching time applicable to HBT digital circuits is the
estimate of Dumke, Woodall, and Rideout (DWR) [5] who estimate the switching time as

s =
5

2
RbCc +

Rb

RL
b + (3Cc + CL )RL

where Rb  and RL  are the base spreading and load resistance, Cc is the collector
capacitance, CL  is the load capacitance, and b is the base transit time.  One can see that
in two of the terms for the DWR formula the base resistance occurs.  Hence low base
resistance is important unless the last term is dominant.  DMR examine the case of
changing the load resistance to optimize this delay further finding that the optimum value
of that resistance is

RL
opt = [Rb b /(3Cc + CL )]1 / 2

This optimum load value is often unrealistically low, but again shows the importance of
the base spreading resistance in choosing better load values.  Nevertheless, using this as
the load resistance value the absolute minimum value of the switching time is

s
opt =

5

2
RbCc + 2[(3Cc + CL )Rb b]1 / 2

Since the base spreading resistance figures so importantly in these formulas, strategies to
minimize this parameter are key to capturing the ultimate speed of the device.

Equation II.1-2

Equation I.1-3

Equation I.1-4
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Figure 3.  Band diagram of an npn transistor with a wide gap emitter showing the

various current components and the hole repelling effect of the additional energy

gap in the emitter (from Kroemer).

Figure 3 shows the band diagram of an npn transistor with a wide gap emitter showing
the various current components and the hole repelling effect of the additional energy gap
in the emitter.  The emitter for the GaAs/AlGaAs HBT has a wider bandgap than the base
as shown here.

The advantage of the wide bandgap emitter HBT vs. the simpler BJT is that the beta for
the transistor is given by the following formula

max =
Ic

Ib
=

DnNde Xe

DpNabWb

exp(∆Eg /kT )

where ∆Eg  is the change in the energy gap between the emitter and base.  Denote the

mean speeds nb , and pe  due to combined effects of drift and diffusion of electrons at

the emitter end of the base and of holes at the base end of the emitter respectively, these
two current densities become

Equation I.1-5
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Jn = NDe nb exp(−qVn / kT)

and

Jp = NAb pe exp(−qVp / kT)

where

∆Eg = q(Vp − Vn)

Taking the ratios of the two current densities results in the modified formula for beta for
the heterojunction.  For a large positive change in the energy gap, ∆Eg , beta is

significantly improved relative to the homojunction.  However, in digital applications
beta need not be over 100 to be effective.  Hence, the improvements due to the
exponential term are traded for a higher base doping, thereby reducing the base spreading
resistance.  Furthermore, even the emitter doping can be reduced somewhat so that
emitter capacitance is usually ignorable.

The devices used in the F-RISC/G CPU are based on AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction
bipolar transistor technology as supplied by Rockwell International.  1Figure 5 shows a
cross-section of the Rockwell HBT device.  The baseline process produces transistors
with a nominal fT of 50 GHz.

                                                
1 As the details of Rockwell’s HBT process and design rules are restricted by a nondisclosure agreement

between Rockwell and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, only previously published information can be

presented here.

Equation I.1-6

Equation I.1-7

Equation I.1-8
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P+ GaAsP+ GaAs

O damageO damage

NN

n AlGaAsn AlGaAs

n+ GaAsn+ GaAs

p GaAsp GaAs

As mentioned above, he primary advantage of using HBTs is that the heterojunction
provides good emitter injection efficiency, lower base spreading resistance than in bipolar
junction transistors (BJTs), and lower emitter-base capacitance (Cje). The GaAs / AlGaAs
system also offers other advantages.  Among them, electron mobility is high (on the order

of 5000-8000 

cm

V s

2

⋅  in pure material vs. 800-2000 

cm

V s

2

⋅  for Si.), reducing base transit
time and charge storage at the emitter junction, and a semi-insulating substrate is
available (on the order of 5 × 108 Ω ⋅cm ).

II.1.2. Comparison with the Future of CMOS

All of these advantages come with the higher base doping possible in the HBT. One of
the most important implications of base doping was noted by Dr. Eden in his own
overview article.  In this article Eden noted that the heterojunction bipolar device had the
best threshold uniformity of all the devices considered in the issue.  This was obviously
due to the fact that the turn on voltage for the device depended on the bandgap and not on
doping.  However he did point out that collector-emitter punch-through was dependent on
doping.  In his words, “with modest base doping levels in homo-junction bipolar
transistors the number of doping atoms…becomes so small (~102) in the base that simply
Poisson statistical variations in the number of dopant atoms can lead to punch-through in
a statistically significant number of transistors.”  The high doping level in the base for the
HBT approaches two orders of magnitude higher levels (1019 ) than found in homo-
junction BJT’s because it is still possible to have high current gain with the HBT.  Hence,
punch-through is significantly less likely to occur on random transistors in a circuit with
many devices.  Furthermore the threshold voltage for Vbe at which significant bipolar
collector emitter conduction occurs for the GaAs HBT is largely set by just bandgap and
temperature and is as Kroemer states “very nearly a universal constant.”  The measured
variation in the Rockwell GaAs HBT used in this project is only 3 mV out on an average
of 1.3 V, barely 0.1% variation on a given wafer or between wafers [6].

Figure 4.  Cross section of Rockwell HBT (from Asbeck).
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Of course the comparable observation can be made for Si FET’s. But here there is no
“fix” for the problem.  A state of the art CMOS FET has a channel length approximately
0.1 microns, and the channel width in full conduction is around one fifth of this
dimension.  For a minimal sized transistor with W/L ratio of unity, the total volume of the
channel approaches that of a state of the art HBT, or about 0.2 ×10−15cm3.  Doping this
region at 1017 would lead to only 50 dopant atoms and again statistical variations
resulting from the Poisson process model for ion implantation would dictate a significant
number of devices with even lower numbers of atoms and might be difficult to put into
cutoff.

Meindl [7] in a very recent article has further quantified this and has shown that indeed
this becomes one of the primary challenges faced by conventional CMOS because the
threshold voltage Vth  for turning on the device in the case of the FET depends on this
doping level.  Not only is the low number of dopant atoms a problem, but the placement
of these dopant atoms within the channel becomes statistically non-uniform due to
random variations in density.  Meindl referred to this as an “intrinsic” problem because it
depends only on mathematical probabilities. Keyes was apparently one of the earlier
workers to recognize this would eventually become a problem.  This lack of uniformity
can lead to drastic increases in sub-threshold leakage current.  For example, with only 50
dopant atoms on the average in the channel the standard deviation for a Poisson process
is proportional to the square root of the average, and this is 7 atoms when the average is
50.  Clearly when considering the additional requirement of spatial uniformity these
requirements are even more stringent.  For example if the channel is merely divided into
5 compartments with an average of 10 dopant atoms in each cell, the standard deviation is
3 dopant atoms, and there is significantly greater risk of not having any in a given cell.  In
a recent paper James D. Meindl and his students analyzed this effect, including
examination of the uniformity issue by dividing up the channel into small cells.

Figure 5.  Cross-section of FET (from Meindl) showing mesh into volume
elements large enough to hold one dopant atom on the average.  Statistically, some of

the volume elements will be empty in any given device due to probabilistic
uncertainty.
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Meindl analyzed the FET by modeling it with a series of small MOS capacitor structures.
He took each capacitor to be   l

2  in area and X in depth, where X is the depletion depth at
threshold and where the volume

  
l 3 = 1

N A

on the average has exactly one impurity atom in it.  Any specific elemental MOS
capacitor will have instead m dopant atoms in it leading to the local dopant concentration
in that volume of

  
nA =

m

l 2 X

Under condition s outlined in the paper Meindl showed that the threshold voltage for each
of the elemental MOS capacitors could be written as

  
Vth = Vfb + 2 B +

1

l Cox

2q s( B + f (m))m

X

where again m is the number of dopant atoms.

Equation I.1-9

Equation I.1-10

Equation I.1-11
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As pointed out by Meindl for a given gate bias, Vg , there exists value mmax , such that the

elemental MOS capacitor with that number of impurities or less will be inverted.  The
value of mmax  can be computed through these equations.  Since m is a random variable
the probability of finding an inverted elemental channel is

where M is the average number of impurities in the volume, f (m,M) is the probability
density function for the number of dopant atoms in the elementary MOS capacitor, which
is obviously a function of M.  For the overall MOS FET to conduct electricity, there must
be enough of the elemental MOS capacitors on to form a “percolation “ path through the
channel that is a region of such elemental volumes that form a continuous path. To do
this the problem is broken up into two parts, the first to determine if there are I “inverted”
MOS elemental capacitors out of K compartments.  The probability for this is written
YK(I)  and obviously is a Binomial probability distribution:

Equation I.1-12

Equation I.1-13

Equation I.1-14

p = Pr(invertedVg = Vth) = f(m, M)dm
0

mmax

∫
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YK(I) =
K![p I (1 − p)K − I]

I!(K − I)!

Meindl’s coworkers developed computer codes to determine whether if I elemental MOS
capacitors function, they just happen to line up in such a way as to form a continuous
channel path from source to drain.  These simulations can be used to determine ZK(I) ,
the probability there is a conductive path from source to drain.  Since there are many
ways for this to happen for many values of K, the total probability for finding continuous
paths is the summation over all I

Meindl approximated the distribution of ion implanted dopant densities with a Gaussian
probability function, although for the low number of dopant atoms a more accurate
distribution would have been a Poisson model.  Use of the Gaussian model enabled him
to obtain an explicit expression for p in terms of the average doping density NA :

p =

erf
nA XNA

−2 / 3− XNA
1 / 3

2XNA
1 / 3

 

 
 

 

 
 + erf

XNA
1 / 3

2

 

 
 

 

 
 

1 + erf
XNA

1 / 3

2

 

 
 

 

 
 

where

Equation I.1-15

Equation I.1-16

Q(K) = YK
I=0

K

∑ (I)ZK(I)

Equation I.1-17
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X = 2 s B

qNA

While p could be obtained in closed form, and hence in principle Y, the Z parameter had
to be computed.  Apparently the distribution of the ratio of I to K for channel continuity
to occur appeared Gaussian such that if I/K were greater than about 0.59 chances were
good that connection from source to drain would occur.  The following formula was used
to compute the “connection” probability given K cells with I in inversion for a square
channel (whose width, W, equals its length, L):

ZK(I) = exp(−t 2

−∞

((( I /K −0.59)/

∫ / 2 )dt

where

= 0.149exp( −0.0636LNA
1 / 3)

and L  is the channel length.  This would be the effective channel length, not the as-drawn

channel length.  Clearly as   L/ l  →  ∞connection approaches certainty, since the
variance  goes to zero, and there are a large number of viable complete paths.  Meindl
used these expressions to compute what he termed the effective channel doping
concentration f (nA) distribution density function among a large number of MOSFETs.
This is the doping density required for a uniformly doped MOSFET to have the same
threshold voltage.  He used the chain rule to compute

f (nA) =
dQ

dnA
=

dQ

dp
⋅

dp

dmmax
⋅
dmmax

dnA

leading to the following result for this probability density:

Equation I.1-18

Equation I.1-19

Equation I.1-20

Equation I.1-21
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f (nA) = 2
2 ( 2 + 2 )

⋅
( s B)1/ 4
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13 /12

 
 
 

 
 
 

⋅
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Using these expressions Meindl has an explicit closed-form expression for the probability
density for the effective channel doping concentration for a FET with effective values for
W=L=0.07 microns.  Using this formula these coworkers were able to compute and plot
this distribution for two target values of NA = 5E17cm−3 and NA = 3E18cm−3.  We
include this plot here to press the point.  Obviously the higher the number of dopant
atoms on the average, the larger the spread, but the variance depends on this spread
divided by the average value and is worse for the smaller number.  Roughly there are 50
atoms in the lower doped channel.

Equation I.1-22
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Although the spread at the higher doping density seems wider, compared to the average,
the spread is actually narrower normalized to that average value.  Hence, it is the lower
doped transistor that exhibits the wider relative spread.  For the lower doping density,
which is preferred in high-speed devices, the average would be 50 dopant atoms.  But the
value of the probability density is only down by 6 orders of magnitude at 250 atoms,
indicating that million transistor circuits might already have many transistors at
significantly different thresholds, and 100 million transistor circuits would surely have
serious yield problems due to degraded noise margins, and leakage would climb.  Meindl
continues the analysis to show the actual probability distribution for the threshold
voltages themselves, but one can see even from this analysis just how marginal the
setting of the threshold can be.

Meindl analyzed only these mathematical uncertainties and termed them “intrinsic”
limitations because they are mathematically present even if the fabrication of the device
is perfect.  In addition to these intrinsic limitations there are statistical fluctuations in
threshold due to fabrication tolerance uncertainties.  Meindl predicted that this intrinsic
uncertainty in threshold values would become a yield limitation on fabricating CMOS at
0.07 microns effective channel length since the threshold uncertainty is so large that some

Figure 6.  Plot of the distribution density function of effective doping concentrations

(from Meindl) for average doping densities of NA = 5E17cm−3 and NA = 3E18cm−3.
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transistors would have threshold deviations of several hundred mV.  In addition, sub-
threshold leakage current was seen to escalate 6 orders of magnitude moving from 0.35
microns and 0.07 microns. This would prevent the evolution to smaller supply voltages
required to keep the power dissipation density reasonable.  Devices with thresholds on
the low side would be more difficult to be driven into cutoff, leading to excessive leakage
current with excessive DC power dissipation and possible incorrect output voltages since
the logic threshold shifts with the device threshold.  Devices with thresholds on the high
side would operate slower than the design target.  Once again logic thresholds could be
shifted with the device threshold resulting in static errors.  Of all the effects of threshold
uncertainty perhaps none is more pervasive than the excessive power dissipation problem
because while only a few actual logic errors might be expected in the form of another
yield detractor, leakage will be the more prevalent effect. Subthreshold leakage can
already be anticipated to increase with decreasing channel length, but shifting thresholds
can dramatically increase this dissipation. We can see the degree of jeopardy this places
traditional microprocessors in when we examine the DEC/Compaq Alpha Road Map.
The most aggressive projected device generation at 0.125 microns (Leff of 0.1 microns)
shows an anticipated power dissipation of 150 watts.
SHIP DATE JUNE 1996 DEC. 1999 2Q 1999 2Q 2000

EV4 EV5 EV5 EV6 EV7 EV8
LITHO. (µM) 0.35 0.35 0.28 0.18 0.18 0.125
VDD IN VOLTS 2.5 2.2 2 1.5 1.5 1.2
PACKAGING WP/PGA WP/PGA WP/PGA FC/SCP FC/SCP FC/MCP

PINOUT 499 587 587 587 1443 1800

CLOCK IN MHZ 400 575 750 1000 1250 1650
SPECINT95 16.8 32 45 60 75 155
SPECP95 28 61 67 100 160 400
L2 BW (GB/S) 0.5 2 2 2 10 10
L1 BW (GB/S) 1.3 4 4.5 5.5 16 64
POWER (W) 55 95 80 60 125 150
DIE SIZE (MM2) 210 320 210 125 400 350

DEC/Compaq Alpha Road Map [from their web site]

It is quite clear that power levels are becoming extremely high from this trend even
without the aforementioned threshold uncertainty induced leakage power dissipation
problem.  What is needed is a device technology where DC currents decrease with
shrinking geometries, not increase.

Semiconductor workers (both in Japan and the United States) have observed this
“atomistic” limitation on conventional CMOS. The HBT like the BJT, of course, has its
turn on voltage set by bandgap.  Hence there is nothing comparable to the threshold
uncertainty seen with the conventional bulk CMOS devices that sets an “intrinsic”
limitation on threshold uniformity.  Both device thresholds on the other hand are a
function of temperature but here we have at least a chance for uniformity by proper
thermal engineering.
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There is a natural effort to circumvent the problems of low numbers of dopant atoms in
CMOS by eliminating the doping as the technique for setting thresholds for the FET.
This has resulted in proposals for using work functions at the gate oxide semiconductor
interface to accomplish this.  One approach is the so-called dual gate approach, which
uses heavily doped silicide gate material on the top and bottom of the channel.  TI has
pioneered this approach and has demonstrated it at 0.18 microns.  However the device

Figure 7.  Meindl’s plot of leakage current vs. channel length showing nearly 7
orders of magnitude of leakage increase per gate as this length decreases from 0.35

microns to 0.07 microns for memory, logic leakage increases only slightly over 4
orders of magnitude increase, but with an uncertainty of nearly 4 orders of

magnitude.
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structure begins to look much more complex using the top and bottom dual gate device.
There are a couple of ways to try to fabricate these devices.  One which has been tried is
the bonded silicon wafer approach.  First one wafer is processed to include the bottom
connection and gate and the thin oxide layer.  This is polished using Chem Mechanical
Planarization.  Then a second wafer is placed on top of this and bonded to it using atomic
force bonding.  The wafers need to be very flat.  Next the top wafer is polished to only
the thickness of the channel, or roughly 100 Å. Then the top gate is fabricated.

N+ Source/
Drain/Contact
P+ Channel

N Source/
  Drain

N+Poly Si

Co Si2

Thin Ox/Ox
Bottom Gate
Refractory W

S TG
BG D

The dual gate SOI is required to set thresholds when the intended power supply voltage is
very low.  The threshold set for n channel FET is –0.1 V for N+-N+ dual silicided gates
and 1.0 V for P+-P+ silicided gates.  However, Suzuki and Sugii [4. 5] using the N+-P+
combination more usable average between these two levels is obtained. The threshold
voltage for the dual gate structure is dominantly set by the work function of the gate
material and is less sensitive to the actual doping levels in the channel.  Hence, this
strategy has been developed to head off the problems Meindl analyzed.  Fujitsu has
published a number of papers on SOI threshold setting by varying gate materials and
doping levels.  In this discussion the gate material is heavily doped polysilicon with
electrode connections being made out of refractory (high temperature) Cobalt Silicide.
Also, some conductors such as TiN have been discussed for doped gate material.

The work function is varied by heavily doping the gate material itself rather than the
channel, and because the doping is so high, it is less sensitive to low dopant numbers in
the channel. The polarity of doping in the upper and lower gate material can be varied
with some schemes using P+ for both the upper gate, or lower gate, or N+ for both.  The
threshold for P+ is 1 V, whereas for N+ the threshold is –0.1 V, neither of which is
adequate for high-speed, or for low-power.  The only alternative is to mix these two
strategies.  In that situation the upper and lower polysilicon gate materials are differently

Figure 8.  Dual Gate SOI CMOS device for N-channel FET showing upper and
lower gates.
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doped as P+ and N+.  This structure results in two partial turn-on thresholds, the first of
which occurs on the N doped gate interface to the channel and the second at the P doped
interface.  The net effect of these two turn-on voltages combines to set a kind of overall
threshold.  Note that the real action is that there are two effective FETs in parallel, one on
the back side and one on the front, which combine to give a net threshold.  The resulting
threshold plot vs. thickness of the SOI channel is shown in the following figure:

Here we can see that if the SOI thickness is small enough the effective threshold for the
P+-N+ heavily doped dual gate configuration can place a threshold at about 0.25 V.  This
requires a SOI thickness of 100 Å, which may not be very consistent with good
transconductance for the device, which requires high gate capacitance, and even thinner
oxides at small device feature sizes.  Furthermore the threshold is varying with this
thickness, which requires excellent thickness control, or once again the threshold
uncertainty will become noticeable again.

In addition to these sensitivities the dual gate structure is awkward to fabricate.  First a
wafer must be prepared that contains all the fine lithography patterned gate and electrode
materials up to and including the thin oxide for the thin lower oxide.  This must be
polished to exquisite levels of flatness in planarization.  Then another intact wafer must
be bonded to this preexisting structure.  The second wafer is then polished using
chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) to precisely the desired thickness of the channel
(100 Å based on Figure 10).  It is this extreme uniformity, which must be maintained for
threshold control.  Then the top gate must be aligned to the bottom gate with great
precision.  Given that there is no self-alignment possible between the two gates, yield
may be expected to suffer.  Whether the yield will be worse than what would have been
experienced with dopant uncertainty depends on how short the channel length is.

Figure 9.  Thresholds for P+-P+, N+-N+ and P+-N+ Doped Silicide Dual Gate SOI

Devices (Sujii).
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Another recently announced process at IBM involves regrowth of recrystallized
polysilicon over oxide so the lower gate oxide.  Some of the techniques can involve using
the raw polycrystalline thin film to using techniques to recrystallize the polysilicon while
portions of the melt contact a crystalline substrate area.  In such cases the silicon regrown
by this approach can lead to some extension of the crystal structure over a part of the gate
oxide.  It is not clear at this point whether the yield of the bonded silicon CMP approach
or the recrystallized Si or thin film polysilicon channel is better than limited dopant count
conventional FET.  In other words, conventional CMOS may have its lifetime extended if
circuits are made with transistors different from those used at present.  But this would
require a large reversal of the present computer design paradigm focus, which is oriented
towards highly parallel architectures with extremely large transistor counts leveraging
from the high yields possible in CMOS. But by becoming overly dependent on these
large transistor counts, architectures become boxed into a strategy, which might not
progress.  In short it would be prudent for the present to concentrate on conservative
architectures with only modest number of transistors to insure continuity during the
period of this evolution.

In short, the dual gate SOI FET device possesses most of the complexity of the HBT with
none of its advantages.  The structure is no longer a totally planar technology, but
epitaxial growth cannot be employed to improve junctions between dissimilar materials,
and there is no self-alignment possible to insure feature abutment.  Current flow is still
horizontal in the ultra thin channel.  This limits the amount of current that can flow, and
limits its transconductance.  In the HBT current flow is vertical and the minimal device
can readily handle many mA of current.  The higher transconductance of the HBT makes
it a superior device for charging primarily capacitive loads. The ultimate FET speed limit
is still dictated by expensive lithographically defined gate length, as opposed to epitaxial
defined base thickness for the HBT.  Layer thicknesses can be greater for all regions of
the HBT than they are for the FET, which may require gate oxides much thinner than
100 Å.

Another somewhat different idea for coping with the low numbers of dopant atoms in
short channels was developed at HP by Snyder, Helms and Nishi, and discussed
independently by Tucker.  In this case the inventors tried to build into the source and
drain a Schottky barrier effect using metal silicides for the drain and source materials.
Metal silicides form natural Schottky barriers on silicon.  They have low resistivity, and
lend themselves to good contact resistance at small dimensions.  Earlier efforts published
in 1968 by Lepselter, and Sze on the same subject involved much longer gates and the
right effects were not observed.  However, at about 0.1 microns the effect can be used.
The gate in these devices induces a high electric field near the top of the source barrier,
which generates field emission Fowler Nordheim tunneling through the Schottky barrier
into the channel.  As noted by Tucker, Platinum Silicide and Erbium Silicide have
Schottky voltages such that nearly symmetrical CMOS thresholds can be arranged at
about a third of a volt, with a supply voltage of ~1.5 V.  The following figure is taken
from Tucker’s paper showing the use of Cobalt Silicide for inter-device connection
material.
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Experimental confirmation of the viability of these structures is not yet available.
However Tucker was able to use Monte Carlo simulation to obtain V-I characteristics for
the gate drain and source drain connections.  Although the source drain characteristics
appear normal it is the behavior around the threshold that appears unsatisfactory.  The
device does not seem to shut off as aggressively at room temperature as a more
conventional FET.  That is the device looks more like a slightly varying resistor than a
transistor switch.  More significantly the amount of current that can flow when the
transistor is on is reduced due to the small region of initial conduction at the top of the
gate.  This figure shows a current level of only 100 micro-amps for a gate with of 1
micron, or a width to length ratio of 20:1.  Tucker points out this effect could be
mitigated by decreasing the oxide thickness further, or employing other silicides, but
obtaining large on-currents is an inherent problem for shrinkage of a device whose
vertical dimension fixes the current possible per unit length of the device.  Tucker points
out that the current due to tunneling is confined horizontally to flow from the top 2 nm of
the source electrode. Since the bipolar transistor carries this current in a vertical direction
through the device’s thinnest region (the base) it can deliver a much higher current for a
given size device when called upon to do so.  Ultimate performance of circuits using
these devices will depend not just on their intrinsic speed, which requires continual
shrinkage, but also on the ability of the device to swing voltages on large the large
capacitances due to fanout loads and interconnection parasitics.  This requires that the
device be able to deliver high current when necessary for these situations.

Figure 10.  Schottky Barrier CMOS (SB-CMOS) employing Pt or Er Silicide source

and drain materials to form these barriers.  Gate induced high fields at the top of

the source near the gate induces tunneling through the barrier (from Tucker).
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Another device track for the Si based FET is to combine it in heterostructure with SiGe
alloy layers.  These multilayer structures can implement concepts normally associated
with GaAs/AlGaAs MESFET technology [10].  These include approaches such as
presenting carrier injection to undoped channels (which then exhibit high carrier mobility
due to the absence of scattering) from parallel layers containing dopant atoms at
relatively high concentration.  Interlayer strain in these structures can also be engineered
to enhance mobility, leading to high fT  devices with superior transconductance.  One
example is the SiGe p-MOSFET presented by Verdonckt-Vandebroek in which a SiGe
hole channel is deposited above a heavily doped Boron Modulation doping layer with a
spacer layer of undoped silicon.  The doping of the donor layer can be at a much higher
level since carrier scattering in the actual channel is low.  This provides one way to get
around the low dopant count in conventional CMOS.  At the same time the channel has
no doping in it so there is low carrier scattering and improved mobility.

Figure 11.  Device turn–off characteristics for the SB-CMOS n-channel gate at

L=0.05 microns and Tox of 35 Å.  Conventional CMOS typically exhibits two or

more orders of magnitude greater turn-off ratio.
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Another possible contender for CMOS replacement is the Pt or Pt Silicided gate HEMT
or high electron mobility transistor.  In this case [10] SiGe is used to introduce tensile
stress in an epitaxially grown silicon layer near the SiGe layer.  This induced stress
greatly increases the electron mobility in the channel.  The use of a Schottky barrier gate
eliminates the need for extremely thin oxide.  Peak transition time frequencies of 140
GHz have been measured with a 0.1 micron gate.  Au-Sb source and drain contacts keep
the contact resistance down.

This type of HEMT structure was developed during approximately at the same time as
the HBT in the SiGe materials system.  However, when it came time for IBM to deploy a
new device into its production line it was not the HEMT, but rather the HBT.  One must
speculate as to why this was chosen at the time.  Evidently the benefit/complexity trade
off favored the HBT.  IBM had many years of bipolar fabrication capability and
experience.  So it was perhaps natural to favor it.  There are also obviously fewer
epitaxial layers involved.  Each layer requires a lot of process control to optimize.  In
some ways the bipolar device then has come to be viewed as simpler than many of its
competing FET device alternatives.

Figure 12.  Sample Heterostructure SiGe p-MOSFET.  The heavy doping layer is

laying horizontally along side of the SiGe hole channel (from Meyerson).
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Each of the CMOS alternatives that have been discussed carries with it a set of problems.
Unfortunately there is risk associated with assuming that CMOS will develop along one
of these lines without disruption.  In the meantime HBT technology seems to be
addressing several of these issues.

II.1.3. Other More Futuristic Devices

This discussion has ignored certain III-V MESFET related devices, which potentially can
lead to fast circuit design.  However, in past reports design experiments carried out with
GaAs/AlGaAs H-MESFET SBFL at 0.7 microns minimum feature size to implement the
core of the F-RISC led to disappointing circuit performance (400 MHz clock) relative to
the GaAs/AlGaAs HBT design that remains the focus of the present (2 GHz clock) effort.
In fact the performance of CMOS has already overrun that performance level.  The
conclusion is that the MESFET is less effective in driving interconnections and suffers
more from the effect of wiring in architectures than the HBT, and at the same time does
not seem to progress in lithography fast enough to outpace conventional CMOS.
Consequently we will not attempt to survey recent developments in III-V MESFET
technology.  However, there remain possible materials systems in which the leverage of
mobility advantages could bring these back into the spotlight. These include the
InP/InGaAs/AlGaAs system, GaP and GaN.  Our discussion of alternate devices for use
in fast RISC has dwelt primarily on bipolar and FET types of devices.  In recent years
new devices have begun to emerge which to one extent or another employ tunneling as
the primary transport mechanism for switching.  These include the Josephson Junction
(JJ), Resonant Tunneling Diodes (RTD’s) and Resonant Tunneling Transistors (RTT).
Tunneling offers extremely fast switching, but it also requires fabrication of extremely
thin layers through which the tunneling can take place. The RTD and RTT involve the

Figure 13.  Pt Gate, Strained Layer High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT)

from (Meyerson).
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use of companion heterojunction bipolar transistor which is considered slower than the
tunneling devices.  Logic can be computed with the resonant quantum effect portion of
the device.  But the bipolar device then plays a role similar to the totem pole bipolar
driver in conventional BiCMOS providing the ability to drive large wire loads.

The Josephson Junction device offers switching times approaching a TeraHz, but at the
moment demands 4 degree Kelvin operating temperature to permit Nb interconnect to
exist in a super-conducting state.  The JJ offers extremely low power supplies and low
voltage swings in the range of a few 10’s of mV.  While this is attractive, the cost and
complexity of operating a liquid Helium cryogenic system is equally unattractive.  Past
commercial efforts in this area at liquid Nitrogen temperatures were singularly
unsuccessful.  In addition, to attain the largest switching speed the junction must be
extremely thin (~10-20 Å).  Current technology involves growth and patterning of
Aluminum Oxide as this dielectric, on top of the Nb thin film.  This is considerably more
complicated than growth of comparably thin oxide layers thermally from a silicon wafer.
Since this is not an epitaxial growth process the JJ suffers from somewhat the same yield
limitations as dual gate SOI by the oxide growth method.

A related class of fast devices combines the idea of fast tunneling with two dimensional
electron gas concepts.  These require two “sheets” of electron occupancy layers that face
each other and are separated by small thicknesses (~100 Angstroms) of wide bandgap
semi-conducting layers.  These must be double heterojunction (DH) structures to provide
the band bending required to create the two dimensional electron gas sheets.  In one
implementation developed at Sandia Laboratories by Jerry Simmons [11], the two
electron sheets have controllable tunneling through the use of a third electrode
resembling the gate on a classical FET.  This type of device also exhibits very high
switching speed and employs a very low power supply voltage, making it extremely
thermally efficient.  Since the gap between the two electron gas sheets is fabricated by
epitaxy the thickness of the insulating gap can be controlled in manufacturing more
accurately than the thickness of grown oxides or other deposited insulators.  This
suggests that high yield might be possible assuming that other GaAs yield limiters can be
controlled.  Examples of such defects are known from HBT technology and include oval
defects, which could short out the device between the two conducting sheets.  It is also
possible that this type of structure could be realized in the SiGe alloy system.
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Note that similar to bipolar device operation the controlled current travels vertically
through the tunneling layer providing short tunneling distances leading to fast switching.
However in this device the current must approach the region of tunneling through the
extremely thin 2D electron gas sheets. Current enters and exits the device through source-
drain connections on the ends with depletion gates to isolate the appropriate connections
to the two dimensional electron gas layers, and must distribute through the top and
bottom layers through these thin conducting sheets.  These by necessity would be more
lossy than passing the current directly in the vertical region to the collector as in the case
of the HBT, even though the mobility of carriers in the 2D electron sheets might be quite
high.

The area of the control electrodes on top and bottom of the tunnel layer determine the
controlled current.  The device combines some features of a FET and bipolar device
operation, but does not rely on doping to set thresholds.  Although currently the device is
useful primarily only at 77 degrees Kelvin, its inventors believe that room temperature
operation will prove feasible with a suitably modified device.  The lower the temperature,
the more tolerant the device fabrication is because the gap need not be as small.
Thresholds for tunneling devices are extremely sensitive to thickness of the gap.

Another approach to dealing with the Vth uncertainty problem is the idea of a retrograde
doping layer below the channel while using no doping atoms in the actual channel.  This
“proximity” effect depends on the depth below the channel surface boundary location,
Xs, and works well when the doping in the retrograde region is very high, supposedly
reducing the dopant atom uncertainty in that region.  Taur [12] gives the threshold
uncertainty as

Figure 14.  Cross sectional view of the Dual Electron Layer Tunneling Transistor

(from Simmons).
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The relative uncertainty is this number normalized to the actual threshold voltage, which
of course would be quite high, were it not for the second term.  By controlling the
proximity distance, Xs, one can reduce this.  In fact, one can argue that by setting Xs
exactly to the depletion distance this uncertainty can be made zero.  One problem with
this is controlling the size of Xs in a manufacturing environment.  Since the coefficient in
front of the second term is so high, a small error in controlling Xs gets magnified quickly.
The second problem with this approach is assuring that the dopant atom concentration in
the actual channel would now be precisely zero.  Assuming that this is not zero but some
Ns, while the retrograde concentration is Na.

Equation II.1-23

Figure 15.  Retrograde Doping Profile showing inadvertent Ns doping and

intentional Na doping (from Ning and Taur).  Threshold should be set by high Na

doping and Ns should be zero but may be unintentionally doped.
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The threshold voltage becomes:
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This shows that if Ns is non-zero, any uncertainty in this number of dopant atoms is
superimposed on top of that for Na.  Although the intent is for Ns to be zero, inevitably
some out-diffusion will occur in processing, or if the retrograde region is done by
implantation, due to random stopping profiles.  In the limit where Xs is exactly set to the
maximum depletion width the third and fifth terms in this expression will cancel exactly
and we obtain:

Vth = Vfb + 2 B +
q(N s )Wdm

0

Cox

Which is precisely what we would have obtained if there were no retrograde well at all
and Ns were the channel doping level.  Since the intent would be to make Ns zero, the
result of having Ns in fact be small but non-zero, would leave us with a threshold
uncertainty that could be no better than that of a conventional FET.  Uncertainties in Wdm

0

or Cox simply make matters worse.

Sturm has published another interesting FET structure.  This one is a vertical FET in
which channel length would be fabricated epitaxially. This does capture some of the
advantages of an HBT replacing the base as the device control region with a vertical
channel. Although the issue of how to grow both n and p channel FET’s in this strategy is
never addressed, this approach would permit channel definition without the dependency
on lithography.  In addition, a novel use of SiGe:C permits use of another effect in which
the presence of a small amount of C in the SiGe alloy would suppress boron out-diffusion

Equation II.1-24

Equation II.1-25

Equation II.1-26
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from p-doped regions for the device.  This could be used in the source and drain regions
for a p-channel vertical FET as shown in this case.  In addition to the excellent control
over boron dopant position distribution in the device the channel is totally surrounded by
the gate. In the surround gate configuration total depletion of the channel is possible, and
excellent sub-threshold leakage is obtained.  Additionally substrate injection current is
absent in this type of device and this makes the device a bit less noisy during switching.
However to suppress punch through the channel was doped at 1018 , so once again in a
small volume threshold uncertainty would be a problem, and in this configuration there
would be no way to create the equivalent of a retrograde region.  The growth of the oxide
on the sidewall of the surround gate vertical FET, and the need to obtain large area
contact vias to the source and drain also represents process and yield challenges.  As with
the upper-lower dual gate SOI device the processing steps seem more complex than for a
HBT primarily because of the oxide growth step in comparison to simple junction or
contact growth.

However, the idea of suppressing boron out-diffusion was also exploited by Sturm in
another paper in what appears to be a more appropriate setting, namely for thin base

Figure 16.  Vertical FET Structure proposed by Sturm.
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formation in the npn HBT where Boron is also the dopant.  In this case not only was the
out-diffusion

Figure 17.  Typical SiGe HBT (Sturm included small amounts of Carbon in the SiGe

Alloy).

Figure 18.  Increase in Breakdown Voltage with light Carbon alloying in base (from

Sturm).  Left transistor (a) uses Si0,73Ge0,25 , right transistor (b) uses Si0.743Ge0.25C0.007.
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Examination of Figure 18, taken from the paper by Sturm [14], shows that the
introduction of a very tiny atomic fraction of Carbon not only blocks out diffusion of
Boron from the base, making thinner bases, and hence higher fT’s possible, but the
breakdown voltage BVceo is clearly pushed up.  The beta has gone down, but that is
consistent with having an elevated base doping which has not been optimized.  Evidently
the same mechanism that slows or blocks diffusion paths for Boron, also helps suppress
electron avalanche in the vicinity of the collector.  Thinning the base improves fT by the
formula

1

2 fT

=
kT

qIc

 
 
  

 
 C jc + Cje( ) + CdCB re + rc( ) + tbb

where, ignoring Base-Collector Depletion Layer transit time, and Base-Emitter Depletion
Layer transit times, and emitter transit times,  and for a pure Si base

tbb ≈
WB

2

2DnB

From the quadratic dependence on base width it can be seen that relatively small
improvements in base thinning make large improvements in reduced base transit time.
Ning and Taur derive that for the SiGe transistor (ignoring for the moment the small
Carbon alloy content, that this improvement would be further amplified by the standard
factor for this type of transistor:
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All other formulas for transistor current gain, Early Voltage and actual collector current
are similarly amplified.  For a total base bandgap narrowing of 100 meV a low current
base transit time of a SiGe base transistor is about 2.5 times smaller than that for a pure
Si base.  To repeat, this formula ignores effects of other components of transit time such
as emitter crossing time and depletion crossing times, but these are generally also small
for the SiGe transistor.

It can be seen from Equation II.1-27 that the fT vs. Ic curve generally rises for increasing
Ic until the base transit time dominates the expression, at which point the fT saturates.

Equation II.1-27

Equation II.1-28

Equation II.1-29
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However, various effects at high current such as the Kirk base forward push-out effect
and thermal effects cause the curve to eventually fall at very high currents.  In other
words there is little incentive to push the transistor past the point where the transit time
dominates.  Hence the ultimate speed is seen to be limited by the base transit time as
expected, and operation of circuits should be limited to the low Ic (rising) part of the
curve.

The issue of power dissipation for various size emitters is captured in Figure 19 for the
IBM 5HP process.  It can be seen as the AREA of the emitter is decreased the peak of the
current at which the peak of the fT vs. Ic curve is located is decreasing.  Since in CML
this current flows through the conducting path through the current tree, the current
required for realization of (lightly loaded) fast gate delays, declines and with it the power
dissipated at DC by the tree (currents in CML trees are DC for the most part).  This
justifies the quest for smaller emitter sizes in the HBT.  However, it can be seen that as
the emitter length approaches the emitter width the height of the peak is falling.

One source of the difficulty is the fringing currents that flow laterally around the emitter
through the base to the collector. This is sometimes referred to as the Van der Ziel lateral
base push out effect.  Some feeling for the problem can be visualized from this figure
from Roulston’s book [15]:

Figure 19.  Comparison of fT vs. Ic plots for various Emitter AREA parameters.
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It can be seen that as the emitter becomes smaller the lateral current paths which are
slower due to longer path lengths, begin to dominate the total current flow.  That is as L
becomes smaller the paths in the edge region, L' , becomes more important in
determining the effective transit time.  Clearly the edge or fringe current paths are less
important in larger emitters.  But we seek small emitters to limit current flows.  The
smaller the device is, the lower the device parasitics are, and the lower the current is
required to overcome these parasitics.

Hitachi has produced an interesting innovation designed to prune out these lateral paths.
This is shown in the following figure:

Figure 20.  Current flow between emitter and collector through the base, showing

lateral current paths that are generally much longer than those in the intrinsic base

region.  As the current density increases in the base, the lateral Van der Ziel base

push-out effect becomes more dominant (From Roulston).
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Hitachi has explored a SiGe HBT with a Silicon Nitride layer surrounding the intrinsic
base region, considerably restricting the lateral base push-out current paths.  The primary
reason for the region where the push-out effect occurs is because of the conventional
contact strategy for the base and the tendency to just grow the extrinsic base on collector
material.  The nitride layer intercepts this interface preventing the “bleeder” fringe paths
that increase fT.  Access to the base is provided by lateral vertical contacts at the corners
or edges of the intrinsic base.  A close up view of one of these corners is shown below

Figure 21.  Hitachi SiGe HBT base side contact with reduced fringing current paths.

Figure 22.  Zoom on Hitachi SiGe HBT side contact at the corner of the base region

showing the Nitride guard ring around the intrinsic base.  The gap for the base

contact is shown as 50 nm or 500 Å, which greatly restricts fringe current paths.
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The implications of the base side contact and the use of the nitride barrier layer are very
great, because the emitter AREA scaling can continue to be scaled downward.  In one
plot Hitachi shows the fT vs. Ic curve peaking at 45 GHz with an Ic of only 150 micro-
Amps.  But the emitter stripe is 0.2 microns by 1.7 microns.  The length can clearly be
scaled further downwards.  Some degree of aspect ratio is still required to keep base
spreading resistance down.  Nevertheless one can imagine this being scaled down by at
least a factor of 3 to peak at 50 micro-Amps.  More significantly the current required to
switch at half speed would be reduced by at least 4 in this case.  The reason is that the
curvature approaching the peak provides a wide arch over which power may be reduced
while performance is reduced to a lesser degree less since the slope is flat at the top of the
curve.

Figure 23.  fT vs. Ic curve for the Hitachi base side contact transistor shown in

Figure 22 and Figure 21.  Note that the peak is at about 150 micro-Amps but has a

long emitter stripe of 1.7 microns.  This could be reduced somewhat, perhaps to 0.5

microns with proportionate reduction in current.
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Predicting what happens to the slope of the fT vs. Ic curve with future scaling is
dependent on the scaling of the capacitances in Equation II.1-27, which the current Ic
must overcome before reaching the peak.  With base width shrinking the intrinsic base
resistance will decline tending to make Ic higher, but by Equation II.1-28 if the base
resistance is linear in base, width the improvement in tbb is quadratic.  We have seen this
type of linear/quadratic tradeoff in CMOS voltage scaling.

Ning and Taur based on work by Solomon and Tang [16] have derived a key scaling
parameter set based on several assumptions.  One is that the voltage swing in CML/ECL
would remain the same, and the power supply would remain the same.  Another is that
due to thinning of the base, base doping would have to climb with the inverse base width
squared to prevent punch through.  A full base width halving is not needed for doubling
the peak fT value as has been already mentioned, but every other generation this could
result in a halving of the beta.

Wire lengths would shrink by the scale factor and hence in the fringe field limit so would
the wire capacitance.  With fixed voltage swing the wire switching time scaling linearly
by the scale factor would require fixed current from generation to generation.  The
smaller device design rules that go with such a scaling would then demand large current
densities rising with the square of the scale factor.  But such scaling strategies ignore
other trends such as increasing the number of wiring layers or dropping the dielectric
constant in the interlayer dielectric at the same time and use of Chemical-Mechanical
Planarization (CMP) which can make thicker dielectric layers reducing capacitance
further than mere lateral scaling would permit.  Other tricks like 3D chip stacking may be
needed to remove wire from digital architecture to keep the current density down in the
emitter.  Additionally many sections of logic contain very short wires that contribute
negligibly to circuit delays.  In these sections, current can scale downward with each
generation.  Only a few inter block wires on a chip are very long, and these could be
shortened or have wire capacitance dropped by ILD or 3D strategies.  For the few lines
that remain, current would not scale as suggested by Tang and Solomon, but again the
number of these wires might not be very great.  Current scaling in the dominant logic
core could continue to go down with each generation.  However, in certain wire
dominated sections of logic, such as memories and register files this current scaling
problem may emerge as one of the key impediments to practical scaling.

Reduction of voltage swing remains another intriguing possibility for reducing power
and/or increasing speed.  But this appears to require lower operating temperature.  The
extreme of lowered temperature is Liquid Nitrogen Temperature (LNT), and sustained
operating temperature would require extremely low power dissipation.  Alpha EV-8
processors nominally operating at 150 watts would not be a particularly attractive
combination for LNT operation.  Cressler [17-18] has studied operation of the SiGe HBT
at LNT.  We note that GaAs HBT and Si homo-junction bipolar transistors do not operate
well at LNT due to carrier freeze-out.  However, Cressler has found them satisfactory,
and in fact to operate better.  In particular the threshold characteristics of the device turn
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on are sharpened, raising the possibility of lower voltage swing.  In addition Cressler
found that the peak of the fT vs. Ic curve was improved.

Figure 24.  Threshold Sharpening at LNT for SiGe HBT (from Cressler).

Figure 25.  33% Ft Peak Improvements at LNT (from Cressler).
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The last evidence of LNT improvements comes from a paper by Zerounian, which shows
that a device with a fT at room temperature of 120 GHz and an fmax of 70 GHz at room
temperature, improves to 213 GHz for fT at LNT and 100 GHz for fmax.

In summary, many of Kroemer’s arguments about the HBT remain intact after nearly two
decades, with perhaps a couple of remaining notable exceptions.  One of these is due to
the difficulty of shrinking the emitter stripe feature size.  This is largely a fabrication
issue, but it puts a lower bound on the amount of power dissipated by the HBT that can
be unacceptably high in GaAs technology.

Figure 26.  100% Improvement at liquid nitrogen temperature on fT vs. Ic curves
for 100 GHz device (Zerounian).
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The other issue is yield, which is also intimately related to the minimum feature size that
can be built.  Kroemer undoubtedly was thinking of the HBT as a III-V materials system
device because at the time of writing of his paper SiGe did not exist.  However, the real
surprise may be that the HBT’s concepts may be most successful in the SiGe alloy
materials system.  The SiGe system is one in which early aggressive minimum feature
size shrinkage has had requisite processing resources to develop successfully.  In SiGe
yield appears to be much larger and co-integration with CMOS is not only possible but an
accomplished fact.  In an unusual publication Hitachi published actual yield information
on a developmental line that individual HBT yield was at 99.9997% as measured in
10,000 bipolar ring oscillator circuits.  These numbers are anecdotally not even as high as
IBM reported yields for 40,000 HBT ring oscillators in a development line.  By just
squaring the number 0.999997 one can compute the yield for each doubling of the
number of HBT’s.  At 18 squaring operations one has 20% yield, and 219 = 524,288
HBT’s.  This calculation is very sensitive.  To accurately measure this yield would
require building a circuit a lot closer to this size and measuring the yield for that.  More
than likely the yield in a real production line would be in the neighborhood of several
million.  Modern microprocessors such as the PowerPC3 require yield on 15 million
transistors but only about a third to a quarter of these transistors are used for logic.  The
rest are for memory.  A 32-bit integer RISC architecture requires only about 25,000
HBT’s.

Figure 27.  Yield Curves measured by Hitachi on a 10,000 transistor ring oscillator
test structure off their development line.  One half million bipolars are possible at

20 % in this developmental line.  In production yield should be much better.
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Clearly with the defect density of GaAs HBT’s a multichip module solution would be
required for even a 32-bit Fast RISC demonstrator project.

II.1.4. Selection of the HBT for the F-RISC

The F-RISC/G GaAs/AlGaAs HBT project was the first to explore computer architecture
with the HBT in this materials system in the so-called emitters-up orientation.  TI in the
mid 1980’s explored HBT technology in the collectors up configuration using IIL
technology.  In IIL technology the emitters can be tied together in a common conducting
sheet which results in greater circuit density but the HBT in the emitters down
configuration did not seem as fast as the emitters up candidates.  In 1991 at the onset of
the DARPA HPCC Fast RISC project at Rensselaer the only available candidate for the
HBT was the Rockwell 50 GHz baseline process.  Gate delays of 25 ps seemed the fastest
available at the time.  A shadow project, called F-RISC/I was supported by IBM to test a
0.7 micron Rockwell H-MESFET process for comparison.

Figure 28.  GaAs HBT yields vs. the Major Defect (Ga Rich Ovals) Density (from
Rockwell).  Compare with the Hitachi SiGe HBT yield in Figure 27.
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The minimum feature size (the emitter stripe) of Rockwell HBT device is not optimal for
creation of such machines because the current required by the large emitter stripes is too
high.  To obtain usable yield the initial emitter stripe of 3 microns by 1.4 microns did not
shrink as time evolved as expected, but, in fact, increased to 2 microns by 2 microns by
the project’s completion due to yield considerations. Nevertheless, the GaAs/AlGaAs
system is not going to be limited to such feature sizes forever, and as these features are
shrunk, power levels will decline.  The GaAs/AlGaAs system still has on record some of
the highest fT  values, with published results exceeding 200 GHz.  At the time of the
writing of the Kroemer paper the tables presented no supplier for HBT IC fabrication.  In
the intervening years Rockwell, TRW and TI all created such foundries with financial
help from DARPA.  Now, finally we engage the first real test of the GaAs HBT as a
vehicle to attain high clock rates for computing, thanks also to DARPA/ARO
sponsorship.

Near term SiGe appears to offer the next best a vehicle for probing the impact of HBT
devices on computing because its feature sizes have shrunk faster, and its turn on voltage
is only half that of the GaAs/AlGaAs HBT.  Its yield is higher, power is lower, and at this
point in history seems poised to offer an alternative to pure CMOS computer evolution,
while providing co integration with CMOS.  This co integration will permit some power
savings in memory circuits.  In the closing sections of this report we will provide a brief
look at what may be possible in the very near future with SiGe HBT’s.
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II.2. Summary of Research Results

II.2.1. The Fast RISC in GaAs/AlGaAs HBT Technology.

Another key inspiration for the F-RISC project occurred during a visit by Robert
Sherburne who accepted a teaching position in 1985 at Rensselaer after receiving his PhD
on the DARPA sponsored project “Berkeley RISC II.”  Reduced Instruction Set
Computers or RISC’s derive their high clock rates using simple, streamlined
architectures, which result in compact layout, minimal wiring effects, and favorable
speed power tradeoffs. Hardware software tradeoffs are also scrutinized carefully using
probabilistic models of the use of various resources.  In effect hardware is added only if
in a real mix of software applications the benefit is clearly established.  Otherwise
operations are performed with software.  In addition, interest grew for using the RISC
architecture as a vehicle to explore new, fast devices in higher performance computers
implemented in initially low yielding technologies.  It was evident even at the time the
Fast RISC (F-RISC) project was initiated, that devices many times faster than the CMOS
employed in the Berkeley predecessor project existed.  But as shown in Figure 29, GaAs
HBT IC’s in the emitters up configuration have very low yield. This is partially due to the
vertical topography of the device, partially due to oval defects inherent in the materials
system, and partially due to the Au-polyimide “lift-off” process used for
interconnections.  Consequently RISC architecture would be the best vehicle for
exploration.

At the time DARPA had sponsored projects at TI to examine a GaAs/AlGaAs HBT
process using emitters down configuration for IIL circuit implementation of a MIPS
processor.  Other work was sponsored at RCA and McDonnell-Douglas to explore MES
FET processor implementation.  None of these processors achieved greater than about
120 MHz in speed clock speed.  In the case of IIL very likely the low speed was due to
the absence of emitter follower wire and load driving characteristics.  While the MESFET
enjoyed higher electron mobility, the III-V fabrication technology lagged CMOS in
lithographic feature sizes.  CMOS quickly overran these efforts.  These past efforts point
out the risks of over stating the physical or financial problems faced by CMOS, or under-
estimating the ability of CMOS to continue evolving on the Moore’s Law projection.
However, as we have noted earlier in the report there are also risks associated with
assuming that this projection will continue unabated forever.  At some point one or more
of the limitations of CMOS will act to terminate or significantly slow down its evolution
creating economic chaos in an industry that depends on rapid growth for high rates of
financial return to investors.  From a world strategic point of view a defense scheme
dependent on holding the high ground in such technology would then be disrupted.

Work in the planning stages involved research in yield enhancing packaging strategies
which included the idea developed at Rensselaer and Honeywell of Wafer Scale Hybrid
Packages (WSHP), later referred to as Multi-Chip Module packaging (MCMs).  These
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packages were designed to densify low yielding integrated circuits in a format that
approximated Wafer Scale Integration.  Because wiring in such assemblies approximated
that found on a chip, low yielding integrated circuits could be packaged to look like a
high yielding single IC.  This early work was sponsored by GE/CRD, which eventually
productized the idea in the GE/HDI process.  Several papers were published on this
concept.  However, a suitable host project to explore the MCM had to be identified.

Finding advanced devices in a cooperative proved difficult for the F-RISC group at first.
Ted Creedon, a Rensselaer alumnus who was working at Tektronix in Portland, OR
helped provide support for the project’s first PhD candidate, Hans Greub.  Ted provided
not only recommendations for Tektronix to fund fellowships for Hans, but also provided
a key contact with workers inside the company familiar with an early polysilicon emitter
bipolar process with an Tf  of 12 GHz.  The first effort to gauge the speed of F-RISC was
conducted by Hans while developing a cell library for this Tektronix process.  As a part
of the thesis Hans was able to create a few of the major building blocks for a fast RISC
and from it estimate the speed possible, implying a clock rate of 250 MHz.  The
Tektronix foundry was still in its infancy when Hans made his first fabrication run.  It
yielded some ring oscillators, which confirmed the speed of basic gates.  But there was
insufficient yield at that point to observe register files working at speed.  Tektronix’s
mission in instrumentation did not have a goal of attaining the extremely high yields
needed for microprocessor production.

Obtaining serious funding to explore higher clock rates took nearly a half-decade.  In
1990 John Toole at DARPA identified this project as one with promise and provided the
initial funding for exploring the HBT as the device of choice for high speed.  In addition,
Art Cappon and Ken Elliot then at Rockwell met the principle investigator at a DARPA
sponsored meeting reviewing DARPA’s support for their GaAs/AlGaAs HBT effort.
These individuals helped the F-RISC group to select Rockwell as the cooperating partner.
The enthusiasm of both Ken and Art were for the project, helped cement a strong
working relationship between Rensselaer and Rockwell for the next decade.  The success
of the F-RISC project has been in part due to Rockwell’s patience and support through
difficult technical challenges.

The initial funding for the F-RISC project was obtained as a result of the DARPA call for
proposals for Strategic Computing Initiatives.  Additional funding was obtained under the
High Performance Computing Initiative (HPCC).  Hans Greub, just completing his thesis
under Tektronix fellowship support agreed to join the group as a research assistant
professor, and became an extremely strong contributor to the GaAs HBT effort.  Hans’
original design presented in the thesis (called FRISC/E) did not employ a 4-phase clock.
Hence one of the major changes in moving towards the GaAs/AlGaAs effort was a shift
to increased pipelining using a 4 phase 2 GHz clock.
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Figure 29.  Color Micrograph of Rockwell GaAs/AlGaAs HBT.  The minimum feature

size in this transistor is 1.4 microns which is the width of the central emitter finger shown

conneted from the top.  Base contacts are on either side of the emitter.  The collector

contacts are further to either side and exit from the bottom of the figure on Metal 2.  Base

contact is on Metal 1.  Emitter contact is Metal 1.
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Figure 29 shows an optical photomicrograph of the actual HBT used in the project.  With
a minimum feature size of 1.4 microns an ordinary optical microscope can be used to
photograph this picture.  For comparison, the present (5HP) and next (7HP) generations
of SiGe HBT’s are shown in Figure 30.  It can be seen that the device size for HBT
technology has followed its own shrinking design rule road map.  Of course a minimal
CMOS device would be even smaller than the smallest of these devices.

The architecture of the Fast RISC is shown in Figure 31 here below.  For anyone familiar
with the Berkeley RISC and Stanford MIPS projects the blend of the two can be seen at

Figure 30.  Comparison of the Rockwell GaAs/AlGaAs HBT layout vs.
more recent generations of SiGe HBT layouts.

50 GHz GaAs/AlGaAs
HBT 2.0µ x 2.1µ

Emitter

GaAs and SiGe HBT Minimum
Emitter Device Size Comparisons

5HP

45 GHz SiGe
HBT 1.0µ x

0.5µ Emitter
7HP

120GHz SiGe
HBT 0.75 µx
0.18µ Emitter
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once.  A common 32b x 32w register file is single ported for read operations as a
concession to yield considerations, but this is hidden in the pipelining of the architecture.

Critical Paths Rerouted
Instruction Decoder

Critical

Non-Critical

32x32

srca srcb dest Control

Pipeline Control
IMM

Instruction

DBUSI DBUSI

ABUS

0

Status

This architecture was selected because it was only slightly more complex than the
Berkeley RISC II predecessor and contained many of Bob Sherburne’s “wish-list” of
improvements that combined a contemporary DARPA sponsored project involving John
Hennessey at Stanford called MIPS with his own ideas. Hans Greub attended a VLSI
course taught by Bob at Rensselaer, so it is only fair to give acknowledgement to the path
by which the ideas came to the F-RISC project.  The F-RISC/G also had slightly deeper
pipelining than Berkeley RISC II, of 7 stages, which is more in line with current design
practices.  IF-RISC/G also implemented a “Harvard” architecture, which split the
instruction and data cache memories at L1.  The system implements only an integer
engine, with no floating point, and no hardware multiplication or division.  However
these simplifications were essential to make the problem tractable since DARPA support
was only sufficient for about 3-4 graduate students in the design team.  The architecture
is made just realistic enough to observe the complications caused by branching, which

Figure 31.  The Fast RISC architecture showing some of the more critical and less

critical signal paths.  The Seven Stage Pipeline is evident from the Program Counter

or PC shift register on the right.  A feed-forward path is implemented around the

register file to prevent having to wait for a writeback to occur when the next

instruction required the same data.
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results from the level of pipelining involved. The second important area of modeling was
the area of L1 cache stalls and transfer of lines of cache between L1 and L2.  The
simplicity of the architecture also permitted designers to focus on a modest number of
interconnection tuning issues to tune the architecture in layout to achieve the desired
speed.  The doctoral thesis of Bob Philhower contains most of the initial architecture of
F-RISC/G except for one timing problem solved by Steve Carlough just before final
tapeout.

To increase the computer’s speed the F-RISC/G demonstration engine implementation
contains a seven-stage pipeline as shown in Table II.2.1-1. The I1, I2, D1, D2, and DW
stages are all dedicated to memory accesses.

Like many modern RISC implementations, F-RISC relies on deep pipelines and a cache
hierarchy to achieve high throughput. Table I.2.1-2 enumerates a number of RISC
processors contemporary with F-RISC/G along with F-RISC, and illustrates some of the
key architectural features of these processors.

The use of cache memory hierarchies has become paramount in computer design.
Irrespective of the expense of massive amounts of extremely high-speed memory,
packaging technology has not yet evolved to the point where the entire main memory of a
high-speed computer can be placed in close enough proximity to the core CPU to allow
reasonable access times.  In fact this trend is likely to continue to get worse, almost to the
extent that even L1 cache could not keep up with the processor clock, and a form of
primitive one or two line cache, called L0, would be required to match processor clock
rates.  This push demands a concept called multi-threading, which is not implemented in
FRISC/G, but was proposed in 1997 for the FRISC/H effort.

I1 Instruction Fetch 1 Transfer instruction address to cache on branch

I2 Instruction Fetch 2 Receive instruction from cache

DE Decode Decode instruction

EX Execute Execute instruction

D1 Data Read 1 Transfer data address

D2 Data Read 2 Receive data from cache if a LOAD

DW Data Write Cache modified if STORE; write result into register

Table I.2.1-1.  F-RISC / G Seven-stage pipeline (Adapted From [Philhower]).
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Table I.2.1-3 lists some of the design details of the processors shown in Table I.2.1-2.

Table II.2.1-3. Contemporary RISC Processor Technology.

As shown in the table, the F-RISC / G core CPU and primary cache alone are expected to
dissipate 250 W (or 2.5 W / cm2), illustrating the obvious problems that would be
associated with packing even more memory onto the multi-chip module (MCM).  This
power dissipation is primarily due to the result of the rather large emitter stripe AREA for
the GaAs/AlGaAs HBT used for this phase of research, which makes the emitter current
excessively high.  However, the rather low yield of the chips makes the power density

                                                

Clock Pipe Primary Cache (i/d)

Year Bits (MHz) Stages KB Assoc.

UltraSPARC2 1995 64 167 9 16/16 1/1

Alpha 211643 1994 64 300+ 7 8/8 1/1

PA-RISC 7200 1994 32 140 5 _ Na/64

PowerPC 620 1995 64 130 4 32/32 8/8

MIPS R10000 1995 64 200 5 32/32 2/2

F-RISC/G 1995 32 2000 7 2/2 1/1

Table II.2.1-2.  Architectural features of contemporary RISC processors.

Technology Power (W) Size (mm2) Devices

UltraSPARC 0.5 µm CMOS 28 315 5,200,000

Alpha 21164 0.5 / 0.4 µm CMOS 50 299 9,300,000

PA-RISC 7200 0.55 µm CMOS 30 210 1,260,000

PowerPC 620 0.5 µm CMOS 30 311 6,900,000

MIPS R10000 0.5 µm CMOS 30 298 5,900,000

F-RISC/G 1.2 µm GaAs HBT 250 10000 (MCM) 200,000
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tolerable for MCM implementation.  This part of the technology can be expected to
improve totally in a SiGe HBT implementation.

One can observe in Figure 30 that there are only two core building blocks that set the
ultimate limit on speed.  One is the register file, and the other is the adder.  Most of the
rest of the building blocks are merely holding registers or multiplexers.  The speeds of
these building blocks were verified in the predecessor contract on one of the HSCD
shared foundry runs at Rockwell. The read access time of the register file was verified at
213 ps, and the add time at 750 ps or three clock pipe cycles as seen in Table II.2.1-2.

However, as was to become one of the “discoveries” of the project the main determinant
to clock speed turns out to be the wiring.  The individual building blocks themselves
involve very little internal wiring (mostly device capacitive loading) but the wiring in
between the major blocks can be quite lengthy.  It should be evident that processor speed
cannot exceed the charge and discharge speed of the longest wire in the architecture,
unless that wire is not needed to settle within one instruction period.  The effect of wiring
on speed of a processor should not be underestimated.  It became the entire focus of the
thesis by Steven Carlough.  In that thesis extensive wire capacitance and resistance
modeling had to be undertaken, with repeater amplifiers inserted in some of the more
resistive In addition, at that generation of the design, a third level of metal, M3 was
introduced, which permitted better power distribution to prevent on-chip droop, and
provide some lower resistance wiring paths for signals.  The earlier designs had used only
two gold metalization layers, which was consistent with the early mission of GaAs in
analog applications.  However as Internet and wireless applications grew, even the analog
applications demanded some digital circuits and hence needed more layers of wiring.

Examining Figure 33 we can see that the RC charging time for a line 1 centimeter long
on Metal layer 3 is only about 50% longer than the one way transmission line
propagation time for a wire with an interlayer dielectric constant of 4.  However, it is
about twice that for an interlayer dielectric constant of 2 and nearly three times that for a
dielectric constant of 1.  An air dielectric constant insulator wire on M3 halves the
unloaded propagation delay of approximately 50 picoseconds to 23 in 1 centimeter of
travel.  M2 wiring is slightly worse than M3 due to excess delay involving wire resistance
in addition to source resistance.  Observe that the curves for M3 and M2 are
approximately linear with increasing line length while M1 is approximately quadratic in
its rate of increase.  Asymptotically the wires approach the linear delay performance of a
transmission line as the resistance in the wire and circuit go to zero.  One could say that
the development time of the F-RISC/G would have been cut in half if there had been four
levels of metal.  The two level metal scheme left at least one direction of routing travel in
the most resistive level of metal since the wiring in these layers is orthogonal in
alternating levels.  The legacy of this wiring delay used on multi millimeter paths proved
too onerous to completely eliminate in later years of rework.  As a result of this
experience Rensselaer was a large proponent and major participant of the SRC CAIST
(Center for Interconnection Science and Technology) whose goal it was to promote lower
dielectric constant polymeric insulators, thicker insulators by Chemical Mechanical
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Polishing or CMP, more and thicker layers of metalization, and lower resistivity metals
for chip wiring.

As a result a gate driving a one centimeter run of wire on M1 is nearly 10 times slower
than an unloaded gate, and nearly 5 times slower than a transmission line with interlayer
dielectric constant of unity, which represents the ultimate in wire propagation speed.
This excess resistance problem becomes noticeable for shorter wired driven by bipolar
transistor drivers when compared with CMOS drivers because the drive impedance is
lower for the bipolar case.  A bipolar driver with a 100 ohm drive impedance starts to
exhibit quadratic delay loading behavior when the wire resistance reaches this same level
of 100 ohms.  This always happens on the lower levels of the interconnection stack first
because wire dimensions are most aggressively shrunk there.  In modern integrated
circuits there is a “reverse” scaling trend as the level in the stack ascends.  This is for two
reasons.  The first is improved yield, and the second is lowered resistance.  The larger
cross sectional area used on the upper levels of the stack makes it easier to fabricate these
layers, and less prone to defects.  The typical philosophy is to “protect” the “investment”
in the lower fabrication steps by going to higher yielding steps toward the end of the

Figure 32.  Comparison of RC wire charging delays on M1, M2, and M3 of the

Rockwell 50 GHz HBT Baseline process.  The three T lines correspond to

transmission line behavior for three dielectric constants.
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stack.  This also insures that the upper levels on the top of the stack can provide “faster”
wiring there.  Hence these levels are used for the critical signal path or longer wire
connections whose rise/fall time bandwidth needs to be optimized.

One of the implications of this philosophy is that modern microprocessors that obtain
their higher speed thorough device shrinkage need to retain or increase their scale on
upper levels of wiring.  Since this decreases the capacity for any of these upper layers to
hold wire, one result is that each successive generation of microprocessor needs more
layers than the previous generation.  Since each successive generation decreases the
available area quadratically with the scale factor, whereas the wire length is decreasing
linearly, the net result is a rapidly increasing number of layers per generation.  Whereas
three layers of wiring were needed for 2 micron design, 4 were needed by 0.8 micron, 6
by 0.35 micron, and now 8 for 0.22 microns.  As one approaches 0.13 micron geometries
this number of layers would exceed 10.  With two lithographic and processing steps per
layer even very high yielding steps overall yields would suffer.  In an effort to hold off
this “wiring catastrophe” various manufacturers have begun to offer Cu rather than Al
(2% Cu) metalization, and begun to explore “Low-κ” or low dielectric constant polymers
and aerogels to push down the number of layers.  However, this requires using
nontraditional materials for both metals and dielectrics, along with a host of adhesion and
diffusion layer barrier materials.  In chip scale fabrication it is unclear whether this will
lead to the desired improvements simultaneously in both yield and performance.  The
IBM 5HP process eventually provided 5 Al-Cu wiring layers on silicon dioxide, while the
IBM 7HP provided 6 layer Cu process initially with Oxide, but eventually promises a
“Low-κ” dielectric called SILK, for SiLow-κ.

During the course of this work, a key “second discovery” was made about the wiring in
the Rockwell process.  The dielectric used was a polyimide known as DuPont 2610/11.
Early test structures fabricated with rather long wiring indicated that speed predictions for
these lines were off by between 30 and 50%.  The test structures were discussed in the
predecessor final report.  Eventually it was discovered that there were three problems.
The first problem was that the polyimide was anisotropic.  This meant that the dielectric
constant measured horizontally in the plane of the polymer was higher since the polymer
chemical chains lay horizontally in the film and electron shifts along these chains
increased the dipole moment of the molecules in the film.  The dielectric constant model
that predicted speed to within 5% was one that assumed the vertical dielectric constant
was 3.2 (DuPont claimed 2.7), and the horizontal one was 4.2, or larger than silicon
dioxide at 3.8.  This caused another retrenching of the design group very late in the
design cycle.  But in a sense discovery of these problems and publication of them is one
of the missions of such research.  A paper on this was published in TVLSI.

There are several strategies one can use to mitigate the effect of the “wiring catastrophe.”
The first is to try to “hide” wiring delays by “pipelining” them.  That is during certain
cycles an entire operation could consist of just wire transport for signals.  Through the
use of these pipelining cycles, “wire hiding” cycles can be conducted simultaneously
with other more useful operations, so that only a portion of the pipelined operations are
“wasted” just moving signals are around.  However, inevitably this strategy exacerbates
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the CPI penalty of branches that require “flushing” of many of these kinds of operations
when they are unusable.

Another strategy is to push some of the wiring layers off the top of the on-chip
interconnection stack into a package environment.  Packages can provide a large number
of “off-chip” wiring layers that “mate” onto the “on-chip” wiring stack, but can be
fabricated independently and tested prior to this mating operation.  The multi-chip
package has provided a way to accomplish this.  In fact, many of IBM’s mainframe
computers made use of this by passing some of the longer wires thorough solder-bump
connections into the wiring layers of the TCM, IBM’s ceramic multi-chip package.
These package wires are fabricated on a much larger (mil) scale compared to chip-scale
(micron) wiring dimensions.  Up to 80 wiring and power distribution layers could be
implemented in these packages. Of course, it is not necessary to package multiple chips
for this strategy to work.  Single chip packages can provide such supplemental wiring
layers, provided that area array contacts are provides across the whole face of the chip.

Because yield, speed and power limitations dictated such a small L1 cache a miss would
be fairly likely, and hence to minimize the penalty of these misses a very wide transfer
path to L2 was selected.

Figure 33.  Fast RISC Caching Strategy through L2 showing 1024-bit pair path
between L1 and L2 for transferring a single line of cache between L1 and L2 in one

cycle.
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II.2.2. Technology

The technologies which are used in the F-RISC / G prototype, while providing the
performance necessary to achieve its 1 ns cycle time and 2 GHz clock, also impose
several difficulties in its design.  Most notable among these limitations is poor device
integration due to yield problems and comparatively high static power dissipation.
However there were certain generic tools used, especially in circuit design, which worked
and worked very well, and still remain today as viable approaches in SiGe HBT style
design.

II.2.2.1. Current Mode Logic

F-RISC / G makes use of differential current tree logic and differential wiring published
by Greub.  These circuits are built out of differential pairs of transistors called current
steering switches, which are arranged in a common emitter configuration.

VOUT

RL’RL

VIN

Is

Figure 34 shows a simple differential current switch.  The current source Is may either be
passive (a resistor) or active (a transistor).  By fixing this current, any inductance in the
power and ground rails of the integrated circuit will see only this fixed current, and give
no back EMF or simultaneous switching noise problems.  Switching noise is becoming
another terrible problem for conventional ON-OFF CMOS design.

F-RISC/G uses passive sourcing and a 0.25 V logic swing.  Passive sourcing was selected
due to the high VBE of the devices supplied by Rockwell (1.35 V).  Three levels of
switches are stacked, allowing complex logic functions to be realized.  It was desired that

Figure 34.  Differential current switch.
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F-RISC / G be compatible with standard ECL parts (VEE = 5.2 V) so a passive source
must be used.

Differential circuitry is used due to its common-mode noise immunity and the elimination
of the common reference voltage required in Emitter-Coupled Logic (ECL).  An added
benefit of using differential wiring is that inversions can be accomplished merely by

Figure 35.  Sample Std. Height CML Cell from FRISC Cell Library.
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flipping wires.  The use of differential wiring can increase capacitance and requires more
routing area.  However, the utility of the full differential scheme is that it greatly reduces
inter-wire coupling.  In many cases HF HBT circuits built with single ended logic
experience uncontrollable oscillation due to signal feedback in the high gain circuitry.
With full differential wiring we have never had a problem with it.  However these
switches do have a hidden problem if there is skew between complementary pairs.  A tiny
amount of skew between complementary pairs can cause both transistors in the
differential pair to cut off, causing an interruption of the current flowing reintroducing
switching noise..  The high degree of functionality of the CML circuit class is
exemplified in Figure 35 which shows a standard height cell from the FRISC cell library
for the master-slave latch with two input AND gate at the Master input.  Only two current
trees were required to implement this storage element. The current fixing resistors and
pull-up resistors near the power and ground rails set the current in the circuit, which is
constant.  The path through the tree for this fixed current is specified by which way the
differential current switches steer this current through the tree.  Only one path is active
through the tree at any given time.  The constant current flowing through the circuit that
makes the circuit operation free of switching noise, is dependent on having very  little
skew between the differential pairs that enter the current tree at various levels.  This
requires routing of the differential pairs on paths that are essentially of equal capacitance.
Note that the length of the lines is only one contributor to this capacitance, as the
capacitance of each wire depends to some extent on the presence of other nearby
conductors.  However, to first order keeping the pair matched in length comes close to
meeting this requirement.  If this skew requirement is not met then current spike
switching noise is reintroduced since the current switch can actually shut off all current if
both signal and complement are simultaneously off.  In addition, erratic behavior can be
seen when clock and complement are simultaneously on.

This particular cell illustrates this exact requirement in the differential system.
Specifically this cell has a pathological behavior in that if there is significant skew
leading to the clock and its complement being asserted simultaneously, then the latch
turns transparent.  This behavior is also seen in standard latches, but is something that is
often forgotten when working with full differential CML.  The problem can also be
introduced if rise and fall times for the clock and its complement significantly exceed the
time for the latching action to take place. Rise and fall current paths often are dissimilar
and so additional dissimilarities between complementary signal pair swings can arise.
This results in clock and complemented clock appearing to be simultaneously in the
forbidden region for switching for a period long enough for both signals to possibly
appear asserted, resulting also in transparency.  For this reason use of the MS latch incurs
some risk that demands utmost attention be focused on never permitting significant skew
or long rise or fall time to appear on the clock lines for this type of macro.  Simulations of
this type of failure become difficult since they must be for relatively large circuits, with
realistic wire models, and done in SPICE to study the effect.  This flaw in the behavior of
the MS latch became especially important when it came time to test the chips.  The MS
latch was used in long shift registers of the FRISC “at speed” boundary scan test scheme.
Rise and fall times on clocks for long shift registers arise in that circuit, which emerged
as being extremely sensitive to this problem.  This made testing of the chips extremely
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difficult.  Fortunately, a significant failure in the design came to light in this regard in the
short period between when the glass plates for the fabrication were completed and when
the wafer fabrication began.  This involved the way in which the clock for the BS chain
was routed in the chip, starting at the center and emanating to each side chain in the form
of a T.  At the edges of the T near the corners of the chip clock skew became significant,
and it was actually possible to loose a bit along the chain at the corners.  Fortunately one
of the students in the group developed a clever way to fix the problem with just two new
plates.

II.2.2.2. F-RISC / G Cache Implementation

While few of the design constraints on the F-RISC/G cache resulted from architectural
issues, the design of the F-RISC / G core processor constrained the design of the cache to
a great degree.

Figure 36.  F-RISC / G System.
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The F-RISC/G system is illustrated in Figure 36.  The Central Processing Unit (CPU) is
comprised of four datapath (DP) chips and a single instruction decoder (ID) chip.
Instructions supplied by the instruction cache are decoded by the instruction decoder,
which sends the decoded operands and control information to the datapath.

The data cache is used only for LOAD and STORE instructions (as with most RISC
systems, F-RISC allows access to memory only through these instructions.).  The Level 1
(L1) Cache is comprised of the primary instruction and data caches.  Each cache consists
of a single cache controller chip and eight RAM chips.  Each of the two cache controllers
must perform slightly different functions, but configuration circuitry is used to permit a
single design to function in either the instruction or data cache.  Each RAM chip is
configured to store 32 rows of 64 bits and is single-ported.  One unique feature of these
chips, however, is that they have two distinct “personalities.” Each RAM may read or
write data four bits at a time using the DIN and DOUT buses.  Each 64-bit row of memory
may be filled one nibble at a time.  A separate 64-bit bi-directional bus (L2BUS) allows
reading or writing of an entire row at once.  The wide bus is used to communicate
directly with the secondary cache, and thus is less time critical than the four-bit bus that
is used to communicate data directly to the CPU datapath.

II.2.3. Advanced MCM Packaging

Each cache must be able to handle one new memory access each cycle.  Were the
processor and cache to operate serially, this would require, for the data cache, that an
address be communicated from the datapath to the data cache controller, that the tag be
compared, that the address be forwarded to the cache RAMs, that the RAMs perform a
read and multiplex the appropriate data to the output pads, and that the data be
communicated back to the datapath in less than a nanosecond.
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Figure 37.  Possible MCM chip arrangement with L1 and L2 chips in place.

Figure 38.  Critical path diagram.
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Delay Components of Delay

A Driver Delay + On-Chip Skew

B MCM Time of Flight + Skew

C Receiver Delay + 2 Multiplexer Delays + D-Latch Delay + On-Chip Skew

D Driver Delay + On-Chip Skew

E MCM Time of Flight + Skew

F RAM Read Access Time

G MCM Time of Flight + Skew

H Receiver + D-Latch Delay + On-Chip Skew

Datapath Data Cache
Controller

Cache
RAMs(2 phases

allowed)

32 bit Address 9 bit Address

32 bit Data

All of the memory subsystem data critical paths are shown in Figure 38 while this
particular critical path is diagrammed in Figure 39.

The cache RAM blocks were designed to be accessed for read operation in 500 ps, and
the cache RAM as a whole requires 750 ps from address presentation to data valid.  This
clearly makes it unlikely that the entire cache operation can be performed in 1 ns.

As a result, the cache and CPU are pipelined, so the effective allowed time for the data
cache is 2250 ps (1850 ps-2100 ps for the instruction cache).  Specifically, two CPU
pipeline stages are allocated for each memory operation.  The instruction fetch takes
place during the I1 and I2 stages of the CPU pipeline.  Data reads take place during the
D1 and D2 stages, while data writes are additionally allotted the DW stage.  The D1 and
I1 CPU stages correspond to the A cache stage, while the D2 and I2 stages correspond to
the D cache stage.

Table II.2.3-1. Delays along critical path.

Figure 39.  Data cache critical path.
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The data cache controller must be able to receive the address, latch it, run it through a
multiplexer (which is used to select alternate address components in the event of a
primary cache miss - specifically the tag stored in the tag RAM), and drive it onto the
MCM lines.  Allowing for slack and capacitive loading, 330 ps is a reasonable time
allowance for these operations.  A similar amount of time should be allotted to the
datapath to drive the address and receive the data.  This leaves approximately 840 ps for
communications between chips.  Note that the address transfer between the datapath and
the cache controllers is further constrained by latch clocking to approximately 500 ps (or,
more precisely, to approximately an integer number of clock phases - two phases seems
to be the minimum attainable delay.)

Assuming a dielectric constant for Parylene of 2.65, polyimide, or BCB, the time of flight
on the MCM would be 5.43 ps/mm.  Allowing for clock skew between chips, rise time
degradation of MCM signals, and some slack due to variations in MCM dielectric
constant and dielectric thicknesses, an MCM time of flight of 5.75 ps/mm is reasonable for
the purposes of this analysis.  This would mean that the total MCM distance allowed for
this critical path is approximately 146 mm.  These times do not take into account the
resistance of the lines which results in an R-C charging effect which increases rise time at
both the drivers and the receivers; it is hoped that these lines will be wide enough to
minimize this problem.  If  is the interconnect metal resistivity, l is the line length, t is
the interconnect thickness, and d is the dielectric thickness, the R-C charging effect can
be approximated as:

RC
rRC

l

td
≈ ≈

⋅ 2
0

2

Looking at this portion of the cache subsystem critical path more closely, the datapath
chips and the cache controllers are each clocked by a global de-skewed system clock.
The pipeline latch on the cache controller, which receives the address from the CPU, is
clocked approximately 500 ps after the address is formed in the datapath.  This means
that there is 500 ps allowed for the datapath I/O drivers, the MCM time of flight, the
cache I/O receivers, and associated skew, slack, and rise time degradation allowances.

Equation I.2.-23
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Cache RAM

Cache RAM

Cache RAMCache RAM

Cache RAM

Cache RAM Cache RAM
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The next stage of the critical path is the transfer of the address from the cache controller
to the RAMs.  Each cache controller must send a 9-bit address to each of 8 RAMs.  Were
each cache controller to incorporate only one set of address output drivers, then this 9-bit
bus must be long enough to reach each of the eight RAM chips, as shown in Figure 43.

Figure 40.  Address transfer from CPU to caches.

Figure 41.  Single bus address transfer from controller to RAMs.
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Cache RAM

Cache RAM

Cache RAM

Cache RAMCache RAM

Cache RAM

Cache RAM Cache RAM

Cache Controller

If the cache controller is given a second set of address drivers for this 9-bit bus, then the
length of the longest address transfer from cache controller to most cache RAMs is
significantly reduced (Figure 42) on the MCM.  Also the parasitics associated with
having multiple receivers on a given transmission line is reduced.

If a LOAD or an instruction fetch is taking place, then when the cache RAMs receive the
address they are expected to read the appropriate location and send the data to either the
instruction decoder (instruction cache) or the datapath chips (data cache).  The CPU data
and instruction word size is 32 bits, so in each cache each of the eight chips provides 4
bits of data.

RAM RAMRAMRAM

Instruction
Decoder

4 bits 4 bits

32 bits

4 bits4 bits

RAM RAMRAMRAM

4 bits 4 bits4 bits4 bits

Figure 42.  Dual bus address transfer from controller to RAMs.

Figure 43.  Instruction transfer - RAM to ID.
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In the instruction cache, the eight cache RAMs must send four bits of data each to the
instruction decoder (Figure 43).  The length of the longest net for this portion of the
critical path is determined by the longest distance between any RAM in the instruction
cache and the instruction decoder.

RAM RAMRAMRAM

Datapath
3

Datapath
2

Datapath
0

Datapath
1

4 bits 4 bits

8 bits

4 bits4 bits

RAM RAMRAMRAM

4 bits 4 bits4 bits4 bits

8 bits 8 bits 8 bits

For the data cache, each datapath chip communicates with two data RAM chips.  The
length of the longest net for this portion of the critical path is therefore determined by the
longest distance between a RAM in the data cache and its associated datapath slice.
Since each of these nets must connect only three chips, as opposed to the instruction
cache in which each net must connect nine chips, one would expect these nets to be
shorter than in the instruction cache.

The constraints on the critical paths are

Instruction cache: (worst case) 1560 ≥ D+E+F+G+H

Data cache: 1790 ≥ D+E+F+G+H

Simulations based on preliminary MCM placement and routing predict a time of
approximately 1584 ps for the data cache (including skew), which leaves approximately
206 ps for the byte operations chip should one eventually be incorporated.  The predicted
time for the instruction cache is 1504 ps on the fast path, and 1589 ps on the slow path
(which has a constraint of 1675 ps).  Table II.2.3-2 shows a breakdown of the timing for
the cache subsystem critical paths.

Figure 44.  Instruction transfer - RAM to ID.
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II.2.4. Cache Pipeline

The F-RISC/G CPU contains a seven-stage pipeline.  Both the instruction and data caches
are allotted two pipeline cycles to complete a fetch, and the data cache is allowed three
cycles to complete a store.  In the event of an acknowledged miss (a miss which is not
ignored by the CPU due to an interrupt or trap) the CPU pipeline is stalled.

Table II.2.4-1 shows the operations, which take place in either cache during a fetch.
Cache Controller and RAM operations may take place in parallel where appropriate.

Data Cache Instruction Cache Instruction Cache

Fast Bits Slow Bits

A Address I/O (datapath): 145 145 145

B Address Transfer (DP to CC): 170 170 170

C, D Address I/O (CC): 334 334 334

E Cache RAM Address Transfer
(CC to RAM):

300 300 300

F RAM Access Time: 750 750 750

G Data Transfer: 200 120 205

Total: 1899 1819 1904

Allotted: 2250 1850 2100

Table II.2.3-2 Critical path timings.
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The operations shown in Table II.2.4-1 can be divided into three stages as shown in Table
II.2.4-2.  Figure 28 shows cache operation over time if the cache is operating
sequentially.  The numbers in the table represent addresses sent by the CPU to the cache
to be fetched.  Although not every address will miss, it is assumed that the cache
hardware and CPU / Cache interface require regularity of operations, so each address
must pass through the miss handling stage.  If each cache stage takes one cache cycle,
then each fetch requires three cache cycles.  In addition, the cache can only handle one
address every three cycles.

By incorporating pipelining, however, it is possible to allow the cache to operate in
parallel with the CPU.  Although each cache fetch will still require three cache cycles, the
cache can handle three addresses in any three-cycle period.  By isolating the cache
hardware through the use of “pipeline latches,” it is possible to attain this type of
behavior.

Controller RAM

Receive Address

Tag RAM read Receive Address

RAM read

Tag compare

Send miss Send data

Wait for acknowledge

Table II.2.4-1. Cache Operations During a Fetch.

Stage Controller RAM

Read Address Receive Address

Tag RAM read Receive Address

RAM read

Send Results Tag compare

Send miss Send data

Handle Miss

Wait for acknowledge

Table II.2.4-2.  Stages of cache operation.
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TIME →

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Receiving Address 1 2 3

Sending Data 1 2

Handling Miss 1 2

Figure 45 shows how the pipelined cache would behave over several consecutive fetch
requests.

TIME →

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Receiving Address 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sending Data 1 2 3 4 5 6

Handling Miss 1 2 3 4 5

As can be seen from Figure 46, each cache stage is isolated so that at any given time it
can deal with an address different from each of the other stages.  While each address still
requires three cycles, the cache is capable of completing a fetch during each cycle, under
peak conditions.

II.2.4.1. Cache Hierarchy

Cache hierarchy has been extensively covered in earlier reports.  F-RISC/G’s L1 cache
controller utilizes direct mapped cache strategy for simplicity and in recognition of the
yield problems for GaAs/AlGaAs HBT’s.  This leads to Cache Controller (CC) chip sizes
of about 17K transistors, around the outer limit currently compatible with yields of 20%
at 10K transistors counts.  After extensive simulations some of the conclusions for
determining the other parameters of the L1-L2 cache interface are recapitulated here.

Figure 45.  Sequential cache operation.

Figure 46.  Pipelined cache operation.
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For a given block size the best performance occurs when the bus width is equal to the
block width.  If the bus width were smaller than the block size, then multiple bus
accesses, each incurring a miss penalty, would be necessary (unless a hardware-intensive
buffering scheme were used - in which case occasional stalls would still occur.)  Figure
48 is a graph showing the cache stall component of CPI as a function of block size and
bus width for the Spice trace.

Figure 49, plotted on the same scale as Figure 48, shows that the magnitude of the CPI
results obtained using the Tex trace is lower overall all than the results obtained with the
Spice trace.  Once again, at a given bus width, smaller block sizes seem to yield superior
performance.

Figure 47.  Simulations: 2 kB Harvard caches, direct-mapped, Spice trace.
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Figure 48.  Simulations: 2 kB Harvard caches, direct-mapped, Tex trace.

Figure 49.  Simulations: 2 kB Harvard caches, direct mapped, gcc trace.
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Figure 50.  Simulation results for benchmark suite.
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The optimum point (1.41) occurs with a block size and bus width of 64 bytes.  Given the
estimated latency CPI component of 1.45, the total CPI taking into account both latency
and stall CPI components would be 1.86.  Figure 50 shows a plot of the weighted mean
stall CPI for all three cache traces as a function of block size and bus width.

Having determined that the optimum configuration occurs when block size is equal to bus
width, it is possible to plot the stall component CPI as a function of equal block sizes and
bus widths as shown in Figure 52, where the results of each trace are plotted along with
the weighted mean.  From this plot it is clear that the minimum CPI occurs at a bus width
and block size of 64 bytes (512 bits).  It is also interesting to note that at half that size (32
bytes) the CPI is approximately 1.44, which is only 0.03 cycles per instruction worse than
the optimal point.

Figure 51.  2 kB Harvard caches, direct-mapped, block size equals bus width.
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Figure 52 is a plot of stall CPI as a function of set size and equal block and bus sizes for a
Harvard architecture with dual 2 kB caches and copyback.  From this plot it can be seen
that larger set sizes tend to produce better CPIs, although the bus width and block size
seem to have a larger effect on the overall CPI.

Figure 54 shows the effect of varying set size for the three block sizes and bus widths
which provide the best results for 2 kB Harvard caches employing copyback and the
timing constraints mentioned earlier.  As can be seen, the CPI does not improve markedly
as set size is increased beyond 4.  The effect of moving from a direct-mapped (set size =
1) cache to a 4-way set associative cache, however, is fairly significant.

Figure 52.  CPI as a function of set size, block size.
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Figure 54 illustrates the effect of various cache architectures on stall CPI.  The graph
shows CPI as a function of block and bus width for a Harvard cache with 2 kB per cache,
a unified cache with 4 kB of single-ported RAM, and a unified cache with 4 kB of dual-
ported RAM.  A direct-mapped cache employing copyback is assumed.

In a unified cache with dual ported RAM it is possible to read both an instruction and
data simultaneously, while, for a single-ported RAM scheme, it is possible to perform
only one access at time.

As the graph shows, the Harvard cache tends to perform the best.  For the unified cache
designs, the use of dual-ported RAM provides the best results except at extreme block
sizes.

For the single ported unified cache, at most one cache access, instruction or data, can be
accomplished at any time.  As a result, the equation used to calculate CPI from the
DineroIII output is as follows:

Figure 53.  Effect of set size.
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DineroIII output is as follows:

Figure 54.  Effect of architecture on CPI.
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Effect of Harvard cache size on CPI Figure 56 shows the effect of varying cache size
given a Harvard direct mapped cache employing copyback and a 64-byte block and bus

Figure 55.  Effect of architecture on CPI.

Figure 56.  Effect of Harvard cache size on CPI.
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width.  The stall component of CPI drops below 1.5 at a cache size of 2048 bytes per
cache.  At twice that memory size there is comparatively little improvement in CPI, and
there is little doubt that it would be extremely difficult to implement that much memory
given the interconnect lengths that would be required and the difficulty in removing the
heat from that many bipolar RAM blocks.

Based on these cache simulations, the design point which was chosen for the F-RISC / G
prototype cache is as listed in Table II.2.4-3.  Assuming a miss penalty of 5 cycles, the
predicted stall CPI for this design is approximately 1.41.

Table II.2.4-4 shows the results of the cache simulations broken down by type of event.
The probability of each event occurring is also given.  Based merely on these events, the
stall CPI would add to 0.73.  What remains unaccounted for are 68% of the instructions,
which may be either ALU operations or BRANCHs.  Each ALU or BRANCH operation
can be assumed to take 1 cycle (since BRANCH misses are already accounted for in the
“Instruction miss” category.)  Therefore, the net stall CPI would be 0.73 + 0.68 = 1.41, as
reported above.  Note that the “Reads” figure presented in Table II.2.4-4 includes the
reading cycle that occurs at the beginning of each STORE, thus the write penalty would
only be 1 additional cycle.

Architecture: Harvard

Ins. Cache Size: 2 kB

Data Cache Size: 2 kB

Write Policy: Copyback, Write Allocate

Bus Width: 512 bits (64 bytes)

Block Width: 512 bits (64 bytes)

Table II.2.4-3.  F-RISC / G primary cache parameters.
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II.2.5. Model Deviations and their Implications

II.2.5.1. Re-Implementation with new models

As discussed in earlier reports for the F-RISC/G project the models first used to predict
the performance of the processor had contained errors.  These first surfaced when the
results of the HSCD wafer fab were characterized.  HSCD was a separate contract to
Rockwell and Cadence to develop CAD tools for HBT’s.  As a result of this funding
Rensselaer was engaged in designing several test chips.  When the test chips returned
from the foundry, circuits were found to run considerably slower then modeled. Before
issuing the architecture chips for fabrication, the cause for this performance degradation
in the test circuits had to be determined. Measurements obtained by the Mayo clinic and
at RPI found the ILD thicknesses were thinner than stated in the design rule manual,
causing an increase in the capacitance between the metal layers. The polyimide used for
the dielectric was found to have anisotropic properties in the horizontal plane (at the
temperatures used for deposition given the processing limitations imposed by the GaAs
substrate). Interconnect capacitance was computed assuming a dielectric constant of 2.9
which was quoted by the foundry in the design rule manual. The dielectric constant in the
horizontal plane however was almost 4.0 due to this anisotropy of the polyimide. The
resistance of the metal interconnect was assumed to be negligible during the original
implementation of the circuits. Neglecting resistance of the interconnect however added a
significant amount of error to an extracted netlist. Finally, the devices were found to run

Event # Occurrences Probability Cycles Weight

Instructions: 2137409

Reads: 440985 .21 1 .21

Writes: 254081 .12 1 .12

ALU / Branch: 1442343 .68 1 .68

Instruction misses: 77527 .04 5 .20

LOAD misses: 50635 .02 5 .10

STORE misses: 17881 .01 5 .05

Copybacks: 27179 .01 5 .05

TOTAL: 1.0 1.41

Table II.2.4-4.  Stall CPI Components.
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30 % slower then the foundry models specified. The combined effect of these discoveries
so severely impacted the delay and skew in the processor, that it would not function at
any speed. Analysis of the new critical paths given these effects showed that even if the
signal hazards preventing proper operation were remedied, the maximum frequency of
the processor would not exceed 200 MHz.  This result would have been disastrous for the
prime contract, which promised 1000 MIPS on a 2 GHz clock.  It would have vitiated the
entire argument in favor of pursuing HBTs as alternative devices in computer design.

This turn of events was accompanied by an improvement in the foundry interconnect
process. The original process offered only two layers of Au interconnections.  By the
onset of the second major contract in the fourth year of the effort a third level had been
added.  Most analog circuits do not need more than about two levels of interconnections,
but digital circuits in the LSI and VLSI size range need three or more. The introduction
of the third level was a concession Rockwell made to their own increasing digital
business flow.  The interconnect widths and spacing of the metal layers could also be
reduced, due to slight improvements in design rules. These processing advantages made it
possible to salvage the processor and rework the logic.

The increase in capacitance within the horizontal plane caused by the anisotropic
dielectric is more problematic in differential logic families (such as differential ECL and
CML used in this processor) because the odd mode switching of the differential pair
requires twice as much charge to move between the wires.  Horizontal electric field lines
between the differential pairs are increased relative to non-differential excitation, leading
to greater sensitivity to dielectric anisotropy. This effect is referred to as dynamic
capacitance because the switching appears as an increase in the capacitance between two
differential pairs. A special version of the RLC QuickCAP tool developed by Yannick
LeCoz was created to quantify the impact of the anisotropy.  Other commercial tools for
capacitance extraction did not even handle this case.  With the use of this tool it became
possible to predict observed circuit speeds with an accuracy of 2%.  To remedy the
problems with the dielectric anisotropy, a tool was developed to automatically shrink the
interconnect wires in the processor to the new minimum widths. This effectively
increased the space between the wires as shown in Figure 30, dropping the capacitance
back to a more manageable level. This tool could not simply shrink every wire in the
system however. The power and ground rails had to be preserved, and width had to be
maintained on special high power gates to ensure we did not violate any current density
design rules. The shrink tool had to be carefully crafted to preserve the widths of certain
nets, while shrinking others. Furthermore, this tool had to parse through the entire
hierarchy of the design, shrinking the appropriate interconnects throughout the
underlying subcell levels.
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Shrinking the wires to counteract the capacitance increase compounded the resistance
problems in the interconnect. The impact of the increase in resistance of the Metal 2 and
Metal3 interconnect layers were not significant. However, the increase in resistance in the
thinner Metal 1 wires caused significant changes in the resistive aspects of the signal
delay. A considerable amount of the rerouting involved replacing metal 1 routing with
metal2 and the newer metal 3 layers.

II.2.5.2. QSIM Logic Simulator

The original VTI simulation tool used did not support distributed resistive effects in the
interconnect, nor did it support signal skew along a wire with multiple receivers. Most of
the intra-gate circuit resistance was assumed to be in the driver output, so the initial
implementation ignored the metal interconnect resistance. The delay was then only a
function of the output driver and the capacitive load it must drive. In the higher current
high-speed HBT circuits, the resistive effects become a significant limiting factor in the
operational speed of a circuit. To properly simulate the resistive effects in the
interconnect, a new simulation tool had to be orientated for the HBT design process.

A second simulation tool (called QSIM) was available with the next version of our
VTI CAD tool. The QSIM simulator specifies a net as either low or high, but does not
indicate a transition phase. This had to be taken into account when computing the delay
for nets that have a long signal rise time. Unlike the Mixed-Mode simulator used
previously, QSIM netlists are extracted directly from the final layout, and may be
simulated with the extracted resistances effecting circuit performance.

Figure 57.  Metal Geometries for Capacitance Compensation Strategy, due to

Unexpected Anisotropy in Rockwell Polyimide (which Increases Lateral

Capacitance).
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Similar to the other tools used in this CAD package, the QSIM simulator is orientated for
a low-speed CMOS process. Given a process technology file, the extractor extracts the
resistance and capacitance for every net in the system. Upon simulation initialization,
QSIM uses the process technology file to generate a delay database for every net in the
system based on the interconnect information extracted, the driver width (this was
developed for CMOS), and the total input capacitance of the input gate/s on the receiver
transistors.

The first approach to orientating QSIM to our process involved generating a process
technology file for a CMOS process that will behave like our HBT circuits under the
operating conditions for our system. Do to the inherent differences between the two
device families, it was determined that this modeling strategy would not yield accurate
results.

Fortunately an option in the netlist description allows the delay from a driver to a specific
receiver to be specified. This option is sometimes used to override the extracted delay for
a CMOS simulation. The delay statement (as it will be referred to here) proved to be the
perfect tool for mapping our technology to this simulator. The simulator delay calibration
unit was disabled, and all of the delays were manually inserted directly into the netlist.
These delays were calibrated by running Spice on every driver to receiver pair in the
entire netlist. A tool was developed to take the extracted resistance, capacitance, and
driver circuit for every receiver in the chip and run SPICE on them to determine the
worse case propagation delay from driver to receiver. This delay was then inserted into
the netlist, and the logic vectors could then be run to determine if the system still worked
with the new extracted RC delays.

Interconnect resistance is extracted from the layout by adding up the all of the via
resistances for every via the signal must traverse, and adding it to the metal interconnect
resistance. The interconnected resistance of each metal layer is determined by measuring
the total length of metal the signal travels through, dividing it by the width of the metal,
and multiplying by the interconnect sheet resistance. Three dimensional capacitance
extraction using QuickCap was used to tune the capacitance extraction tool used in the
Compass tools for the thinner wires used to counteract the capacitance increase of the
anisotropic dielectric. Extracting the capacitance of the entire chip using the QuickCap
capacitance extraction tool requires a week of computation on our fastest workstation.
Since the design methodology involves several hours of simulation, followed by logic
and clock optimization, and then a re-extraction of the chip, waiting a week for accurate
capacitance extractions was not feasible. Instead, the fast though less accurate extraction
using the Sakurii theorem permitted reasonably accurate extractions in less then an hour,
which worked well with our design methodology. The capacitance of each signal was
determined within the horizontal plane for each layer of metal. The capacitance numbers
in the horizontal plane were then offset by a correction factor that assumes that one of the
signal’s neighbors is swinging in the opposite direction (the other wire in the differential
pair) and the other neighbor is constant. This is necessary because the simulated delays
are static, and are not dependent upon the transition of the neighboring signals. Next, the
capacitance between the interconnect layers was extracted and added to the horizontal
capacitance results for each signal. Though the worse case signal delay occurs when a
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signal swings in the opposite direction as both of its neighbors, modeling the interconnect
delays with only a single opposing neighbor provides accurate results. The interconnect
was redesigned so two signals undergoing state transition at the same time were not
routed next to each other. The separation of these signals was not difficult because signal
skew and the fact that there are four different clock phases upon which signals undergo
transition, made the separation of such signals easier. Cross-talk in future designs
implementing a single phase clocking scheme may produce a more hazardous effect in
the system increasing the complexity of the design implementation.  Figure 58 shows a
second method of reducing cross-talk in routed differential pairs.

B’BA’A

If too many signals switching at the same time occupy a dense routing region, it may not
be possible to separate simultaneously switching signals. Under these circumstances, a
crossover may be used to swap which differential pair neighbors the transient signal,
thereby reducing any cross-talk between the signals, which may occur.

Figure 58.  Reducing Signal Cross-Talk.

A differential pair is swapped to reduce the cross-talk between neighboring

 signals by balancing the dynamic capacitance between the two signals.
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II.2.5.3. Top Level Full Speed Simulation

Once the tools were calibrated and the interconnect re-extracted, it was found that the
delays on many nets increased several hundred percent. The entire core of the processor
had to be re-implemented, and the critical logic paths had to be optimized using new
circuit techniques. Verifying the new design iterations initially began using the single
chip test vectors designed to determine correct functionality of the original chips (keeping
in mind the errors that these vectors were found to miss). Once the initial re-placement
and re-routing was complete for the ID and DP, and the initial critical paths were
addressed, the design was immediately moved to a top level simulation.

The top level netlist was developed to simulate the ID and four DP slices in a single
system with the MCM delays included. The top level netlist was extracted from the
schematic generation tool used to describe the top level interconnect. A “dummy” chip
for the ID and four DP chips are included in this top level schematic, and provide
connector information for the underlying chips. A single level hierarchical netlist is then
extracted composed of only the top level interconnect and subcell calls to each chip.

Connector information is added to the netlist of the chips extracted from the layout. Since
the layout of each chip was considered the “top” level of that chip, previous connector
information was not extracted. Each pad must have a connector added according to the
interconnect name used in the top level schematic. The top level MCM netlist must then
have the corresponding subcell calls altered so it calls the extracted file types from an
extracted layout instead of a schematic netlist (it expects schematic netlists since it itself
was generated from a schematic). The netlist must then be flattened effectively
generating what is essentially a layout extracted from the MCM down to the
GaAs/AlGaAs circuits. The delay information for the nets within the core chips must then
be re-inserted into the flattened netlist since the netlist flattening routine discards this
information (a bug in the netlist utility of the CAD software). Finally the top level MCM
delays are inserted into the netlist and top level simulation may be performed.

Unlike previous chip level simulations, the top level simulation provided a simpler
external interface to the circuits being tested. In the top level simulation, the complete
instruction (as it would be assembled) is applied to the Instruction Bus of the instruction
decoder chip. This effectively inserts the instruction into the pipeline at the beginning of
the Decode stage. Using this testing method, simple test vectors which a user can easily
relate to are used, as opposed to the complex signals of the internal processor necessary
to test a piece of a bit slice design.

II.2.5.4. Logic Path Optimization

The drastic degradation in performance of both the interconnect and the device made it
necessary to completely re-implement the processor’s logic and clock distribution.
Furthermore, several logic errors made in the original implementation had to be
corrected. Clock distribution both on-chip and across chip became a greater concern since
there was not sufficient data to determine the extent of the process variances.
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Communication between two chips with a master clock whose phase error is not within
tolerance (30 ps) became a concern since the clock deskew implementation made
optimistic assumptions in the original design.

Using the new circuit extraction techniques, the design began with an analysis of the
current on-chip critical paths. This includes logic paths contained entirely in the
instruction decoder or datapath chip. This analysis ignored clock distribution and
measurements were made on which logic paths did not make speed. The results of this
analysis showed that of the paths which were extremely slow, up to 80 % of the delay
was contained in the interconnect.

Circuit analysis shows that the resistive effects of the interconnect created a significant
amount of the delay in the processor. Most of this resistance was found to be contained in
the lowest metal layer since this layer contains the highest sheet resistance in the process
interconnect layers.
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Figure 59.  Solving Critical Paths with Pipeline Adjustments.

Logic paths that do not reach the destination pipeline latch in time may be

 moved to the following pipeline stage provided the input remains stable

and the output is not needed immediately.
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The chips had to be rerouted, optimizing inefficient routing traces, and converting Metal
1 wires to Metal 2 or Metal 3 wherever possible.

Most logic paths in the system were still too slow to meet the target clocked 2 GHz
processor cycle time. Several techniques were implemented to reduce logic delays along
certain paths. Figure 32 shows a technique where logic is moved to the next pipeline
stage in the processor. This method works provided the result for the pipeline latch is not
used for other logic in the processor. Furthermore, the data on the critical net must remain
stable during the following pipeline stage. If this is not the case, it is necessary to latch
the critical net for the evaluation in the following cycle, adding an additional gate to the
system.

DD

D
D

Level
Sensitive
Latches

Evaluating segments of logic a full pipeline cycle later then originally designed is
difficult to do since the evaluated logic is often required that cycle. A second technique,
which is more easily used in a design, is shown in Figure 61. In this case, a master-slave
latch is split, and the logic evaluating the critical net is inserted between the master and
slave latch in the circuit. With the use of a 4-phase clock, master-slave latches may be
clocked on separate clock phases resulting in a system where coherent pipeline stages
starts to break down. The system becomes a micro-pipelined set of latches tuned to
providing the necessary time for the critical paths to properly evaluate. A similar

Figure 60.  Splitting A Master-Slave Latch to Alleviate Time Constraints.  A master-

slave latch may be split to provide a slow logic path with more time to the input of

the slave latch.
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technique called “cycle stealing” is described in the following section on clock
distribution.

Figure 31 in section II.2.1 shows a block diagram of the processor, outlining the new
critical paths. The control signals are typically high fan-out nets and the capacitive impact
of the wires significantly decreased performance of these signals. Other critical paths
included the ALU result feed-forward path from the EX stage. The ALU result must be
calculated and the result must be routed back to the input latches of the ALU for the next
operation. These critical paths will become augmented once the clocks are re-distributed
and the cross-chip clock skew is taken into account.

Clock skews between chips (described in the next section) complicate logic paths that
make chip crossings. If the clock driving the signal is out of phase and behind the chip
receiving the signal, the latch may be closed before the data is stable at the input,
resulting of a loss of the information. Likewise, if the driving chip is ahead of the
receiving chip, hold-time violations may occur, and the data may be corrupted in the
receiving latch. To avoid problems with clock skew, the window when valid data may
arrive was increased to 125 ps (from 30 ps). As much as 125 ps had to be removed from
the time available in the logic paths, which involve MCM crossings. Logic paths that
were not considered critical paths suddenly became far too slow to meet the target cycle
time.

II.2.5.5. Distribution

The slowest logic path between two latches determines the limitations on a processor’s
speed. The clock skew and jitter (uncertainty in the master clock frequency from cycle to
cycle injected by the external clock) significantly complicates this system limitation.
Jitter can cause problems in systems when the latch setup or hold time is violated along a
path that is tuned to barely make the target speed. Problems involving clock skew may be
circumvented to a degree by carefully analyzing the data arrival times to each latch and
balancing the clock edges with respect to these data arrival times. Process variations and
thermal variations however, will cause additional clock distribution problems. These
effects may alter the data and clock propagation time to the latches causing setup or hold
time violations despite careful effort to analyze and design for the circuit’s various
parasitic components.

In a multi-chip system, problems with clock skew become even worse. Distributing the
clock to all chips in an even manner is impossible when process variations are accounted
for in the MCM technology. To account for this, an active clock deskew method is
necessary to compensate for thermal and processing variances from chip to chip and
across the MCM.

The clock deskew method proposed in the FRISC/G architecture uses a multi-channel
delay locked loop to distribute the clock in a low skew manner. This Deskew chip
contains a separate clock channel for each die that accesses the master clock (ID, 4 DP,
ICC, DCC). The clock is sent to each chip and is returned on the return path for each die.
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The delay is measured, and the on chip delay locked loops track the phases so each phase
arrives at each chip at approximately the same time.

A SYNC signal is used to keep the on-chip system clock locked in phase 1 while the
deskew chip’s phase lock stabilizes. Once the on-chip master clock is deskewed, the
SYNC signal is disserted, allowing the processor’s four-phase system clock to activate.

Spice simulations of the Deskew circuit indicate that the clocks will arrive at the 4-phase
generator of each chip in the circuit within 5 ps of each other [NAH 93]. These
simulations however are very idealistic and don’t account for possible thermal and
process variations within the Deskew chip itself. However, this Deskew method will
track and correct potential variations along the different clock paths external to the
Deskew chip. The design of the active clock deskew circuit is a separate focus of research
which to date has not been completed. To account for the lack of an active deskew
circuit, work was done to implement a passive clock distribution method on the MCM to
minimize the cross chip clock skew. Currently we have no resultant foundry data of our
own on the expected variation of the MCM dielectric. The core processor was designed
to tolerate a 125 ps cross-chip clock skew, which is 12.5% of the processor cycle time.
The original design implementation could only tolerate 30 ps of chip to chip clock skew
[Phil93].

To alleviate problems with clock skew between chips, additional slack in the chip
crossings were added. This slack provides extra time during cross-chip transactions.
Should the signal depart later then expected, there is still enough time to reach the
destination chip before the data is latched. Furthermore, should the data leave the chip
sooner then expected, it will be latched on the destination chip before the data changes in
the next cycle.

II.2.5.6. Clock Distribution Strategies

The large clock skew between chips in a multi-chip system is somewhat counter-balanced
by the long data delays from chip to chip. When the data propagation is estimated to be
large, this situation is designed for, and a variation in the clock skew is less likely to
result in setup or hold time violations. On-chip clock skew, although significantly less
then the chip-to-chip clock skew may also result in setup or hold-time violations. Two
strategies to distributing the clock to the system are described below. The first method
distributes the clock in an H-tree shown in Figure 62. The H tree depends largely on
symmetry of the system, and can be costly in wiring resources, particularly in a
multiphase clocking system. In this technique, the clock comes in off-chip and is
buffered. It is then balanced and sent to the ends of the chip. Active circuits may also be
used in this scheme to match the on-chip clock with the in-coming master clock.
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Local
Clock
Buffers

A buffer tree may also be used, which provides more control of the clock skew in the
local system, but relies more heavily on the CAD tools to correctly model the parasitic
effects. The clock buffer strategy is used in the FRISC/G processor as well as the DEC
Alpha.  The Alpha chip used a distribution of clock buffers to feed a uniformly deskewed
clock to each side of the chip [Gron98] whereas the FRISC/G processor routes buffered
clocks based on careful timing analysis.

The clock must be distributed locally as well. Running the clock in the opposite direction
as the data helps reduce problems with transparent latches, however, running the clocks
in the same direction as the data allows for a faster implementation. Figure 62 shows the
difference between the two.

Figure 61.  H-tree Clock Distribution.  Local clock buffers are driven by a system

clock buffer through a balanced H-tree of interconnect.  Clock distribution is given

precedence over routing resources to insure a balanced clock network.
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Assume the Latch propagation delay is 30 ps, and the setup time is 35 ps. The slowest
path of logic from latch to latch determines the limitation on the clock speed for the case
where there is no delay on the clock between the latches. The required period of the clock
(Tclk) for the logic shown in Figure 31 is determined by the following equation:

Tclk=Tplatch + Tslatch + Tplogic (1)

Where Tplatch is the propagation time through the latch, Tslatch is the setup time of the
following latch, and Tplogic is the propagation time through the slowest branch of logic.
For this case, Tclk would be 185 ps.

The presence of clock skew alters this analysis. If the clock propagates in the opposite
direction as the data, the equation is as follows:

Tclk=Tplatch+Tslatch+Tplogic+Tskew  (2)

Figure 62.  Local Clock Distribution.  Aggressive clock distribution may increase

performance by skewing the clock to match logic propagation delay, however this

makes the system sensitive to hold time violations.
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Resulting in a 200 ps Tclk.
Aggressive clock distribution however may use skew to actually increase system
performance. If the clock propagates in the same direction as the data:

Tclk = Tplatch+Tslatch+Tplogic-Tskew (3)

Now Tclk is only 170 ps, 15 ps faster then the system with no skew at all on the clocks.
Care must be taken when using this technique however. If the skew on the clock is large
enough, and if the propagation though the logic is fast enough, this can lead to hold time
violations, and the data in the latch could be lost. A transparent latch is the degenerate
case, where the new data from the previous latch arrives at the latch input before the
clock, thus eliminating the logic result before it is written to the latch.

The FRISC/G processor uses a four-phase system clock to provide control for a single
port register file.  The four-phase clocking scheme however, also provides greater control
over the distribution of clock edges. In a four-phase system, master-slave latches are
clocked on odd or even clock edges reducing potential problems with setup and hold time
violations.

The clocks were balanced to maximize the setup and hold time window. Figure 37 shows
the safest time to change the data on a falling edge triggered flip/flop or positive level
sensitive latch.

CLK

DATA

Ts ThTh

The data transition must occur after the hold time from the previous falling edge clock
cycle or the information will be lost. Likewise, it must be stable prior to the latch setup
time before next clock cycle’s falling edge. The processor’s logic and clock delays were

Figure 63.  Clock Transition with respect to data.  To minimize possible setup or

hold time violations, the clock must arrive in the center of the "safe transition"

window.
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analyzed to determine when the data would become stable, and a clock was routed with
the proper skew such that the data would undergo transition at the midpoint between the
setup and the hold time of the latch. Using this technique of optimizing signal and data
transitions, a system can be developed to tolerate the maximum amount of error in timing
analysis. This is an important aspect of the processor since previous experience has
shown that the foundry process varies from the expected simulation models considerably.
The modeling of the process has therefore been developed here (as opposed to using the
incorrect models provided for us) based on limited foundry results (two wafers from a
single lot). Hence, all estimates regarding process speed has been made conservatively in
the event that an unforeseen effect causes the system to slow down.

II.2.6. Fabrication of the Chips

Ultimately after 3 years of model revisions, re-verifications, and redesigns of the 4
architecture chips a final reticle was prepared.  Tape out occurred in January of 1998.
However, even this reticle was not acceptable.  Rockwell revealed to us last minute yield
updates that suggested that a switchover to 2 micron by 2 micron emitter stripes would be
necessary to assure yield for our rather large HBT count circuits.  This required
additional rework through out the spring and following summer

In late August of 1998, after one more last-minute discovery of a flaw in the skew of the
boundary scan circuit clock, the final reticle was released to production.  Such last minute
discoveries can be expensive. In this case one of the students found a two-plate
workaround that cost only $4000 to correct.

Table II.2.6-1  Dimensions of each of the F-RISC/G chips.

Chip Height(mm) Width(mm) Area (mm2)

Datapath 9.457 8.457 79.978

Cache RAM 9.347 6.703 62.653

Cache Controller 8.365 9.472 79.233

Instruction Decoder 8.742 7.672 67.069
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Figure 64.  Final F-RISC/G Fabricated Reticle, showing the four

main architecture chip sites.  Right strip of smaller chips contains

another copy of the RPI Test Chip and deskew test chip.
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The Data Path chip or DP is the most sophisticated part of the architecture containing the
adder and shift circuitry as well as the register file.  Due to yield limitations the data path
is organized in a byte-slice fashion.  Each of the 4 chips in the 32-bit architecture
captures 8 bits of the width of the processor.  Hence the register file shown in the upper
right of midline of the DP is only a 32w x 8b file.  The artwork for the file was taken
from the last HSCD retuned shared reticle fab, and was certified as a 5 GHz file.  The
adder had also been validated at 750 ps, of 666 MHz through a carry chain ring oscillator.
One can observe in the component overlay diagram in Figure 66, that a fair percentage
(about 20%) of the roughly 10,000 HBT devices used in this chip are for boundary scan

Figure 65.  The Data Path (DP) Chip.
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testing, scan buffers, and the four phase clock and clock distribution.  Each chip had
approximately this same overhead devoted to testing.  The system architects for F-
RISC/G worked diligently to anticipate the difficulty of finally testing and verifying the
chips after fabrication.  Experience in the earlier test structure fabrication experiments
helped greatly to heighten awareness of the problems faced once the chips are fabricated
including guaranteeing the ability to probe key signals with probes that can actually be
purchased, and which work at the speeds required.  Another consideration was the
inclusion of sufficient pads that could be probed at DC to supply enough power and
ground connections that voltage droop on internal chip power rails would not be severe.
Special outrigger pads for probes were introduced for probe touchdown since this
scratches the surface of the metalization. Inbound pads were included for MCM via
attachment.

Cache Controller Cache RAM Instruction Decoder Datapath

Devices 10572 9679 7358 9785

Power (mW) 12633 12179 11573 12798

Area (mm2) 79.23 62.65 67.07 79.98

Table II.2.6-2  Power Consumed & Area of each of the F-RISC/G chips.
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Figure 66.  Component Overlay for Data Path (DP) Chip.
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Ultimately, the key test used to validate the timing and functionality for F-RISC/G DP
chip consists of locking in the control signals of the instruction decoder for an ADDI
immediate instruction with a fixed constant loaded in the immediate register.  The add
instruction adds the constant to the register file, and deposits the sum back into the
register file.  By monitoring the carry out signal for a specific constant, a periodic carry
output signal is observed that can be validated.

Figure 67.  Zoom on Figure 66 showing close-up photomicrograph of 32w x 8b
register file, register file decoder on left and some of the Boundary Scan support

circuitry, towards the left of the file.
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Figure 68 shows the fabricated Instruction Decoder chip.  The schematic for the
instruction decoder is shown in Figure 69.  It can be seen that the decoder is organized as
a pipeline structure arranged around the 7-stage pipe structure discussed earlier.  The
actual decoding of control signals for each instruction pipe stage consists of only a few
current trees after each pipeline flip flop plus wire loading.  At 25 ps per current tree
decoded lines are available about 75 ps after each clock phase.  Key testing of the ID
consists at speed of checking the FSM and four-phase clock generator, along with static
decoder tests at DC.  Fortunately, despite the pipelined structure of the F-RISC/G it was
designed such that there would be no lower limit on clock frequency, and the architecture
could be single stepped at essentially DC.  No time of flight propagation delays were

Figure 68.  Instruction Decoder (ID) chip.
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relied upon for critical timing.  This meant that provided the four-phase generator met
speed the rest of the chip could be tested at DC for functional correctness in the full
knowledge that speed would be met by the shallow decoders.  In other words this part of
the design was created with a great deal of slack for ease of testing.

Figure 69.  Schematic of Instruction Decoder Chip.
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The cache controller chip is designed to manage address decoding for the data and
instruction cache L1 chips.  The cache controller must intercept addresses and identify
whether the corresponding data or instruction items are in one of the L1 cache lines, and
if not to cause appropriate action to take place initiating a full line transfer (in one L2
cycle time) of 32 words simultaneously.  Each chip has a front door facing the ALU and a
back door facing L2.  A miss causes one of these transfers to take place by initiating
access at the target address in L2.  All 32 words are then transferred while the ALU must
stall.  The impact of this has been discussed earlier.

Figure 70.  L1 Cache Controller (CC) chip.  Identical chip used with
personalization for Data and Instruction Cache.
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Figure 71.  Zoom for Figure 70 in the vicinity of the Tag RAM files.
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The cache controller was designed for use in both the instruction and data caches.  For
this reason the first pipeline latch serves also as the Remote Program Counter (RPC) in
the ICC configuration.  Figure 72 shows the manner in which the two caches share a
common CPU address bus and how the RPC can be loaded from this bus.  If two separate
cache controller chips had been designed, it would have been possible to include only
two pipeline latches in the DCC as at any given time only two addresses need be stored
(the third always being available on the bus.)  Since the hardware for the RPC had to be
included, however, it was decided that it also act as a latch in order to reduce problems
caused by hazards and skew on signal lines while at the same time minimizing chip
configuration and initialization logic.

Devices Power (mW)

I / O 2548 2810

Write byte decoding 80 85

Tag RAM blocks 3420 4000

Testing logic 1068 1069

Control 410 467

Pipeline and RPC 2664 2208

Clock distribution 78 1714

Comparator 304 280

TOTAL 10572 12633

Table II.2.6-3. Cache controller device count comparison of F-RISC / G chips.
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PIPELINE STAGE 2

PIPELINE STAGE 1
MASTER

PIPELINE STAGE 1
SLAVE

Tag RAM

DATA IN

DATA OUT

PIPELINE STAGE 3= ?

+ 1

ADDRESS

MISS

32-bit Address
2-bit IOCNTRL (DCC)

WDC (DCC)
VDA (DCC)

32-bit Address

5-bit Line Address

23 bit tag (ICC)
22 bit tag (DCC)

RAM

9-bit Address
(5-bit Line + 4-bit Word Select)

L2 Latch

L2
28-bit Block Address (ICC)
26-bit Block Address (DCC)

Although the responsibilities of the two cache controllers differ slightly, it was decided to
design a single, configurable controller, due both to the cost and time required to design
an extra chip; the operation of the controllers in both caches is similar enough that
methods were found to minimize the penalty for using a single chip.

Figure 72.  Simplified cache controller block diagram.
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Figure 73.  Floor Plan for Cache Controller Chip.
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Figure 74.  Universal L1 Data and Instruction Cache Chip.
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Unlike most boundary-scan schemes, the sampling and input latches are located in the
core rather than in the pad ring.  These latches and associated multiplexers and control
circuitry take up most of the standard cell area.

Figure 75.  Cache RAM chip Layout.
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II.2.7. Instruction and Data Configuration

The cache controller contains a pad, IS_DCC?, which is used to enable the chip to be
configured for either the instruction or data cache controller.  For data cache use the
signal is asserted by hardwiring it on the MCM.

Additionally, when the chip is intended for the data cache, the BRANCH pad should be
asserted by hardwiring it on the MCM; the ICC will have the BRANCH signal asserted by

Figure 76.  Schematic Diagram of Cache Memory.
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the instruction decoder whenever a branch is to occur.  This signal is used to determine
whether the first pipeline stage (the remote program counter) is loaded or counts.

Since it is impossible to perform a STORE into the instruction cache, the WDC line must
be hardwired low.  In addition, the instruction cache must retrieve an address on every
cycle, so VDA should be tied high.

II.2.7.1. Cache Controller Design

The cache controller chip is 8.365 mm high and 9.472 mm wide.  Table II.2.6.-3 shows
an approximate device usage breakdown for the cache controller chip.4 As in the cache
RAM, a large percentage of the power is dissipated in the RAM blocks and the I/O pads.

Table II.2.6-3 compares the critical features of the F-RISC / G chip set.  Despite being
designed by different people, all of the chips are seen to be similar in size, area, and
power dissipation.  The cache controller and datapath chips are seen to be of comparable
complexity (were the unnecessary columns removed from the tag RAM block this would
be even more the case), while the cache RAM and instruction decoder, while being quite
difficult in nature, are similar in size and complexity.  This comparison suggests that it
might be worthwhile in future designs to move some of the functionality of the cache
controller into the instruction decoder.

                                                
4 The breakdown is only approximate; in many cases devices can be classified as belonging to several

categories. Single and double emitter devices are counted as a single transistor. Diodes are not counted.
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II.2.8. Communications

As the F-RISC/G prototype is partitioned, inter-chip communications becomes an
important issue.  Large fractions of the cycle time on are consumed by communication
between chips.

Skew

5%

Package
20%

Logic
59%

Drivers & 

Receivers
16%

Figure 78 shows a breakdown of the components of the LOAD critical path in the data
cache, assuming that the Byte Operations chip is present.  As can be seen, off-chip
communications accounts for over 40% of the critical path.  This is a unique design space
that required special attention throughout the design process.  Interestingly, these
numbers are similar to those for the F-RISC/G adder critical path, as shown in Figure 79
adapted from [Phil93].

Skew

6%

Package

15%

Logic
58%

Drivers & 
Receivers

21%

Table II.2.8-1 lists the communications signals sent from the core CPU to the primary
cache.  Aside from an address and data, the CPU also sends out several handshaking and

Figure 77.  Load critical path components.

Figure 78.  Components of adder critical path (adapted from [Phil93]).
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control signals.  These signals inform the caches of stalls and determine whether a LOAD
or STORE is to take place.

Signal Width From To Description
ABUS 32 DP DCC, ICC Word (Instruction cache) or Byte (Data cache)

address.  Shared by both caches.
WDC 1 ID DCC Signals data cache to perform store.
STALLM 1 ID DCC, ICC Signals both caches to stall.
ACKI 1 ID ICC Signals instruction cache that it has caused a stall.
ACKD 1 ID DCC Signals data cache that it has caused a stall.
VDA 1 ID DCC Address on bus is valid for data cache.
IOCNTRL 3 ID DCC, ICC Flush / Initialize / Write alignment
BRANCH 1 ID ICC Instruction cache should set RPC to address on bus.
DATAOUT 32 DP DRAM Word of data to be stored in data cache.

The IOCNTRL lines are a 3-bit field that is part of the LOAD and STORE instructions,
and are sent to both cache controllers.  These bits are used to inform the caches when the
system startup routine is complete, and to inform the data cache in the event of aligned
byte or half-word writes.  The meaning of the control bits are as shown in Table II.2.8.-1.

As the data cache receives a byte address from the datapath (unlike the instruction cache,
which uses word addresses), support is provided using IOCNTRL to allow reads and
writes to any byte, half-byte, or word in the processor’s address space.  To read a non-
word-aligned byte or half-byte, however, requires the presence of the Byte Operations
chip on the MCM.  Non-word aligned word-fraction Store support is provided in the
DCC.

In order to prevent the need to design two different cache controllers, the cache controller
chip is designed internally to handle word addresses.  On the DCC, ABUS[2], the word
address, must be wired to the pad ABUS[0].  Similarly, each bit on the bus is wired to
the pad corresponding to its position in the word address.  The two low order ABUS bits
(byte address) are wired to the high order pads (See Figure 80).  The controller chip
knows to ignore these two bits when handling tags and presenting addresses to other
chips, and uses them only when setting the RAMs into Write mode.

Table II.2.8-1. CPU to Cache Communications.

IOCNTRL Meaning

000 Read or write entire word

001 Read or write half-word

010 Read or write byte

011 Force a miss on this address

1δδ Co-processor support

Table II.2.8-2. IOCNTRL Settings.
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Line Word

9 8 4 3 0

1011 6 15 2

31

INSTRUCTION CACHE
3 048931

WordLine

3 048931

Tag

ABUS

ICC Pads

DATA CACHE
031

Byte

3029

Tag

ABUS

DCC Pads

Table II.2.8-3 lists the signals sent from the cache to the CPU.  These consist mostly of
requested data, but also include signals to inform the CPU that a miss has occurred and
the requested data will not be available in time.

Table II.2.8-3. Cache to CPU communications.

II.2.9. Intra-cache Communications

The primary caches each consist of a single cache controller chip and eight cache RAM
chips.  While there is no inter-cache communication (i.e. the instruction and data caches
do not communicate with each other), there is extensive communication between each
cache controller and its associated RAM chips.

Table II.2.9-1 lists communications lines between the cache controllers and RAMs.  The
CRWRITE line is used to write into the cache RAMs.  The CRWIDE line is used to toggle
between the 4-bit per RAM CPU data path and the 64-bit per RAM L2 data path.  The
CRDRIVE line is used to control the bi-directional drivers / receivers used on the RAMs
for communicating with the L2 cache.

Figure 79.  ABUS partitioning.

Signal Width From To Description
MISSI 1 ICC ID A miss has taken place in the instruction cache.
MISSD 1 DCC ID A miss has taken place in the data cache.
INSTRUCTION 32 IRAM ID 32-bit Instruction
DATAIN 32 DRAM DP Word of data for the datapath.
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Signal MCM Length (mm) Delay (ps)
ABUS 21 170
WDC 21 170
STALLM 26 190
ACKI 17 140
ACKD 25.5 190
VDA 21 170
BRANCH 15 135
DATAOUT upper path: 22

lower path: 27
170
200

MISSI 18 150
MISSD 25 185
INSTRUCTION fast bits: 13

slow bits: 24
120
170

DATAIN upper path: 22
lower path: 28

170
200

Table II.2.9-1 MCM net lengths - CPU / cache signals.

Signal Width From To Description
CRABUS 9 CC RAM 5-bit row address and 4-bit word address.
CRWRITE 4 DCC DRAM Write / Read  .

HOLD 1 CC RAM Prevent RAM outputs from changing..
INLAT 1 CC RAM Allow 4-bit data input to pass through input latch.
CRWIDE 1 CC RAM Select wide input path (64-bit) for write from L2..
CRDRIVE 1 CC RAM Control bi-directional L2 bus.

Table II.2.9-2. Intracache communications.

Signal Width From To Description
L2ADDR 23 CC L2 23-bit line address.
L2DONE 1 L2 CC Indicates that the L2 has completed a

transaction.  Any data L2 places on the bus must
be valid when this is asserted.

L2DIRTY 1 CC L2 Indicates that the L2 will be receiving an address
to be written into.

L2MISS 1 CC L2 Indicates that the address on L2ADDR is needed
by the CPU.

L2VALID 1 L2 CC Indicates that the current data in the cache row
specified by the cache tag currently being
transacted is correct.  De-asserted by L2 during
TRAP.

L2SYNCH 1 CC L2 A 1 GHz clock used for synchronizing with L2.
L2VDA 1 CC L2 The address currently on L2ADDR is valid.

Table II.2.9-3. Secondary cache communications.
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The HOLD and INLAT signals are used to latch the RAM 4-bit data outputs and inputs,
respectively.  The lengths of each of these lines or buses is less than 45 mm, for an
estimated flight time of 300 ps.

II.2.10. Secondary Cache Communications

Table II.2.9-3 enumerates the signals used for communication between the primary and
secondary caches.

Each cache controller will send out a 28-bit cache line address as soon as it is received
from the CPU.  This is done to allow the L2 cache to read its tag RAM simultaneously to
the L1 cache.  The cache controller will assert L2DIRTY as soon as it completes its tag
RAM access if the accessed line is dirty.  The L2 will not receive the address as stored in
the primary caches tag RAM until later, however, and only if it is required (that is, a Stall
occurs.)

The cache controller asserts L2MISS only if a miss occurs and the CPU acknowledges
the miss.  Whenever the address on the L2ADDR bus is valid, L2VDA is asserted.

Since the secondary caches do not have a synchronized clock, the L2SYNCH signal is
used to inform the secondary caches that valid data is on the control and address lines.
When the L2SYNCH signal goes high the data on the L2 communications lines is valid.
It remains so for approximately 500 ps.  If the MCM routing is done carefully, it may be
possible to assure that the L2 communications signals are valid for as long as L2SYNCH
is asserted.

The L2DONE signal is asserted by the L2 to indicate that it has performed the requested
operations, both modifying its RAMs as appropriate and placing requested data on the
bus.  Any data being sent by the L2 must be on the bus for 750 ps prior to L2DONE being
asserted.

In the event that the primary cache has to perform a copyback, the secondary cache will
first receive the address (originating from the CPU and passing through the primary
cache controller) that caused the copyback, along with the L2DIRTY signal and the data
to be copied back, which should be latched at that point.  Two more addresses will appear
on the bus to the L2 (although they may or may not be valid), followed by address that
had been stored in the tag RAM (the address of the data being copied back).

This “out of order” execution, in which the L2 may perform the read before the write on a
copyback from the primary cache, allows maximum flexibility for the secondary cache
designer (for example if two port RAM is available.)
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II.2.11. Virtual Memory Support

The F-RISC/G CPU is designed with rudimentary support for virtual memory.
Specifically, control and communications lines are provided to enable the caches to
signal the CPU in the event of a page fault, as shown in Table II.2.11-1.

The word addresses supplied by the CPU to the instruction cache and the byte addresses
supplied by the CPU to the data cache are virtual addresses in that they refer to a location
in the CPU’s memory space without regard to their actual presence in physical memory.
The CPU doesn’t care where a particular virtual address maps to, as long as when data is
requested from that address it is available.

Since the virtual instruction space is 232 words in size and the data memory space is 230

words in size, it is unlikely that the amount of physical RAM available in main memory
will span the entire virtual memory space.  In a typical virtual memory system, hardware
and software is provided to allow the virtual memory to be divided into pages each of
which may exist either in physical memory or on a secondary storage device, such as a
disk drive.  When the CPU requests a transaction to an address which is in a page not
currently in physical memory, a page fault occurs, and the page which is needed is loaded
from secondary storage, replacing another page already in physical memory if necessary.
Since the amount of time necessary to access the secondary storage device, transfer the
existing memory page to this device, locate the required page on the disk, and retrieve it
back into memory is extremely long compared to the CPU cycle time5, it is desirable for
the cache to inform the CPU of the problem and allow the CPU to proceed with other
instructions while the page swap occurs, if possible.  This is typically performed by the
operating system which will context switch to another waiting, unrelated process.

Due to the hardware cost of such a system, the virtual to physical address translation
cannot occur in the primary cache.  Instead, it is expected that some higher level of
memory, perhaps the level just before main memory, will handle the translation of virtual
addresses into physical addresses.  When a page fault occurs at this level of memory, the

                                                
5 The access time for a typical hard disk drive is on the order of 10 ms, or one million CPU cycles.

Signal Width From To Description

TRAPD 1 Cache CPU Data cache page fault

TRAPI 1 Cache CPU Instruction cache page fault

I1, I2, I3 3 Cache CPU Status lines sensed by PSW

O1, O2, O3 3 CPU Cache Status lines controlled by PSW

Table II.2.11-1. Virtual memory control.
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CPU is informed via the TRAPD or TRAPI signal.  The CPU then handles the interrupt
by branching to the appropriate trap vector.  It is presumed that the operating system has
installed code at the appropriate trap vector to handle page faults.  The caches will send
“DONE” signals all the way down to the primary cache, which will recover from its stall
and lower the MISS line as if it had the correct data.  The cache must then be re-validated
through a flush of the incorrect address.  The CPU will lower the STALL and ACK in
response to the primary cache lowering its MISS, and will prevent it from going high
again in response to the incoming TRAP.

Typically, the CPU, upon receiving the TRAP, will perform instructions which don’t
involve the memory location which page faulted, and, when the page is finally available,
will re-issue the request.  The CPU contains pipeline stages, which enable it to re-issue a
LOAD or STORE which result in a page fault.

The exact behavior of the CPU in response to a memory page fault depends on the
contents of the CPU pipeline and the state of the caches at the time the page fault occurs.

II.2.12. Timing

As mentioned earlier, the cache memory hierarchy has its own critical paths.  The most
critical of these is the path from address generation at the CPU to data reception by the
CPU.

Abort DW?

Reset YES

System error YES

Data cache page fault YES

Arithmetic trap NO

Software trap NO

Instruction cache page fault NO

Device interrupt NO

User interrupt NO

Table II.2.11-2. CPU trap behavior.
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II.2.12.1. Load Timing

Figure 81 is a timing diagram of data cache LOAD operations.  This timing diagram is
based on the back-annotated (post-route) netlists for the cache controller, instruction
decoder, and datapath chips.  The vertical timing lines represent synchronized clock
phase 1.  Slightly after phase 1 of the first cycle, the CPU puts address (20)hex on the
ABUS (Table II.2.12.1-1).

It arrives at the data cache controller during phase 2 where it passes through the master of
pipeline latch 1.  The WDC and VDA lines are stable prior to the address.  On the DCC, the
tag RAM receives its inputs (address and data) from the master of pipeline latch 1, while
the slave is used to feed the comparator.  The tag RAM read access time is approximately
500 ps.

After the cache RAMs supply the data to the CPU, the only remaining task for the cache
is to inform the CPU that the data is available and to re-synchronize with the CPU’s
pipeline.

The situation is more complicated if the cache row corresponding to the cache access is
marked as dirty.  If a miss occurs and the cache row is dirty, the primary cache must send
the current contents of that row to the secondary cache before overwriting it with the data
requested by the CPU.

Figure 82 is an example of code that would result in this condition.  The first line of code
stores the contents of register 2 into cache row 2 (the row is calculated by bits 4 through 8
of the address).  The corresponding tag would be 0, and the dirty bit would be set to
indicate that the CPU has changed the contents of this address and that the higher levels
of memory are out of date.

The two ADDI instructions are used to set register 3 to 3FFFFE20 (the use of two
instructions is necessary since no F-RISC instructions accept 32-bit literal values).
Finally, the LOAD instruction should fetch the contents of 3FFFFE20 into register 1.

Signal Delay from phase 1

ABUS 145

WDC 75

VDA -100

BRANCH -65

DOUT 210

Table II.2.12.1-1. Back-annotated signal timings.
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Figure 80.  Data Cache Timing - Clean Loads.
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ADDI R3=0+FE20 ; the add instructions are used to

ADDI R3=0+3FFF /LDH ; assemble 3FFFFE20 as the destination for the
LOAD

LOAD R1=[0+R3] ; put the contents of 1024 into R1

Sample LOAD copyback code fragment

3FFFFE20 corresponds to cache row 2 and tag value 1FFFFF.  Since row 2 previously
held tag 0, a miss will occur.  Since the dirty bit for row 2 is set, a copyback must first
take place.

Figure 82 is the timing diagram for this example.  The STORE request is received by the
primary cache at time 9375.  In order to show the worst case, only one cycle of latency is
allowed on this timing diagram between the STORE and subsequent LOAD.  The LOAD
request is received at time 11375.

II.2.13. Store Timing

Figure 83 is a timing diagram showing consecutive STORE instructions.  When a STORE
is to take place, the instruction decoder signals the cache controller by asserting the WDC
signal.  Since the signal is derived from the instruction word and can be sent directly
from the instruction decoder rather than the datapath chips, the signal arrives a few
hundred picoseconds before the address (at time 9075 in this example).

Every STORE instruction is allocated two cycles by the CPU.  The second cycle is
necessary because a STORE requires a read from and a write to the tag RAM.

For the first of the two cycles, the cache controller will be in the READ state.  While in
this state, the cache controller checks the tag RAM in order to determine whether a hit
has occurred.  As far as the cache controller is concerned, the first half of a STORE
instruction proceeds identically to a LOAD instruction.

The cache controller latches the address from the CPU during the first half of the STORE,
so the CPU does not have to keep the address stable for two cycles.  During the second
cycle the comparator calculates the result.
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Figure 81.  Data Cache Timing - Load Copyback.
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II.2.14. Instruction Fetch Timing

The instruction cache timing is, in most respects, similar to the timing of the data cache
during a LOAD.  This is particularly true when a BRANCH occurs.

The instruction cache controller contains a remote program counter (RPC) that is used to
generate addresses to fetch and send to the CPU.  This occurs without any intervention
from the datapath or instruction decoder.  In the event of a BRANCH, the address is
received off of the ABUS, as in the data cache.

Unlike in the data cache, it is not necessary to delay the data sent to the CPU using the
HOLD signal, since the instruction cache timing is much more constrained.

When the CPU starts up, a “phantom” BRANCH to location 20hex is injected into the
pipeline.  Figure 84 illustrates how such a BRANCH might take place.  As in the data
cache, the target address is expected to be available at the cache controller at
approximately 375 ps after “phase 1” (simulation time 9375).  The actual BRANCH signal
arrives approximately a phase earlier.

The timing of the instruction cache is more critical than that in the data cache.  The
architecture was designed to support a byte-operations chip in the data cache; by not
including it, the timing in the data cache became fairly relaxed.  The instruction cache has
only from 1850 ps - 2100 ps in which to perform a fetch, versus 2250 ps in the data
cache.  Bits 3-7 of the instruction word must arrive at the instruction decoder a phase
earlier than the remaining 27 bits.

In order to allow bits 3-7 (the “fast” bits) to arrive more quickly, the two RAMs, which
supply these bits to the instruction decoder, were placed as close to the ID as possible
without increasing the distance from the instruction cache controller.

If the CPU determines that the request to the cache cannot be flushed, it must stall, and
will assert the STALLM line, which is shared by both caches.

Upon receiving STALLM, each cache will move into the MISS state.  At the time this
occurs, neither cache knows whether or not it is the cache, which caused the stall.  In
order to inform the appropriate cache that it is responsible for the stall, the instruction
decoder will assert the appropriate acknowledgment line (either ACKI or ACKD).

The cache that receives both the ACK and the STALLM will progress through the normal
miss cycle as previously described.  The other cache will behave almost identically, but
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will skip the WAIT state, thus preventing any cache state information from being
overwritten.  This cache will skip directly into the RECOVER state, and, once cycle later,
will enter the STALL state where it will idle while awaiting STALLM to be de-asserted.
Since the pipeline rotate occurs only in the RECOVER state (rather than in the STALL
state), the pipeline in the non-stalled cache will be correct for when the CPU recovers
from the stall.
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Figure 83.  Data Cache During Instruction Cache Stall.
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II.2.15. Other Cache Stalled

When a cache determines that a miss has occurred and that it will not be able to satisfy
the CPU’s request in the time allotted, the cache controller will assert the appropriate
MISS line (MISSI for the instruction cache, or MISSD for the data cache).
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II.2.16. Processor Start-up

One of the most important responsibilities of the cache is to enable the processor to
correctly start up.  When the processor is powered on, or reset, it needs to be fed the
appropriate start-up instructions, and the data cache must be invalidated or pre-loaded
with valid data.

Figure 84.  Instruction cache during a data cache stall.
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When the processor is initialized, it inserts an unconditional BRANCH to location 20hex

into the pipeline.  It is the responsibility of the instruction cache to fetch this instruction
upon receiving the BRANCH signal and the address.

Figure 85 illustrates the timing at the instruction cache controller during processor start-
up.  The cache controller will receive the branch request and must realize that a miss
must occur, regardless of whether the tag in the tag RAM accidentally matches the tag of
the start-up address (0).  This is accomplished through coordination with the secondary
cache, since too little handshaking exists between the CPU and the cache to enable this to
be self-contained.
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The secondary cache will receive the global RESET line (as well as all external trap and
interrupt lines) and is responsible for initializing the CPU and the cache in the proper
sequence.

Figure 85.  Instruction cache at start-up.
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Figure 86 illustrates the operation of the instruction cache during a page fault or during a
trap, which happens to occur coincidentally to a secondary cache transaction.  The cache
must take special measures to preserve the integrity of the tag RAM during such an event.
When a page fault occurs, at least once primary cache (the one corresponding to the fault)
is awaiting data from the secondary cache.

Figure 86.  Instruction cache during trap.
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The primary cache will be in the WAIT state, with the tag RAM and cache RAM WRITE
signals asserted.  The cache RAMs will be performing a wide WRITE, awaiting the data
from the secondary cache.  The tag RAM will be writing in the new tag from the pipeline
(originating from the CPU) along with the appropriate value of DIRTY.  The old tag will
have already been sent to the secondary cache during the READ stage of that memory
access cycle.

When the trap occurs (presumably at the main memory level of the memory hierarchy in
the case of a page fault), the trap is sent to the secondary cache.  The secondary cache
will then de-assert the L2VALID line.  This bit is stored in the appropriate row of the tag
RAM, along with the appropriate tag.  If the bit is set to “valid,” then future cache
operations on that tag will proceed as normal.  If, however, the data transfer from the
secondary cache is interrupted by a trap, then the secondary cache sets the bit to
“invalid,” and if another operation takes place on that tag, it automatically causes a miss
to take place.

In the event that a STORE into the data cache caused the page fault, it is questionable as
to whether the transaction should be interrupted.  If the cache were to simply mark the tag
as invalid, the data stored by the CPU would be lost, and the CPU would have no way of
knowing about it.  Since STOREs are comparatively rare, and STORE misses even more
so, the best decision is simply to stall the processor until the primary cache has valid data.

Since it takes approximately 750 ps to write into the tag RAM, and the data should be
stable for a considerable period before that, the secondary cache should wait two cycles
after deasserting L2VALID before sending the trap signal through to the primary caches
and CPU.

The primary cache responds to the trap signal by resetting to the READ state.  The MISS
signals may be spuriously asserted by the primary cache while the trap is held high (the
trap is tied to the INIT signal pad), but the secondary cache has enough information to
ignore it, and the CPU ignores misses which occur while processing the trap.

Figure 87 illustrates the interaction of the F-RISC / G caches during a load copyback.
The primary cache sends an address to the secondary cache before it is determined
whether the primary cache needs the address.  By the time the miss signal is sent to the
secondary cache, assuming the secondary cache has not received additional valid
addresses (the primary cache will assert the L2VDA signal when a valid address is on the
bus), the secondary cache has already had at least a cycle to perform a read.  The
secondary cache must finish the read, and, using the copyback address and data, which is
sent to the secondary cache following the L2MISS signal, perform a write.  While the
write is being performed, the data read from the secondary cache must be latched.  Once
the data on the bidirectional bus is no longer needed, the secondary cache can assert
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L2DONE signal and put the data on the bus (the data should be on the bus for a phase
before L2DONE is asserted.)

It is important to note that the five cycle mean access time for the secondary cache was
based on calculations for the stall component of CPI.  Therefore, the required five-cycle
limit implies that, on average, accesses to the secondary cache result in a stall of only five
cycles.  Since, in the event of a primary cache hit, the data is required at the CPU at
approximately the same time the secondary cache receives the miss signal in the event of
a primary cache miss, the five cycles allotted to the secondary cache begin approximately
when the secondary cache receives the L2MISS signal.  This means that, on average, a
primary cache read miss has 7 ns to be completed.  (The data cache has an additional
phase, while the instruction cache fast bits have one phase fewer).

Figure 87.  Load copyback in F-RISC / G cache.
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VII. APPENDIX

Optimization of the Register File and Cache RAM Blocks Used in the
RPI Datapath and Cache RAM Chips

From the HSCD test structures, we were able to glean more information about the
Rockwell interconnect and device performance.  This information was backannotated
into our models and CAD tools in order to predict the performance of our circuits.  What
we found was that the memory circuits would perform significantly below their required
levels (the target performance for the register file was 200 ps and 450 ps for the cache
RAM block).  This is due in part to increased parasitic capacitance as well as degraded
device performance.  Figure 88 shows a comparison of the register file access times for
different interconnect and device models.  The latest device models are called “2-sided”
and “3-sided” and the most recent interconnect model is called “anisotropic”.

0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0
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Because the register file had tighter performance requirements than the cache RAM
blocks, it was selected for optimization first.  Although any layout improvements from
the register file could be fed into the cache RAM block, separate circuit optimizations
were required due to the differences in size and power.  For the most part, the cache
RAM block optimization followed the same process as used in the register file and was
somewhat easier due to the larger access time requirements.  To date, both the register
file and cache RAM blocks have been redesigned to meet their performance

Figure 88.  Register file performance with various device and interconnect models.
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requirements.  The register file has a 195 ps READ access time and the cache RAM
block has a 400 ps READ access time.  These performance metrics (along with some
safety margin) have been incorporated into the redesign of the datapath and cache RAM
chips.

Register File / Cache RAM Optimization Process

The optimization process began with layout because the process design rules had changed
but the physical design had not been updated.  There are three sets of large nodes in the
register file and cache RAM blocks, namely the address lines, bit lines, and word lines.
The capacitance of these nodes has a direct effect upon performance.  Fro, it can be seen
that the largest contribution to the access time comes from the memory cells and bitlines,
followed by the address drivers and address lines, and finally the word drivers and word
lines.

Although the relative contributions to delay were known, the effect of layout
optimizations upon each delay component was not.  A series of simulations using SPICE
were performed in which the capacitance of the address, bit and word lines was varied in
order to determine the sensitivity of the circuit delay to that component.  The results
(shown in Figure 88) indicated that the bit and word lines are the most sensitive,
suggesting that the optimization process should focus upon these nodes.  Due to the
relatively large bit line capacitance (~3X larger than the word line value), the bit lines
became the primary focus of layout optimization.
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Layout Optimizations

Now that the sensitivity of the access time to the node capacitances was known, the
emphasis shifted to minimizing capacitance through layout changes.  The primary focus
was the bit lines in the memory cells.  The word lines were also optimized indirectly as a
side-effect of the bit line changes.  Although the register file had much lower sensitivity
to the address lines, they were optimized anyway in order to squeeze out as much
performance as possible.

Bit / Word Line Optimizations

A number of memory cell layouts have been progressively developed, some of which
have been made possible by process design rule changes.  To date eleven distinct
memory cell layouts (Error! Reference source not found.) have been produced along
with numerous variations.  The first four iterations produced the most significant
improvements in parasitic capacitance but unfortunately they were not sufficient alone in
meeting the target performance numbers.  Circuit modifications were then undertaken
and a new memory cell was developed (described in the next section).

Figure 89.  Access time sensitivity to address, bit and word line capacitance.
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The original memory cell had several disadvantages, which were solved with the addition
of metal-3 to the Rockwell process.  The primary problem was the parasitic capacitance
between the metal-1 bit and the metal-2 word lines.  The first iteration placed the top
word line in metal-3 to reduce the crossover capacitance.  This helped somewhat but it
wasn’t sufficient.  The justification for leaving the lower word line in metal-2 was to
avoid the large metal-2/metal-3 via which would be required to connect a metal-3 word
line to the metal-1 resistor connection.  For the upper word line, this via could be hidden
underneath the resistors, but for the lower word line a via would complicate routing and
possibly increase the coupling between the lower word line of one row and the upper
word line of the next.  In the end, it was decided that routing the lower word line in
metal-3 was necessary despite the disadvantages, so the second cell iteration was
produced.

The next redesign opportunity arose when Rockwell reduced the dimensions of the HBT
devices and relaxed the minimum feature sizes.  These changes allowed the memory cell
to be packed more tightly, creating more room for the bit lines and reducing their
parasitic capacitance.  The smaller feature sizes also allowed the resistors to be shrunk
which became important in later redesigns.  The effects of the process/design changes can
be clearly seen in the fourth iteration of the memory cell: the resistors and devices are
smaller, the devices are placed closer together and the interconnect is routed closer to the
devices.  Since the core of the cell is now more compact than before, the coupling to the
bit lines is reduced because the adjacent structures are further away.  More importantly, a
smaller core allows the bitline - bitline spacing to be increased.  Because the majority of
the bitline coupling is with the neighboring bitline, any reduction can significantly
improve the overall bit line parasitic capacitance.  After the core is redesigned for
maximum compactness, the bitline-bitline spacing is adjusted to determine the optimum
spacing for minimal parasitic capacitance.
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Register File Circuit Sensitivity Analysis and Component Modifications

Once it became apparent that layout modifications alone would not be sufficient to
recover the “lost” performance, a series of SPICE simulations were performed to
determine the sensitivity of the register file to component value changes.  There are
numerous components in the register file, which have an impact upon the performance,
but several components are particularly important.  These are the address decoder
resistors, the read/write logic pull-ups and current source resistors, the sense amplifier
bitline current source resistor, and the memory cell resistor ratio in the threshold voltage
generator.  Some components affect several nodes in the circuit with conflicting
requirements, presenting a difficult and complex optimization problem.

Address Decoder: Wordline Voltage

The address decoder directly sets both the address line and wordline voltage swings.  The
wordline is the mechanism by which a row of memory cells is selected and enabled to
place their logical values on the bitlines.  As a result, the switching time of the wordlines
directly impacts the overall access time of the register file.  The wordline swing is

Figure 90.  Memory cell layouts.
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determined by both the total resistance in the address decoder, the ratio of the resistors
and the VBE of the devices.

In Figure 91, the effect of different total decoder resistance values upon the access time
and wordline swing are shown for a top:bottom resistor ratio of 1:1.  When the total
resistance is increased, the wordline swing also grows because the voltage drop across the
total resistance increases, forcing the wordline driver base lower and thus the wordline
voltage as well.  The upper value of the wordline voltage is fixed at VCC-VBE because the
base is pulled to VCC when all five of the address decoder Q1s are cut-off.  From the
second plot in Figure 91, a lower bound on the total resistance of about 420 Ω can be
determined which will satisfy the minimum wordline static swing of 850 mV.

Figure 92 depicts the effect of various decoder resistor ratios for a total resistance of 440
Ω.  Although it appears that the wordline swing should not be affected by the resistance
ratio, the changing ratio does reduce the current through the Q1 devices.  The different
current levels in turn affect the voltage drop across the total decoder resistance and thus
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Figure 91.  Wordline sensitivity to total decoder resistance.
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the wordline swing.  This is just one example of the intricate and complex balance
between different parts of the register file circuit.
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Address Decoder: Address Line Voltage and Current

The address lines are also affected by the resistors in the address decoder.  The ratio
determines the voltage swing on the address lines, which in turn determines the current.
The maximum address line voltage is fixed at VCC-VBE but the decoder ratio determines
the minimum voltage and thus the total swing.  Current flows through the address lines
only when the address line is low, hence the current decreases with increasing swing (or,
alternatively, the current decreases with decreasing minimum address line voltage).

Figure 92.  Wordline and address-line current sensitivity to decoder resistor ratio

(total resistance = 440 Ohms).
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Read/Write Logic: Bitline Voltage

The read/write logic has a significant effect upon the bitlines, primarily in the WRITE
mode.  In order to overwrite the state of a memory cell, the read/write logic pushes the
bitlines to relatively extreme high and low voltages in order to cut-off and turn-on the
memory cell devices.  The speed of the WRITE as well as the recovery time are
determined primarily by the bitline swing (a larger range results in faster WRITEs but a
slower recovery and vice versa).  During a READ, the circuit attempts to set the bitlines
to a mid-range value.  This specifies the low bitline voltage and thus clamps the lower
part of the bitline swing.

The read/write logic uses the threshold voltage along with resistive pull-ups and a resistor
current source to generate the bitline voltages.  The actual bitline potentials depend upon
the value of the pull-up resistors and the amount of current flowing through the resistors
(determined by the resistive current source).  For a READ, current flows through both
resistors equally, dropping the resistance by half and producing a mid-range voltage of
Vth- IR.  During a WRITE, current only flows through one of the resistors, hence the
voltage swing is Vth to Vth- IR.  Because the read/write logic uses the threshold voltage
Vth as a reference and power supply, drawing excessive amounts of current from the
threshold voltage generator can seriously stress the generator circuit and reduce its
robustness.  For this reason, the amount of current, which can be drawn by the read/write
logic, is limited and should be kept low if possible.

Figure 94 below shows the time required to perform a WRITE and the bitline swing for a
range of read/write logic current source resistances (also shown are the static READ
access times).  As the current source resistance increases, the current through the pull-ups
decreases and the bitline swings are reduced.  This leads to longer WRITEs and
eventually (at higher resistance values) failure to overwrite the memory cell state.

Figure 93.  Address line sensitivity to decoder resistance ratio.
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The pull-ups in the read/write logic have an even larger effect upon the WRITE time but
can adversely affect the READ times by lowering the low bitline voltage and increasing
the total bitline swing.  Most importantly, a larger pull-up resistor increases the time
required to switch from a WRITE to READ because the internal read/write logic swings
are higher and thus more charge must be dissipated to change modes.  In the end,
however, the choice for the current source resistance was made to reduce the strain on the
threshold voltage generator and the pull-up value was optimized for this current.  Figure
95 below shows the effect of different pull-up values on the access times and the bitline
swing during a WRITE.
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Figure 95.  Access times and bitline swing during WRITE for various read/write

logic pull-up resistor values.

Figure 94.  Read/write logic bitline swings during WRITE

(pull-up resistance = 600 ).
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Sense Amplifier: Bitline Current

The sense amplifiers contain the current source for the bitlines.  By varying the current
through the bitlines, the delay due to parasitic capacitance can be significantly reduced.
However, care must be taken not to burn out the devices in the memory cells, hence the
maximum bitline current is limited.

The bitline current source is simply a high-current device and a resistor connected
between the emitter and VEE.  A bias generator sets the base voltage and produces a
constant voltage drop across the tail resistor, thereby determining the bitline current.
Because the bitlines exhibit the most sensitivity to capacitance of all the large nets in the
register file, they offer the most opportunity for improvement.  By increasing the current
flowing through the bitlines, they can be discharged quickly and thus improve the
switching time.  Figure 96 demonstrates the sensitivity of the register file access time to

the bitline current.

Register File Circuit Modifications

After the sensitivity analysis was performed and the circuit components were fine-tuned,
it was obvious that component value changes alone would also not be sufficient to meet
the performance requirements.  In order to correct some of these problems and improve
performance, various circuit modifications were explored and analyzed.  The
optimization process focused upon the static and dynamic circuit performance in order to
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Figure 96.  Access time sensitivity to bitline current.
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reduce the static access time.  The difference between static and dynamic performance
was primarily felt at two locations in the circuit: the wordlines and bitlines.

Wordline Swing / Memory Cell

Because the wordlines provide the means for selecting a row within the register file and
determine the bitline swing, their switching time has a direct impact upon the
performance of the register file.  The layout modifications have trimmed the parasitic
capacitance down tremendously and the resistance of the line is minuscule, hence the RC
effect does not contribute significantly to the delay.  However, the device switching
speed does contribute and is dominant, hence the swing of the wordline has a direct effect
upon the switching time.

As can be seen in Figure 97(b), the wordline swing for static and dynamic signals are
significantly different.  Because the static swing is higher, the time required to switch the
wordline after it has charged fully (due to a “static” address) is greater than if the address
had changed in the previous cycle (i.e. a “dynamic” address).  The wordline swing
determines the swing on the memory cell collector nodes, which drive the bitlines, thus
when the wordline switching time increases, it directly affects the bitline switching time.
Ideally, the static and dynamic swings should be equal, eliminating any difference
between access times.

(a) Bitline swings (static, dynamic) (b) Wordline swings (static, dynamic, static)

Wordline clamp

Several clamping circuits were investigated as a way to restrict the high static wordline
swing, but severe operating requirements hampered this effort.  Some of the problems
were the high wordline current (approximately 20 mA), the large 0.8 V drop across the
Schottky diodes, and the need to fit the clamp circuit within a small area in order to

Figure 97.  Internal signal swings due to relatively static and dynamic address

changes.
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maintain the original register file dimensions.  In the end, no satisfactory circuit was
found.

Wordline voltage divider

Because the switching time is actually based upon when the bitlines switch rather than
the wordlines, there is the possibility of improving the access time without reducing or
limiting the wordline swing.  By lowering the internal memory cell swings, the bitline
swing is also reduced and thus switches faster when the wordlines start to change.

One drawback to reducing the internal swings was the reduction of the dynamic wordline
swing and a corresponding increase in the dynamic access time.  However, although the
dynamic access time increases significantly, it is still less than the static access time.
Since only the longest access time is important from the standpoint of the F-RISC/G
datapath chip, the relatively fast dynamic access time of the original design provided no
benefit and could be sacrificed for the benefit of the static access time.

To reduce the internal memory cell swings, a simple voltage divider was created in the
memory cells by placing a resistor between the wordline and the previous wordline
connection point (see Figure 98).  This resistor provides a voltage drop and creates an
“effective” wordline.  The actual potential drop across the resistor depends upon the
selected/deselected state of the memory cell due to the different current levels.  Because
the drop is proportional to the current, it reduces the effective wordline potential in the
selected state much more than in the deselected state.

Simulations in SPICE agree with the analysis above.  The static access times are reduced
at the expense of the dynamic access times.  The addition of a small voltage-divider

(a) Original memory cell design (b) Memory cell with wordline-voltage divider

Figure 98.  Original and reduced-wordline-swing memory cell designs.
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resistor into the memory cells was simpler to implement than a clamping circuit for each
row in the register file and did not increase device count, further justifying this method.

Bitline Swing: Read/Write Logic

During a READ, only the high bitline is actually driven by the memory cells.  The low
bitline voltage is set by the read/write logic based upon the threshold voltage.  For a
WRITE, the read/write logic sets both bitline voltages in order to overwrite the memory
cell state.  To do this, the read/write logic has to force the bitlines to values, which will
force the devices in the memory cell on or off and thereby store the logical value.  The
bitline voltages during a WRITE determine in part the speed of the operation with larger
bitline swings corresponding to faster WRITEs.  However, after the WRITE operation is
over, a new address may be presented for a READ and the register file must respond with
the appropriate data within 200 ps.  If the WRITE bitline voltages are too large, the
switching time of the bitlines may be significantly delayed due to the excess charge from
the WRITE.  One way to avoid this situation is to increase the lower bitline voltage while
decreasing the high one.

The original design of the read/write logic applied high and low bitline voltages of equal
magnitude relative to the voltage of the read/write logic during a READ.  A sensitivity
analysis was performed in which the magnitude of the bitline swing during a WRITE was
varied and the time to store the data was measured.  The results indicated that the WRITE
time was within the specifications while the bitline swing was below the normal READ
levels, meaning that the swing during a WRITE did not have to be adjusted.

Even though it was not required in the register file, adjusting the bitline swings during a
WRITE was necessary in the cache RAM optimization.  During the redesign of the
register file, it was not clear that no changes were necessary regarding the WRITE bitline
voltage swings and a new read/write logic circuit was developed which reduced the high
bitline excursion.  The read/write logic operates by generating three distinct voltages: a
mid-range voltage for both bitlines during a READ and high and low voltages for the
bitlines during a WRITE.  All of the voltages are based upon the threshold voltage and
the mid-range and low voltages are generated using resistors.

Bitline Swing: Bridge Resistor

To improve the switching performance of the bitlines, a “bridge” resistor was connected
between them (Figure 99).  The bridge resistor attempts to equalize the bitline voltages
(and thereby improve the switching speed) but is large enough to maintain the bitline
swing between address changes.  The actual value of the bridge resistor was determined
using a sensitivity analysis, which examined the access time, WRITE time, bitline swing,
memory cell device current and current through the bridge resistor.
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The bridge resistor affected many parts of the register file circuit.  It increased the current
through the memory cell devices significantly because, in addition to sinking current
from the bitline current sources, current was also coming from the other bitline.  It also
increased the WRITE time for the same reason but to a greater extent due to the larger
bitline swings during the WRITE.  Despite all of these negatives, the bridge resistor
increased the register file access time significantly.  Figure 100 shows the effect of
various bridge resistor values upon the bitline swing, the bitline current and the current
through the resistor itself.  In Figure 101, the static and dynamic READ access times and
the WRITE time are shown relative to the bridge resistor value.

Figure 99.  "Bridge" resistor between bitlines.
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Register File Optimization Summary

The 32x8 register file circuit and layout has been optimized to achieve a 195 ps READ
access time using 2.01 W.  The 32x16 cache RAM block has a 400 ps READ access time
with a power dissipation of 1.5 W.  The external dimensions of the register file have
remained the same while the cache RAM blocks were increased by 7 µm to
accommodate the bridge resistor (the cache RAM block requires a 3k Ω resistor,
significantly larger than the register file resistor).
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VIII. SAMPLE PUBLICATIONS
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Design of a 32 b Monolithic Microprocessor
Based on GaAs HMESFET Technology

Chien-Kuo V. Tien, Kelvin Lewis, Hans J. Greub,
Tom Tsen, and John F. McDonald

Abstract—This paper examines the design of a 32-b GaAs Fast RISC
microprocessor (F-RISC/I). F-RISC/I is a single chip GaAs HMESFET
processor targeted for implementation on a multichip module (MCM)
together with cache memories. The CPU architecture, circuit design,
implementation, and testing are optimized for a seven-stage instruction
pipeline implemented with GaAs super-buffered FET logic (SBFL). We
have been able to verify novel GaAs SBFL standard cells and com-
pare measured CPU performance with performance estimates based
on circuit and device models. The prototype 32-b microprocessor has
been implemented using an automated standard cell approach because
of time constraints and fabricated using an experimental process by
Rockwell International. The CPU chip integrates 92 340 transistors on
a 7� 7 mm2 die and dissipates 6.13 W at 180 MHz. Test results from a
prototype fabrication run have demonstrated the operation of the ALU,
the program counter, and the register file with delays below 6, 5, and 3.4
ns, respectively. The successful modeling and verification indicate that
a 0.5�m HMESFET implementation of F-RISC/I could achieve a peak
performance of 350 MHz. The wiring delays account for 42% of the
critical path delay.

Index Terms—GaAs HMESFET, instruction pipeline, microprocessor
design, multichip module (MCM), reduced instruction set computer
(RISC), super-buffered FET logic (SBFL).

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in GaAs Heterojunction MESFET (HMESFET)
technology have led to gate delays below 100 ps [1] and higher
integration levels, reaching VLSI complexity and, thereby, allowing
the implementation of a 32 b GaAs RISC on a single chip [2].
However, integration levels are still very low compared to CMOS and
do not allow the inclusion of sufficiently large caches on the chip. The
cache memories must be implemented with high speed SRAM chips
which need to be placed close to the CPU chip on an MCM to keep
the interconnect delays low. The processor design, therefore, must
consider the interactions between architecture, circuit technology, and
MCM packaging. The main issues in GaAs microprocessor design
are the processor versus memory speed mismatch and the limited
off-chip communication bandwidth.

To overcome the difficulties of limited yield and low I/O bandwidth
in GaAs, the high speed processing node, consisting of the processor
and cache memory hierarchy, must be densely implemented on an
MCM [3], [4]. F-RISC/I employs further a pipelined cache memory
access [5] to “hide” some of the chip-to-chip delays in pipeline stages
since, even on an MCM, the address and data transfer times between
chips are of the same order as the processor delays.
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Fig. 1. FRISC/I MCM system.

The primary goals of the Fast RISC/I (F-RISC/I) project were to
verify the novel GaAs SBFL standard cells, to verify that HMESFET
yields have reached adequate levels, and to correlate measured CPU
performance with simulations based on circuit and device models
to check the modeling capabilities of our CAD tools. F-RISC/I is
a companion project to the ARPA sponsored heterojunction bipolar
transistor (HBT) F-RISC project.

II. GAAS MICROPROCESSORDESIGN

Fig. 1 shows the F-RISC/I MCM system. High memory bandwidth
is achieved using separate instruction and data caches with their own
data buses. This allows one 32 b instruction and one 32 b data
word to be supplied by the cache memories in each cycle. A shared
address bus is used to communicate with both the instruction and
data cache memories to reduce CPU pin count and interconnections.
This requires a remote program counter (RPC) on the instruction
cache controller. Using the RPC the instruction cache can access
consecutive instructions without an address transfer from the CPU.
The instruction memory needs an address from the CPU only if a
branch or an exception is taken. The shared address bus never causes
contention in this scalar architecture since load/store and branch
instructions are designed to use the address bus in the same pipeline
stage.

The relative performance figure of a processor implementation is
usually expressed in MIPS (millions of instructions per second), and
is inversely proportional to the cycle timeTcycle and the average
number of Cycles per Instruction (CPI). The principal parameters
affecting Tcycle are the GaAs circuit technology and the pipeline.
The CPI for a scalar RISC processor is basically one instruction
cycle plus the average number of wasted cycles due to pipeline
hazards, such as branch and load penalties, and stall cycles after
cache misses. The CPU/system performance must be optimized by
considering both the architecture (especially the pipeline scheme) and

1063–8210/97$10.00 1997 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Potential instruction pipeline schemes for F-RISC/I.

technology parameters (GaAs MESFET and MCM technology) since
a change in the design parameters can affect cycle time, pipeline
dependencies, and/or cache miss rate in opposite ways. Since F-
RISC/I is a processor without pipeline interlocks the load and branch
latencies are visible at the architecture level and thus the pipeline
depth is not just an implementation issue. In order to select the most
advantageous pipeline for the given circuit, memory, and packaging
technology, a first order performance evaluation of different pipeline
schemes is necessary [5].

The evaluation starts by prototyping the critical circuits, such as the
ALU and register file for the HMESFET circuit technology. Then chip
placement, wiring rules, I/O pad, and layer assignments as well as
propagation delay models are formulated. The MCM characteristics
are: delay= 10.4 ps/mm, thermal resistance= 14�C/W, maximum
power density= 8 W/cm2. The cache memory design is based on
a 1.5 ns 4 k� 16 b BiCMOS memory with a power dissipation of
4.5 W described in [6].

The potential instruction pipelines, shown in Fig. 2, were consid-
ered and evaluated based on cycle time and CPI. The nine-stage
pipeline allocates one full cycle for address/data transfer and one
CPU cycle for cache memory access to allow a larger cache size and
to minimize cache miss penalties. The seven-stage pipeline can also
achieve a cycle time set by the GaAs technology and also provides
a pipelined cache memory access, but it only provides half a CPU
cycle for address/data transfers. The cycle time of the five-stage and
four-stage pipelines are limited to the same cycle time, set by the
cache memory access in the Data I/O (D) stage. Since the four-stage
pipeline has a lower branch latency, the five-stage pipeline can not be
optimal and does not need to be considered further. Although the four-
stage pipeline has a longer cycle time with address/data transfer and
cache memory access performed in one cycle, it has lower branch and
load latencies. To get a first order estimate of the pipeline efficiency
of each pipeline scheme, compiler branch and load delay slot fill-
in probabilities [7] for a six-stage RISC pipeline machine are used.
Table I shows the CPI contributions of branch and load latencies for a
dynamic instruction mix derived from set of typical UNIX programs
[8].

A longer cycle time or more cycles for address/data transfer allows
the implementation of larger caches on the MCM because more

TABLE I
CPI CONTRIBUTIONS DUE TO BRANCH AND LOAD PENALTIES

Fig. 3. Chip placement on MCM for seven-stage pipeline F-RISC/I.

SRAM chips can be reached within the available address/data transfer
time resulting in lower cache miss penalties. However, a longer
cycle time (four-stage pipeline) results in a slower peak instruction
execution rate. Allowing more cycles/stages (seven- and nine-stage
pipeline) for address/data transfer increases load and branch penal-
ties. The tradeoff between cycle time, load/branch penalties, and
cache miss penalties can be evaluated by comparing the relative
performance among these three pipeline candidates in a spread sheet.

Based on the address/data transfer time for each pipeline candidate,
a preliminary placement of the cache memory (SRAM) chips can
be determined. The chip-placement is then handled in the package
design phase which includes the considerations of net routability,
noise tolerance, and thermal management [9], [10]. The final package
design allows the system designer to evaluate the cache miss penalties
primarily based on the cache organization and the size of cache
memory.

The size of the first-level cache for the seven- and nine-stage
pipeline primarily depends on three factors: thermal management,
net routability/topology, and allocated address/data transfer time.
Close placement of a large number of chips makes heat removal
more challenging and more expensive. We place the chips in a
two-dimensional array with a chip pitch of 8 mm on the MCM.
The junction-to-ambient resistance for each chip is estimated to be
14�C/W [9], [10] and results in a junction temperature of 64�C above
ambient temperature. Since the rise time of the signals on the MCM
are in the range of 200–300 ps and the MCM interconnects are 50–60

 transmission lines, each long net must be routed in a chaining
tree (no forks) to avoid reflections. For example, the address bus
originating from the cache controller chip needs to be routed as a
chained net across all cache memory chips. Fig. 3 shows an example
of a chip placement for the seven-stage pipeline scheme.
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE VERSUS PIPELINE DEPTH

In order to evaluate the average number of stall cycles due to
cache misses, assumptions about the second-level cache and the main
memory and memory bus bandwidth must be made. Considering
implementation cost and switching noise, the bus sizes between the
first-level and the second-level as well as the second-level and the
main memory are fixed at 16 and 32 bytes, respectively. The second-
level cache is direct-mapped, and unified. It has a size of 1 Mbyte and
a block size of 64 bytes. Main memory is assumed to be infinite and
two-way interleaved. The primary data cache uses write-through to
keep the cache and memory coherent. The ratio between the memory
cycle time and the CPU cycle time (seven-stage) for the first-level,
second-level, and main memory are 1, 4, and 16. The instruction and
data cache sizes that yield optimal performance given the MCM and
the BiCMOS memory characteristics are (32k, 32k) for the four-stage,
(64k, 64k) for the seven-stage, and (128k, 128k) for the nine-stage
pipeline. We calculated the cache miss penalties using cache miss
ratios from the SPEC92 benchmark suite [11] and used the published
statistics [5], [7], [8] for pipeline dependencies. We used SPEC92
benchmark data for a MIPS architecture [11] which has an instruction
set similar to that of the F-RISC architecture.

Table II compares the relative performance of three pipeline
schemes. Clearly the seven-stage pipeline performs better than the
four-stage and nine-stage pipeline. The nine-stage pipeline has the
lowest cache miss penalties, but it suffers from large branch/load
penalties. The four-stage pipeline has the lowest branch/load penalties
and reasonably low cache miss penalties, but its longer cycle time
overshadows its higher pipeline efficiency.

III. CIRCUIT DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE PERFORMANCE

Conventional MESFET devices use Schottky barriers to provide
gate isolation. The logic swing of a gate is typically between 0.6–0.7
V, limited by the turn-on voltage of the gate diode. This limited logic
swing places stringent requirements on the control of the threshold
voltage, power rail voltage drops, temperature effects, and fan-in
effects for large GaAs circuits. The HMESFET process developed
at Rockwell (Fig. 4) [1] uses a thin AlGaAs layer under the gate.
The Schottky barrier at the surface has the same built-in voltage
as a conventional MESFET, but the forward-bias gate current is
limited by tunneling through the AlGaAs barrier. The AlGaAs barrier
provides a larger turn-on voltage (1.25 V), lower leakage currents, and
hence a larger logic swing. The advantages gained from HMESFET
logic include higher noise margin, improved performance, and lower
temperature sensitivity. Most importantly, it reduces yield losses due
to random threshold voltage variation.

Direct coupled FET logic (DCFL) is popular for realization of
digital circuits because of its high-speed performance and low com-
plexity. However, DCFL has a limited fan-in and fan-out capability
and a high sensitivity toward capacitive loading. Therefore, DCFL
usually requires more logic levels per function than CMOS [13]. In
addition the nonzero voltage low (VOL) is very sensitive to E-mode
threshold voltage shifts. This is aggravated when attempting to size
the devices in a gate for high drive capability.

Fig. 4. Cross section of Rockwell’s HMESFET device.

Fig. 5. Schematics of DCFL and SBFL NOR-2 gates.

Super-buffered FET logic (SBFL) cascades a quasicomplimentary
output buffer stage after the DCFL input stage. The output buffer
stage improves noise margin because of the zero-voltage low (VOL
= 0). Although the input capacitances are approximately doubled in
SBFL, the higher current-drive capability still yields lower delays
than DCFL. Fig. 5 shows DCFL and SBFL NOR-2 gates. The
comparison between DCFL and SBFL NOR-3 gate delays as function
of wire length (with fan-out= 3) and fan-out (with wire length=
0.05 mm) are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). An SBFL gate compared
with an DCFL gate at an equivalent power level has a least twice the
drive capability. SBFL has a lower delay than DCFL for a fan-out
greater than four and/or interconnect wires longer than 0.1 mm. The
power supply voltages for the DCFL input stage and output buffer-
stage are 1.6 V (Vdd1) and 1.2 V (Vdd2). The combination ofVdd1
and Vdd2 is chosen to make the pull-up device (Q2) at the output
buffer stage operate with a saturation current ifQ2 is turned on. The
large logic swing between the DCFL and the buffer stage provided
by Vdd1 promotes the current-drive capability even further sinceQ2

is in saturation with a current quadratic in (Vgs�Vth). KeepingVdd2
below the clamping voltage of 1.25 V also reduces the static power
dissipation of SBFL.

Fig. 7 shows the datapath of F-RISC/I. The potential critical paths
are the PC increment in I1 stage, register file reads in DE stage, ALU
execution and result feed-forward in the EX stage. The longest path
starts at the outputs of the result register (RESEX), goes through the
multiplexers and the ALU, and ends at the input of RESEX. This
critical path is exercised when an ADD instruction needs the result
of a previous instruction.

Level sensitive scan design (LSSD) techniques [14] are used in
F-RISC/I to test each submodule at-speed. The comparison between
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) Interconnect load sensitivity of DCFL and SBFL NOR-3 gates. (b) Fanout sensitivity of DCFL and SBFL NOR-3 gates.

Fig. 7. FRISC/I datapath.

simulated results and measurements is shown in Table III. Table IV
shows the delay distribution on the most critical ALU path. The 32 b
ALU is implemented using a two-level carry look-ahead adder with
4 b blocks at level 1. Despite the high drive capability of SBFL the
interconnect delays account for 42% of the critical path delay.

The miniaturization of FET dimensions has been and continues
to be the main driving force to improve circuit speed and packing
density. Hence, it is desirable to predict the system performance
growth with a scaled process. Based on the same layout one can
evaluate the next generation F-RISC/I performance by simulating
the critical paths. Using the experimental process as a benchmark,
Rockwell’s baseline 0.7 and 0.5�m HMESFET process improves
the K value by a factor of 1.36 and 1.85, respectively, while the
interconnect capacitance per unit length remains the same and the
wire lengths scale according to published design rules [2].

TABLE III
COMPARISONS OFCRITICAL PATH DELAYS

The critical path simulations were performed with scaled inter-
connect capacitance to predict an upper bound for the performance
of F-RISC/I implementations. The interconnect capacitances of the
automated standard cell implementation have a scale factor of one.
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF GATE AND INTERCONNECT DELAYS ON CRITICAL ALU PATH

Fig. 8. System Performance as a function of scaled interconnect capaci-
tances.

Custom circuit design and optimized layout can reduce interconnect
capacitances, and yield a scale factor below one. Fig. 8 shows the
system performance as a function of scaled interconnect capacitances.
The predicted maximum operating frequency for Rockwell’s baseline
0.7 and 0.5�m HMESFET processes are 260–485 and 350–660
MHz, respectively. It is notable that interconnect capacitance induced
delays are very significant in determining system performance. For
example, HMESFET gate length scaling from 0.7 to 0.5�m yields
a 35% performance improvement for the automated standard cell
implementation. A 50% reduction of interconnect capacitances in
the critical paths achieved through custom layout could improve
performance by 25–30%. The interconnect delay accounts for 42%
of the critical path delay.

Fig. 9. Probing the 212 pin F-RISC/I test chip fabricated with an experi-
mental 0.7�m HMESFET process from Rockwell.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We were able to verify a novel SBFL cell library including
device/circuit models and have measured critical path delays of a
prototype 32 b GaAs processor implemented with an experimental
HMESFET process from Rockwell. The 212 pin test chip shown
in Fig. 9 contains 92,340 transistors on a 7� 7 mm2 die and
dissipates 6.13 W at 180 MHz. The measured delays of critical paths
could be matched within 16% by simulations with HMESFET SPICE
models and interconnect capacitances from a three-dimensional (3-D)
capacitance extraction tool [15].

Reducing interconnect capacitances would be almost as effective
for improving system performance as reducing intrinsic gate delays
through device scaling. A F-RISC implementation using Rockwell’s
baseline 0.5�m HMESFET and additional metal layers would
operate between 350–660 MHz, depending on the compactness of
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the layout. In order to be competitive with state-of-the-art CMOS
processors an HMESFET processor would have to be implemented
with at least a 0.5�m process using full custom layout of all critical
circuits and/or yields would have to improve by a factor of 4–6 to
allow at least the implementation of a dual-issue superscalar RISC.
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Short Papers

Accurate High-Speed Performance Prediction
for Full Differential Current-Mode Logic:

The Effect of Dielectric Anisotropy

A. Garg, Y. L. Le Coz, H. J. Greub, R. B. Iverson, R. F. Philhower,
P. M. Campbell, C. A. Maier, S. A. Steidl, M. W. Ernest, R. P. Kraft,
S. R. Carlough, J. W. Perry, T. W. Krawczyk, and J. F. McDonald

Abstract—Integrated-circuit interconnect characterization is growing
in importance as devices become faster and smaller. Along with this
trend, interconnect geometry is becoming more complex, consisting of
an increasing number of wiring levels. Accurate numerical extraction of
three-dimensional (3-D) interconnect capacitance is essential for achiev-
ing design targets in the multigigahertz digital regime. Interconnect-
capacitance extraction is complicated by the presence of inhomogeneous
layers with differing dielectric constant. Dielectric anisotropy as well is
common in many low-��� polymeric dielectrics used in high-performance
IC’s. A CAD procedure using the novel floating random-walk extractor
QuickCAP is presented. Our procedure is efficient enough to extract
a substantial amount of a chip’s 3-D wiring. We include as well di-
electric anisotropy and inhomogeneity. The procedure is not based on
effective conductor geometry or on a finite-sized conductor library but
rather on the entire 3-D layout, accounting for actual local variations
in conductor separations and shapes. We then apply our procedure to an
experimental circuit vehicle implemented in AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction
bipolar transistor current-mode logic. This vehicle is used to validate the
accuracy of our CAD procedure in predicting circuit speed. Measured
and predicted test-capacitor values and ring-oscillator propagation times
agreed generally to within 2–4%. To verify results on a larger digital
circuit, we analyzed all interconnects in an adder carry-chain oscillator
using our procedure. Predicted propagation delays were generally within
3% of measurement.

Index Terms—AlGaAs/GaAs HBT ring oscillators, current mode logic,
dielectric anisotrophy, floating-random-walk method, IC-interconnect
modeling, 3-D capacitance extraction.

I. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

Advances in digital IC technology have produced faster and
smaller devices, resulting in greater integration density and improved
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional view of multilevel interconnect in a typical HBT
chip. Metal 1 (M1) and Metal 2 (M2) levels are used primarily for signal
routing. Metal 3 (M3) is reserved for power supply.

performance [1]. Faster devices and signal rise times have, by
necessity, placed an emphasis on interconnects when attempting to
control critical net propagation delay. Issues involving distributed
transmission line modeling, skin-effect loss, substrate slow-wave
degradation, crosstalk coupling, and, possibly, radiative electromag-
netic effects must be addressed [2].

Wire resistance in scaled interconnects aggravates the propagation-
delay and bandwidth problem severely, leading to the process of
“reverse scaling” or “nonscaling” of interconnect cross sections. This
has resulted in chips with extremely large numbers of interconnect
levels—a trend that will continue. Accurate prediction of delay in
complex conductor geometry requires taking into account their true
three-dimensional (3-D) structure. See, for example, Fig. 1. Proper
description of 3-D structure is particularly important when wiring
congestion and layout geometry vary substantially. In addition, many
modern interconnect fabrication processes involve inhomogeneous
and possibly anisotropic dielectrics. CAD analysis of these situa-
tions can cause substantial error when using capacitance extractors
incapable of handling 3-D geometry and inhomogeneous, anisotropic
dielectrics.

Three-dimensional effects have been found to be important in any
style of high-performance circuit design. However, these effects are
particularly important in delay prediction for heterojunction bipolar
transistor (HBT) circuits as might be implemented in GaAs [3], [4],
SiGe [5], InP [6], or other material systems. A desirable circuit class
in these technologies is full-differential current-mode logic (CML)
[7]–[9]. An example of this type of circuit is shown in Fig. 2.
Differential signaling helps reduce digital switching noise since the
current from the power supply is held relatively constant when
the input differential signals are skew free. Smaller signal swings
of satisfactory noise margin are thus possible. Also, the ability to
drive purely capacitive loads is enhanced. CML circuitry dissipates
a relatively small amount of dynamic power. On the negative side,
differential wiring doubles the number of interconnects, complicating
the routing problem [10]. Operating in differential mode can also
increase interconnect capacitance by placing the effective ground
plane between wires. More important, as can be seen in Fig. 3,
odd-mode differential signals tend to be more sensitive to horizontal
electric-field lines between conductors. Unwanted horizontal, odd-
mode capacitive coupling can be, unfortunately, intensified with
anisotropic interlayer dielectrics (ILD’s).

0278–0070/99$10.00 1999 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Circuit schematic of a CML buffer and its corresponding physical
layout.

Fig. 3. Electric field lines for even- and odd-mode excitations in differential
coupled pairs. Dashed line represents a virtual ground plane in the odd-mode
excitation (right).

This paper first presents the basis of the floating random-walk
method for estimating 3-D capacitance and shows how it can be easily
modified to handle uniaxial dielectric anisotropy. The second half of
this paper concerns various capacitor structures and ring-oscillator
circuits that have been used to validate our CAD modeling procedure
for accurate prediction of electrical switching speed.

II. CAPACITANCE ANALYSIS

We present a floating random-walk method for extracting capaci-
tance in a 3-D conductor geometry. As we have argued, the method
must produce accurate estimates in large assemblages of arbitrarily
shaped conductors that constitute a substantial amount of chip wiring.
We begin this section with a brief review of a newly developed
floating random-walk method, on which an extractor,QuickCAP,is
based [11]. The method can include inhomogeneous dielectric media.
We follow our presentation with a proof involving a simple spatial
transformation. The transformation allows us to exactly account for
uniaxial dielectric anisotropy by using a single effective isotropic
constant along with a mathematical scaling of vertical conductor and
dielectric geometry.

A. The Random-Walk Method for Calculating Capacitance [12]

The capacitance matrix of an assembly of conductors involves
solution of Laplace’s equation for the electric potential 

r2
 = 0: (1)

The floating random-walk method efficiently solves Laplace’s
equation [12]. It can be used to directly extract a capacitance matrix
for general-assembly conductors within a 3-D domain. Moreover, this
method requires no numerical meshing, unlike conventional finite-
element and boundary-integral approaches. The absence of mesh

generation is one feature enabling the efficient analysis of large
numbers of conductors [13].

The electric potential at the center of a 3-D cube can be related
to the potential on its surfaceS, provided there are no conductors or
charges lying within. This center potential

 (�) = 

S

d
2
�
0
G(�j�0) S(�

0) (2)

whereG is the Green’s function between the cube-surface point at
�0 and the center of the cube�.

We next consider so-calledmaximal cubes. These cubes are defined
as the largest ones surrounding a point that has no conductors
within it. Obviously, the largest such cube will just touch some of
the conductors where the value of electric potential isknown (in
a capacitance calculation), making it possible to evaluate part of
the integral (2). The remainder of the cube surface has unknown
potentials. However, the unknown potentials can be in turn treated
as the center points forsecond-ordermaximal cubes—part of the
surface of which once again just touches some conductors where
potentials are established. The noncontacting points on these surfaces
can be used to define third-order maximal cubes, and so forth.
Fig. 4 illustrates a two-dimensional (2-D) and 3-D sequence maximal
squares and cubes.

Applying Gauss’ law about any particular conductor, one finds the
conductor charge

q = "

G

d
2
� E(�) � n̂(�) (3)

whereG is the enclosing surface with surface points�. The electric
field E and outward-normal vector̂n are defined on the surface as
well. The electric field in (3) can be expressed in terms of maximal
cubes centered onG-surface points. It has been shown that [12]

E(�) = �

S(�)

d
2
�
0
GE [�j�

0] S(�)(�): (4)

Here, the vector Green’s functionGE relates electric field to
surface potential of maximal cubesS(�) centered on theG surface
points�. Substituting (4) into (3), and repeatedly using (2) to represent
unknownsurface potentials of higher order maximal cubes, yields, in
the infinite limit, and expression forq in terms ofknownconductor
potentials. To obtain the capacitance-matrix elementcmn between
the enclosed conductorm and any othern, we set the conductorn
potential to unity. Remaining conductor potentials, including that of
the enclosed conductorm, are all set to zero. Our procedure results
in the following infinite series forcmn, that is, charge divided by
unity conductor-n potential:
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It is understood in multiple-integral series (5) that maximal-cube
surfacesS coincide with the conductor-n surface. Maximal-cube
surfaces~S do not coincide with any conductor. Monte Carlo evalu-
ation of (5) defines the floating random-walk method. Walks consist
of maximal cube “hops” originating with centers on the surfaceG
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Illustration of floating random walks. (a) Example of random walks
in 2-D, defined by maximal squares. Shaded regions denote terminating con-
ductors; the centers of maximal squares are labeled in consecutive numerical
order. (b) A series of nested maximal cubes producing a random walk in 3-D.
The surrounding gray box represents a terminating conductor; the centers of
maximal cubes are labeled in consecutive numerical order.

about conductorm and terminating, eventually, on conductorn [see
Fig. 4(b)]. Other elements of the conductor capacitance matrix can
be found in similar fashion.

Three-dimensional capacitance extraction using the floating
random-walk algorithm is efficient in a complex rectilinear geometry.
The algorithm relies on, essentially, Monte Carlo evaluation
of deterministic surface integrals. It typically requires only a
few random-walk hops before termination. Errors are primarily
statistical in nature. The algorithm evaluates electric field only
at enclosing conductor surfaces—not anywhere else. No detailed
numerical meshing is required to propagate random walks. Note

Fig. 5. Cross-sectional illustration of the HBT multilevel interconnects. (In
our subsequent mathematical analysis, an assembly of planar dielectric layers
similar to these are analyzed, each with a possibly different anisotropic
dielectric constant. An example of multiple planar-layer interfaces for this
subsequent analysis are clearly seen in this figure.)

as well that deterministic inversion of a linear set of equations,
as with conventional finite-element and boundary-integral methods,
is avoided in computing the capacitance matrix. Moreover, the
algorithm is eminently parallelizable. Simultaneous random walks
can be executed on separate computational nodes in a network.
Remote sections of an interconnect circuit, in fact, could be analyzed
simultaneously using a tiled data-base approach [12].

B. Capacitance for Anisotropic Dielectric Media

It is generally accepted that the horizontal (parallel-to-chip-plane)
dielectric constant"h of many polymers, such as polyimide, differs
from the vertical (normal-to-chip-plane) constant"v [14]–[18]. We
now furnish a proof resulting in a simple mathematical transformation
that converts a medium with a pair of uniaxial dielectric constants
("h; "v) into a single, more convenient, isotropic medium with con-
stant"0. The transformation is mathematically exact. A similar result
was previously obtained by Szentkuti for the case of a microstrip
transmission line [19], [20]. We show here that the technique extends
to conductors in arbitrary 3-D, layered dielectric geometry.

Fig. 5 depicts laminated dielectric layers. Each layer has given
uniaxial dielectric constants"h in the x and y directions and"v in
the z direction. Each layer extends infinitely inx andy. The layers,
of course, possibly contain conducting electrodes (interconnect wires)
for which intra- and interlayer coupling capacitance is to be found.

We define within any given layer electric potential =  (r),
wherer = [x; y; z]. Outside conductors, but inside any given layer,
 obeys the anisotropic Laplace equation

"h( xx +  yy) + "v zz = 0: (6)

The x; y; z subscripts denote partial differentiation. Equation (6)
must satisfy intralayer conductor Dirichlet conditions and interlayer
dielectric-interface conditions. We find

 S = f(rS);  (r+) =  (r�); "v z(r+) = ~"v z(r�): (7)

Above, S is the electric potential at conductor surfaces within the
layer of interest,rS are coordinate vectors for points on conductor
surfaces, andr+ and r� are coordinate vectors near any dielectric
interface just within and just outside, respectively, the layer of
interest. We also have"v = "v(r+) and ~"v = "v(r�).

Scaling allz coordinates in (6) and (7) according to

z0 = z "h="v (8)

produces an isotropic Laplace equation. In the primed, scaled coor-
dinates, we can write

 0x x +  0y y +  0z z = 0 (9)
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where

 0S = f 0(r0S);  0(r0+) =  0(r0�); "0 z (r0+) = ~"v 
0

z (r0�):

(10)

The functions (r) =  0[r0(r)] and  (rS) =  0[r0S(rS)]. We
have also defined

"0 =
p
"h"v (11)

as an equivalent, isotropic dielectric constant.
We now show that transformations (8) and (11) do not change

capacitance values. By definition

C =
Q

V
= V

dx dy dz["h( xx +  yy) + "v zz ]

L

 x dx+  y dy +  z dz

: (12)

The total chargeQ contained on the conductor is found with Gauss’
law as an integral over the enclosing volumeV. The integrand of
the Q integral [numerator of (12)] contributes solely at conductor
surfaces. The potential differenceV between any electrode pair is a
line integral alongL. After transformations (8) and (11), we obtain
our desired result, shown in (13) at the bottom of the page.

III. FABRICATION PROCESS ANDTEST STRUCTURES

Validation of our modeling procedure was achieved with full-
differential CML circuits fabricated in Rockwell International’s high-
performance HBT AlGaAs/GaAs process. Baseline HBT devices for
the process have unity current-gain frequenciesfT on the order of
50 GHz in an emitter-up configuration [3]. The minimum-geometry
device has an emitter area of 1.4� 3 �m2. For a switching current
of 2 mA, unloaded gate delays on the order of 20 ps and rise times
of 30–40 ps are possible [4], [21]. The test chip was fabricated on
100-mm wafers [22]. Typical HBT base widths vary from 500 to
1000 Å. Interconnect wiring levels are situated over a 25-mil-thick
semiinsulating GaAs substrate, with a ground plane plated on the
wafer back side.

The process provides three layers of Au-metal interconnect with a
polyimide ILD shown in Fig. 5. Additional Si3N4 layers are used as
a lower level insulator and as a top-side moisture barrier. The Si3N4

layer is also used as a dielectric for power-supply bypass and special
analog-circuit metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors. A 50-
=
NiCr thin-film layer is available to implement resistors. A 25-mil-
thick semiinsulating GaAs substrate lies underneath the interconnect.
The thicknesses of the metal and dielectric layers are in the 0–5-�m
range.1 Second- and third-level metals are thicker than first-level to
provide low-resistance power-supply busing and global-net routing.

The polyimide used in the process is DuPont 2611, which exhibits
a 25% anisotropy. Dielectric anisotropy depends on the orientation
of polymer chains relative to the substrate during deposition. The
process provided both inhomogeneous and anisotropic dielectric
properties, making it suitable for validation test structures. Using con-
ventional capacitance extraction methods, we predicted ring-oscillator
frequencies 30–40% greater than those actually observed. The initial
prediction error, prior to ourQuickCAPcorrection, consisted of a

1Details of the Rockwell process, such as specific ILD constants and layer
thicknesses, are proprietary.

Fig. 6. Microphotograph of the fabricated HBT test chip.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Schematic top view of the test capacitors, showing (a) parallel-plate,
(b) finger, and (c) crossover capacitors. Note that upper and lower metal layers
may be any suitable combination of M1, M2, and M3.

combination of factors: some due to polyimide anisotropy and some
due to the lack of a true 3-D capacitance extractor.

Validation was based on a set of test structures. The test structures
included simple capacitors and ring oscillators. Ring oscillators were
designed for heightened sensitivity to inhomogeneous and anisotropic
ILD. Others were designed to explore typical sensitivity to 3-D
conductor-geometry variability. We analyze as well a small complete
logic circuit needed in an arithmetic-logic-unit (ALU) design, that is,
an adder carry chain.

Fig. 6 is a die microphotograph of the test chip. It is rectangular,
measuring 8.2� 6.1 mm2. The chip contains a number of useful
passive and active structures and circuits, including resistors, capac-
itors, inductors, transmission lines, line-coupling structures, and ring
oscillators. As noted in Section I, this work concerns two types of
structures: capacitors and ring oscillators.

We have performed measurements and theoretical extractions for
a variety of capacitor configurations.

• Parallel Plate—formed by sandwiching polyimide dielectric
with any two of the available three metal layers (M1, M2, M3).
Fig. 7(a) illustrates the parallel-plate geometry. This geometry is
useful for establishing vertical (normal-to-chip-plane) dielectric
constant. A high-value MIM capacitor is also available between
bottom (M1) and middle (M2) metal layers (refer to Fig. 5). The

C = V

dx0 dy0 dz0 "h="v "h( 
0

x x +  0y y ) + "v "h="v
2

 0z z

L

 0
x
dx+  0

y
dy0 + "h="v  0

z
dz0 "h="v

=

�
V

dx0 dy0 dz0 "0( 0x x +  0y y +  0z z )
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 x dx0 +  0
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z
dz0

= C 0 (13)
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Fig. 8. Microphotograph of a ring-oscillator structure on the HBT test chip
at 40� magnification.

MIM-capacitor dielectric consists of a thin layer of Si3N4 after
removing any intervening polyimide.

• Finger—formed within the M1 layer as two interdigitated elec-
trodes. Fig. 7(b) illustrates the finger geometry. This geometry
is useful for establishing horizontal (parallel-to-chip-plane) di-
electric constant. Because of space limitations on the test chip,
finger capacitors were fabricated only on M1.

• Crossover—formed similarly to parallel-plate capacitors; the
plates, however, are made up of common parallel lines, oriented
so that the two plates together produce a cross-wire array.
Fig. 7(c) illustrates the cross-wire geometry. This structure is
useful for studying complex 3-D fringing fields likely to be
encountered in modern multilevel IC’s.

We now turn our attention to the ring-oscillator circuits. We have
fabricated eight-stage buffer loops implemented in differential CML.
Differential wires connecting the last two stages are exchanged to pro-
duce inversion feedback necessary for oscillation. Seven stages have
a fanout of one, while one stage has a fanout of two. Differential input
voltage levels are 0 and�250 mV. Tree currentIE for our operating
circuits is 0.8 mA at a power-supply voltageVEE = �5:2 V.

Four of the fabricated oscillators are shown in the microphotograph
of Fig 8. Both buffers and their interconnects are designated. In all,
the test chip contained 28 oscillators, consisting of devices shown in
the layout of Fig. 8. Devices were connected to interconnect loading
structures identical to those shown in Fig. 7.

A total of six classes of 3-D buffer-interconnect environments exist
on the test chip. Within any class, interconnect (interstage) wire length
was 530, 1218, 1562, or 1906�m. A single, essentially unloaded
ring oscillator with an interconnect length of 15�m was included,
bringing the count to6� 4 + 1 = 25 oscillators per chip. Sufficient
variation in parasitic interconnect capacitance was therefore ensured.
All interconnects for any given oscillator were of identical class
and length. Fig. 9 summarizes the various interconnect environments.
Note that solid-electrode or parallel-wire planes may exist above the
differential interconnectsS and S.

IV. M EASUREMENT AND MODELING

A. Experimental Measurement

Our test-chip wafer was divided into a square array of 25 projected
reticle patterns. Each reticle contained two 8.2� 6.1 mm2 test

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) Schematic of an eight-stage ring-oscillator configuration. (b)
Depiction of interconnect capacitive-load structures.

chips. A Summit probe station, manufactured by Cascade Microtech,
equipped with a microwave coplanar probe was used for test-
capacitor measurement. Probe pads were on 150-mm pitch. Single-
port s-parameter measurements on the test capacitors were performed
using an HP 8510C vector network analyzer, deembedding the
probe parasitics. Experimental capacitance values were derived from
the extracted circuit model. Our measurement approach allowed
capacitance measurement as small as 0.5 pF with an accuracy of 2%.

For ring-oscillator measurements, test-chip wafers were mounted
in a Tektronix probe station and secured with a water-cooled vacuum
chuck. Wafer temperature was controlled with a MELCOR thermo-
electric cooler fitted between wafer and chuck. Cooler surface flatness
was less than 1 mil, ensuring sufficient thermal contact with the wafer.
A Tektronix 7104 oscilloscope equipped with anS4 sampling head
displayed ring-oscillator waveforms. Electrical contact to the test chip
was provided with a standard six-channel Cascade Microtech probe
(SSPGSSGPSS) pad foot print.

Test chips were designed with the Compass tool suite. PSpice
and MATLAB were used for circuit simulation and data fitting.
Transistor circuit models were obtained from the process design
manual. They were also independently extracted by two-ports-
parameter measurement with the HP network analyzer. The small
amounts of wire resistance in the Au interconnections were included
in the simulations.

B. Capacitors

Measured data for a selection of test-chip parallel-plate, finger
(FS), and crossover (CS) capacitors were in the 0.5–10-pF range.
A planar interconnect model was generated using dielectric-thickness
and metal-sheet-resistivity measurements from parallel-plate capac-
itors and on-chip metal resistors. The numerically extracted 3-D
capacitances for finger and crossover capacitors, based on our planar
model, are listed in Table I. Data were obtained with a single
approximate isotropic dielectric constant of 3.2 (no anisotropic cor-
rection) based on fitting to parallel-plate results. Percent differences
between measured and extracted values ranged approximately 6–20%.
Anisotropy obviously is not measured with these structures.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OFMEASURED AND NUMERICALLY EXTRACTED CAPACITANCE

USING AN ISOTROPICPOLYIMIDE "v = 3:2. FS: FINGER, CS: CROSSOVER

TABLE II
COMPARISON OFMEASURED AND NUMERICALLY EXTRACTED CAPACITANCE USING

AN ANISOTROPICPOLYIMIDE "h = 4:0 AND "v = 3:2. NOTE THAT ONLY FINGER

AND CROSSOVERCAPACITORS ARE SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECTED BY ANISOTROPY

For M1 finger capacitors, capacitance primarily depends on"h
for polyimide and Si3N4. However, secondary fringing fields into
polyimide and underlayer dielectric give capacitance contributions
that depend on both"h and"v, the vertical (out-of-plane) dielectric
constant. Crossover capacitance is influenced by both"h and "v
for polyimide and Si3N4. To obtain good agreement with extracted
values for finger and M1/M2 crossover capacitors, we established
a 25% polyimide anisotropy"h = 4:0 and "v = 3:2 [14]–[18].2

Table II shows corrected Table I finger and crossover capacitance
data. Correction accounts for 3-D effects usingQuickCAP and
for polyimide anisotropy using the transformations of Section II-B.
Percentage differences were less than 2%. Some of these structures
are used to identify the anisotropy by adjusting it for fit, while others
involve prediction and measurement to confirm it.

C. Ring Oscillators

Table III is a listing of all the types of eight-stage ring oscillators
in our study.3 It includes their load configuration, measured and
simulated periods of oscillation, and percentage difference between
theory and experiment. Circuit simulations for oscillation period
relied on experimentally verified HBT device models. Interconnect
capacitance was included during circuit simulation, with our previ-
ously determined"h = 4:0 and "v = 3:2 polyimide-ILD values.
Observe that our predicted oscillation periods are within 4% of
measurement. Variations in prediction accuracy with structure type
are all within this same 4% range.4

Fig. 10 is a plot of oscillation periodP versus interconnect-load
capacitanceC per stage. The plot displays measured and simulated
data points for the 25 ring-oscillator loads on the test chip. The
oscillation period can be writtenP = 2Nd for N number of
stages andd delay per stage. The plot follows the linear relation
P = kC + Pint, wherek is a constant slope,C is load capacitance
per stage, and the interceptPint is the total unloaded delay2Nd
whenC = 0. Because of constant-current charging and discharging

2Throughout this paper we report the dielectric constants relative to"o.
3Even-stage ring oscillators can be constructed by exchanging appropriate

differential signal lines.
4The ring oscillators exhibited minimal temperature sensitivity over a range

�30�C about room temperature (�25�C).

TABLE III
MEASURED AND SIMULATED RING-OSCILLATOR PERIODS.
POLYIMIDE ANISOTROPY WAS "h = 4:0 AND "v = 3:2

Fig. 10. Measured and simulated oscillation period versus load capacitance
based on the uniaxial anisotropic dielectric model ("h = 4:0; "v = 3:2) for
the eight-stage CML ring oscillators.

of CML interconnect capacitance, the constantk = �V=IE , where
�V is the differential voltage swing (250 mV) andIE is the tree
current (0.8 mA).Pint solely depends on intrinsic device switching
speed (C = 0).

D. A Practical Application: ALU Carry Chain

The polyimide dielectric model previously developed in analyzing
the test chip was applied to a complex, 8-bit, ALU carry-select chain
[23], [24]. It was fabricated with the same HBT reticle and process.
A logic schematic of this circuit is drawn in Fig. 11. The circuit is
implemented in differential CML. The chain can be set into oscillation
along either short or long paths for delay measurement. The main
characteristics of the carry-chain circuit are summarized in Table IV.
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Fig. 11. Schematic of short and long paths in the self-oscillating HBT ALU
carry chain. The oscillation paths are shown in bold.

TABLE IV
HBT ALU CARRY-CHAIN CIRCUIT SPECIFICATIONS

Fig. 12. Layout of the ALU carry chain.

TABLE V
MEASURED AND SIMULATED ALU CARRY-CHAIN SHORT- AND LONG-PATH

DELAYS. POLYIMIDE ANISOTROPY WAS "h = 4:0 AND "v = 3:2

The parasitic capacitance of 56 long-path critical nets and 44 short-
path critical nets within the ALU carry chain were extracted with
QuickCAP. Fig. 12 shows the layout of the analysis domain and of the
extracted nets. A comparison with experimentally measured critical-
path delay data is provided in Table V. The short path contains one
net that is relatively long (1918�m). It was modeled as a four-element
resistance–capacitance ladder. Circuit simulations accounted for the
parasitic capacitance of all the long- and short-path critical nets.

V. CONCLUSION

An AlGaAs/GaAs HBT test chip was fabricated using Rockwell
International’s 50-GHz baseline process. The test chip was designed

to evaluate 3-D interconnect-capacitance effects in high-speed digital
circuits. This process uses polyimide ILD. The chip contained capac-
itor structures and ring oscillators, which were implemented in full-
differential CML. A uniaxial polyimide ILD anisotropy of 25% ("h =
4:0, "v = 3:2) was required to fit experiment with theory (QuickCAP)
by adjustment of dielectric constants for some test structures while
others were evaluated to confirm the predictions. Measured test-
capacitor values and ring-oscillator periods were, generally, within
several percent of CAD-tool prediction. Our 25% anisotropy model
was independently applied to a complex microprocessor ALU carry-
chain circuit. Measured and simulated self-oscillation periods of the
carry chain were within 3%.
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On the Design of Optimal Counter-Based
Schemes for Test Set Embedding

Dimitri Kagaris and Spyros Tragoudas

Abstract—Counter-based mechanisms have been proposed for use
in built-in test set embedding. A single counter or multiple counters
may be used with one or multiple seeds. In addition, counters may be
combined with ROM’s. Each alternative design scenario introduces a
difficult combinatorial optimization problem: minimization of the time
required to reproduce the test patterns by an appropriate synthesis of
the built-in test pattern generator. This paper presents fast synthesis
techniques that result in almost optimal designs. For any given circuit,
they efficiently determine whether counter-based schemes are applicable
as built-in generators for a given circuit. The proposed techniques have
been implemented and tested on the ISCAS’85 benchmarks. Comparative
studies with a weighted random linear feedback shift register scheme
show that counter-based designs may offer good hardware/time solutions.

Index Terms—Algorithms, automatic testing, delay effects, logic circuit
testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The process of built-in test pattern generation (TPG) can be
separated (implicitly or explicitly) into two tasks: generation of
patterns for the easy-to-detect faults and generation of patterns
for the hard-to-detect faults. The first task can be easily handled
with a pseudorandom pattern generator like a linear feedback shift
register (LFSR). The second task is more difficult and requires
some form of adeterministictest pattern generator. In deterministic
test pattern generation, the generating mechanism has to take into
account in some way each one of the specific patterns (or groups
of patterns) that target the hard-to-detect faults. Below we give
a brief classification of the deterministic test pattern generation
methods (assuming combinational circuits and stuck-at faults with
no sequential behavior).

A. A Classification of Deterministic TPG Schemes

There is a great variety of schemes that have been proposed for
deterministic TPG. These schemes can be classified under different
criteria, such as:

i) Weighting Logic—Mapping Logic: A pseudorandom generator
(typically, LFSR) is used as a basic subcomponent. The
patterns generated by this generator are then transformed into
the target deterministic patterns. The transformation can be
done by “weighting” the bit probabilities of the pseudorandom
source, or by explicitly “mapping” a subset of the pseudoran-
dom patterns to the target deterministic patterns. Examples in
the first category are [7], [20], [24], and [27] and in the second
[4], [8], [28], and [30], among others.

ii) Test Length Bound—Fault Coverage Bound: Some schemes
give priority to not exceed a prescribed bound on the test
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A Very Wide Bandwidth Digital VCO Using Quadrature Frequency
Multiplication and Division Implemented in AlGaAs/GaAs HBT’s

Peter M. Campbell, Hans J. Greub, Atul Garg, Samuel A. Steidl, Steven Carlough, Matthew Ernest,
Robert Philhower, Cliff Maier, Russell P. Kraft, and John F. McDonald

Abstract— A digital voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is
described which uses frequency multiplication and division to
achieve very wide bandwidth. The VCO uses current-mode
logic and does not require reactive elements such as inductors,
capacitors or varactors. A novel, fully symmetric exclusive-
OR (XOR) circuit was developed which uses product pairs
and emitter-coupled logic. To achieve the highest performance
possible, the critical path is symmetric and special physical design
techniques were developed to promote matched-capacitance.
The maximum measured frequency was 13.66 GHz. The chip
occupies 1.9 mm� 1.6 mm and dissipates 2.45 W at a supply
voltage of�6.0 V. With a measured frequency range from 1.25
to 13.66 GHz, this circuit has the widest bandwidth reported in
the literature for any VCO, digital or analog.

Index Terms—Current-mode logic, exclusive-OR gate, hetero-
structure bipolar transistors, matched-capacitance layout, phase-
locked loop, quadrature frequency multiplication, ring-oscillator,
variable-delay element, voltage-controlled oscillators.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past decade there has been an explosion in
high-speed communications and electronics, most no-

tably the advent of fiber-optic and wireless communications
and the ever-increasing clock speeds of microprocessors. As
the trend continues, high-speed clock synchronization and
generation will become increasingly critical. Furthermore,
advances in device integration leads to larger chips that
require the distribution of accurate clock signals. Because
the distribution tree may have radically different lengths and
parasitics, synchronization of the clock signals at the receivers
can be difficult and has been the subject of much interest [1],
[2], [9].
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To date, complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS) technology has been the dominant throughout the
industry, but it has not displaced other technologies for
extremely high-speed designs. The use of non-CMOS and
even nonsilicon technologies is often in pursuit of higher
performance, either due to material properties (such as the
improved electron mobility of gallium arsenide) or device
technology (such as heterostructures). This improvement in
performance typically has a significant cost in terms of price,
reliability, or device yield.

The fast RISC (F-RISC) project at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, NY, was founded to investigate whether low-
yield, high-speed processes could be used to create a computer
with significantly higher performance. The F-RISG/G pro-
cessor uses small chips on a multichip module (MCM) [3].
With a cycle time of 1 ns and a clock frequency of 2
GHz, the distribution of clock signals to all chips on the
MCM is one of the most critical aspects of the design. The
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) was developed in part to
investigate the upper limits of the fabrication process selected
for F-RISC/G. It also has applications in wideband phase-
locked loops, communications, signal synchronization and
clock generation/deskew.

II. DEVICE AND MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS

The VCO was fabricated in the Rockwell 50 GHz baseline
GaAs/AlGaAs process. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) has signif-
icantly higher electron mobility when compared to Silicon,
reducing the transistor base-transit time and increasing the de-
vice performance. The use of GaAs does come with significant
drawbacks such as low device integration levels and material
fragility.

Heterostructure bipolar transistors (HBT’s) offer signifi-
cantly higher performance than homojunction bipolar transis-
tors (BJT’s). This improvement in speed is due primarily to
a heterojunction at the base-emitter interface that reduces the
back-injection of carriers from the base to the emitter and
improves the device gain significantly. The base doping is
often increased to reduce resistance at the expense of the
gain and improves the performance of the device. Emitter
doping can also be dropped in order to reduce the base-emitter
junction capacitance .

III. I NTERCONNECTCHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE

Capacitive coupling for GaAs and other semi-insulating
substrates presents a different situation than in silicon. Because
the substrate is semi-insulating, the groundplane is relatively
far away, reducing the capacitance to ground but increasing

1063–8210/98$10.00 1998 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) architecture.

Fig. 2. VCO core signal generator and frequency multiplier.

the coupling between adjacent nodes. The anisotropic proper-
ties (larger dielectric constant in the horizontal direction) of
some low K dielectrics like polyimide can also increase the
wire–wire coupling, further increasing the design complexity.
To avoid the large computational and memory requirements
of conventional field solvers, we have used QuickCap [4] that
employs random walks to extract parasitic capacitance and has
significantly lower resource requirements.

IV. CIRCUIT DESIGN

The VCO (Fig. 1) is based upon a ring-oscillator composed
of variable-delay elements from which multipliers generate
signals at two and four times the core frequency [5]. A divider
chain has been added which provides divisors of two, four,
and eight. An ordinary ring-oscillator composed of 16 inverter
stages is included on the chip as a process monitor.

Multiple signal paths have been provided through the circuit
using multiplexers to allow the testing of partially functional
chips. Only the main probe site and the high-speed output site
are required for testing while the divider and external clock
probe sites assume a default value when not in use. Current-
mode logic (CML) is used throughout the VCO to reduce
switching noise and jitter.

A. Core Oscillator and Frequency Multiplier

The core oscillator (Fig. 2) is composed of four voltage-
controlled variable-delay elements that are connected in a
circular fashion with one inversion along the path. The fre-
quency is doubled and quadrupled using a novel exclusive-OR
gate that is perfectly symmetric in order to reduce phase error.

Fig. 3. Voltage-controlled variable-delay element.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Delay element signal path charactersitics. (a) Slow and fast path
device currents. (b) Signal delay for slow, combined (slow+ fast), and total
paths.

Because the signal has to propagate through the circuit twice
to complete one oscillation, the delay of each stage is 45.
Signals separated by two stages are 90out-of-phase and are
said to be in quadrature. With the use of a multiplier, these
two signals may be combined to generate a new signal at
twice the original frequency. The four separate taps provide
two sets of quadrature outputs that may be used to double the
core frequency. Because the shift between successive stages is
45 , the phase shift between the doubled-frequency signals are
also in quadrature and may be combined to produce a signal
at four times the core frequency.

B. Variable-Delay Element

The core frequency is adjustable due to the use of variable-
delay elements [6] (Fig. 3). Switching the current between
slow and fast paths within the element varies the delay.
Fig. 4(a) shows the simulated shift in current between the slow
and fast paths while Fig. 4(b) shows the delay through the
slow path, the combined paths (slow fast), and the total
delay including the output emitter-followers.

C. Frequency Divider

Frequency division is accomplished using sequential toggle
flip-flops, each providing a successive division factor of two.
Since the frequency is cut in half after every stage, only the
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Fig. 5. Novel, fully symmetrical exclusive-OR circuit.

Fig. 6. Comparison of simulated waveforms from balanced Gilbert multi-
plier and novel XOR.

first stage requires careful design. A buffer is used between
the first and second stages to ensure the quality of the signal,
after which no additional buffers are required.

D. Frequency Multiplier/Novel XOR Circuit

Typically, signal multiplication is performed using analog
circuits such as the Gilbert multiplier [7], which is capable
of four-quadrant operation. However, in order to generate a
high-quality signal at twice the input frequency, the delay
for both input signals must be the same, a characteristic
that the Gilbert multiplier does not possess. To compensate,
Schmidt [8] combined two Gilbert cells with inverted signal
connections to cancel out the input phase shift.

Our circuit does not use analog signal multiplication. In-
stead, the product pairs for the exclusive-OR logic function

and are generated and combined to
realize the function (Fig. 5). Although it requires the same
amount of devices as the dual-multiplier approach, SPICE
simulations have indicated that our circuit has higher rise times
at lower frequencies (Fig. 6). Due to the perfect symmetry, the
circuit has low phase error and is used as a phase detector in
a 2 GHz clock deskew circuit that reduces skew to less than
5 ps [9].

V. PHYSICAL DESIGN AND LAYOUT

To produce robust multi-GHz circuits, the physical layout
must be considered to be nearly as important as the circuit
design itself. Mismatched parasitic loading can have disas-
trous effects upon the circuit performance; consequently the
VCO physical layout was handcrafted. To compensate, special

Fig. 7. Closely balanced layout of VCO core, 2� and 4� multipliers with
both inputs to one multiplier imbalanced.

Fig. 8. Closely balanced layout of VCO core, 2� and 4� multipliers with
one input to both multipliers imbalanced.

techniques were developed to produce layouts with closely
matched capacitance in order to reduce skew.

Because symmetry is essential in order to reduce phase
error, the four delay elements are arranged in a square to equal-
ize the interconnect parasitics. Two alternative arrangements
for routing the signals between the delay elements and the
multipliers were developed in order to investigate the effects
of phase shifts upon the output signals (Figs. 7 and 8).

Assuming a sinusoidal signal generated by the core os-
cillator, the input to the multipliers will have a phase shift
depending upon the configuration used. For the layout in
Fig. 7, one set of multiplier inputs has a phase shifthence
the 2 and 4 multiplier outputs are (arbitrarily assigning the
phase shift to the first set of inputs)

OUT1 (1)

OUT2 (2)

OUT3 (3)

For the layout in Fig. 8, the multiplier outputs are

OUT1 (4)

OUT2 (5)
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TABLE I
VCO STATISTIC

Fig. 9. Microphotograph of fabricated VCO chip.

OUT3

(6)

In (8), the phase shift is transferred to the output signal
and a DC offset is generated while (11) has a subharmonic
component at 2. Consequently a phase shift on both inputs
to one multiplier is preferable to a phase shift on one input of
both multipliers, and the arrangement in Fig. 7 was selected
for the VCO layout.

VI. RESULTS

A microphotograph of the fabricated chip is in Fig. 9, and
the measured tuning range for the core oscillator is shown in
Fig. 10. The minimum (undivided) frequency was 1.25 GHz
which should result in a divided output frequency of 0.156
GHz (the divider was not tested due to a limited number of
probes). The maximum measured frequency was 13.66 GHz
and is shown in Fig. 11. Simulation results have indicated that
the speed should be 13.9 GHz for a control voltage of 0.6 V,
an error of 1.76%.

VII. SUMMARY

A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) with a very wide
measured bandwidth of 1.25 GHz (undivided) to 13.66 GHz
has been described. The circuit has the widest bandwidth
reported in the literature for any VCO, digital or analog. A
novel fully symmetric exclusive-OR circuit was presented and
discussed along with the variable-delay frequency generation
mechanism. The VCO and its subcircuits have application

Fig. 10. Measured VCO core tuning range (nonmultiplied).

Fig. 11. Oscilloscope photograph of 13.66 GHz VCO output.

in high-speed communications, phase-locked loops, signal
synchronization and clock generation/distribution.
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